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Category: 1851 Exhibition of All Nations (1 to 2)
The London Crystal Palace - the First World's Fair

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 1 - White Metal Medal with image of the (written around top) "International Industrial
Exhibition London 1851" building in the center. Under the building is: "Proposed by H.R.H. Prince
Albert, Designed by ..." and builder, size amount of glass. At bottom: "Estimated Value L150,000"
(British pounds). Reverse: Embossed image of "Queen Victoria and Price Albert". Size: 2" in
diameter. Condition: Fine with overall wear and slight damage to the rim.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

$ 100

Lot # 2 - White Metal Medal with the bust of "His Royal Highness Prince Albert." on the obverse.
The reverse pictures the Crystal Palace and has written above "The Building for the Great Exhibition
in London, 1851". Below the building is a lot of information such as "Proposed by ...", "Designed by
...", "Erected by ...", Length, Height, etc. and "Covers 18 Acres of Ground". Size: 2 1/8" diameter by
1/8+" thick. Condition: Very Good with some rim nicks, some chips under the building, and some of
the writing is a bit difficult to read. Still a very rare and valuable medal.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

$ 100

Category: 1853 New York Crystal Palace (3 to 6)
The First World's Fair held in the United States. The New York Crystal Palace was located on 5th Avenue and 42nd Street, also known
as Bryant Park.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 3 - White Medal with embossed image of the building and "N. York Crystal Palace, For the
Exhibition of the Industry of All Nations." around the top. At bottom is a shield and "G. H. Lovett
New York" in tiny letters at the bottom edge. Reverse: "Latting Observatory, N. York", "Extreme
Height 350 Feet" with image of the tower in the center. Size: 2 1/16" diameter by 1/8" thick.
Condition: Fine, has spotted wear to finish.
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 600

$ 150

Lot # 4 - Brass Medal with image of the "New York Crystal Palace"," 1853" on the Obverse. On the
Reverse is a man in a cart being pulled by 2 dogs. "H. B. West's." around top, "Tray and Troy." in
center under image and "Famous Trained Dogs." around bottom. Size: 1 /16" diameter. Condition:
Fine, it has overall wear and the faces of the man in the cart and the dogs are well worn.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 400

$ 100

Lot # 5 - Chocolate Bronze Medal with bust of "George Washington" on the Obverse with "United
States of America" around bust and "E Pluribus Unum" around the upper rim with an eagle between
the words. The reverse pictures the building with "The Crystal Palace for the Exhibition of the
Industry of All Nations. New York, 1853" above the building. Below the building is the President of
the fair, the Architects and the dimensions of the building. At bottom rim is "Estimated Value $
450,000." Size: 2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with a few small nicks on the rim.
Estimate: $ 500 - $ 750
Lot # 6 - 6 pages from "Gleason's Pictorial Drawing Room Companion" picturing "A Beautiful
Representation of the New York Crystal Palace" and 5 full pages of interior views that show the
upper and lower floor exhibits. A nice representation of what the interior really looked like. Size: 15"
wide by 11" high. Condition: Very Fine overall with a little edge damage (not into any of the picture
fields) and few brown spots.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 250

$ 25

Category: 1862 London International Exposition (7 to 8)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 7 - Chocolate Bronze Medal with high relief image on Obverse picturing the English logo of a
woman sitting on a shield with a lion at her feet. Around her are 3 people on the left and 3 on the
right. The figures on the left are holding instruments of industry, a press and a gear. Reverse: Wreath
around the edge and "1862 Londini" with "Honoris Causa" (An honorary degree the Latin literally
means: 'for the sake of the honour'). Size: 3" diameter by 1/4" thick. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 300

$ 75

Lot # 8 - White Medal. Obverse: Pictures Building in the center with an angel flying above. Above
around the edge is: "The International Exhibition of 1862." Below the building is: "Opened 1st May
1862 Designed by Captain Fowke R.E, Erected by Messrs Kelk and Lucas". In small writing under
the building is: Ottley Birm" (the designer of the medal). Reverse: "H. M. C. Majesty Queen
Victoria" with an image of the queen looking to the left. Size: 2 1/16" diameter by 5/32" thick edge.
Condition: Very Good, the reverse has pitting mostly on the queen's face and head and to the left of
it. The Obverse has some overall wear.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Category: 1884 London International Exhibition Crystal Palace (9 to 9)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 9 - Chocolate Bronze Medal with image on the obverse and the words "London International
Exhibition Crystal Palace 1884" inside a wreath on the reverse. The image on the obverse is a
woman with one bare breast, a lamb and a helmet at her feet. Her arms are stretched out with a key in
one hand and a scepter in the other. Behind her hands are walls with "Science" written on one and
"Industry" on the other. Under the image in small writing is the name of the artist "Pinches". On the
edge is etched in "T.M.HEMY" Size: 2 1/2" diameter by 1/4+" thick. Condition: Excellent with only
the slightest of wear.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 200

$ 75

Category: 1876 Centennial Exposition (10 to 67)
This World's Fair commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the birth of the United States was held in Philadelphia Pennsylvania.

Picture

Description
Lot # 10 - Tinted lithograph "Bird's Eye View, Centennial Buildings" published by H.J. Toudy &
Co." Size: "19" x 25.75" Condition: Very good - some brown spots and areas of yellowing
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 500
Lot # 11 - Black & White Poster with "Centennial" across the top with the Main bldg behind the title.
Two ovals in center: "Declaration of Independence" & Washington left, "Emancipation
Proclimation" & Lincoln right; around are scenes from U.S. history. This poster was "Designed &
Executed" by "Daniel Ames" & "Published by James Miller" Size: "28" x 40" Condition: "Good,
Several edge tears that have been repaired (one goes into field 3+ "), and 2 small spots where poster
is missing on the edge, small creases, dirt and yellowing"
Estimate: $ 500 - $ 750
Lot # 12 - Fold-out street map of Philadelphia with 8 engravings of Exhibit buildings around outside
of the map. The map folds into a book. The book title is "New Map of Philadelphia and Centennial
Buildings" "Mitchell Map Co." This is a very early map of Philadelphia and quite rare. Size: "22" x
24" Condition: Good - map is creased from being folded into the book and has 3 professional repairs
at fold intersections (and many other fold intersections have pin holes). It is also slightly yellowed.
The cover is separated from the book and the map.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 400

Minimum
Bid
$ 50

$ 100

$ 50

Lot # 13 - Clear molded glass toilet bottle with iridescent patina; "Memorial Hall 1876" embossed
over image of Hall on front; embossed scroll decorations throughout; cork stopper type top Size: 6" x
3" Condition: Very good.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 14 - Black painted wooden jewelry box with color transfer image on Main Bldg on top lid;
painted gold linear decoration; inside is painted purple with mirror in the lid Size: 8.75" x 3.25" x
5.5" Condition: Fair - 4.5" crack in lid; transfer print is heavily crazed; mirror is not longer adherred
to the lid; no key; scratches to paint throughout
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 75

Lot # 15 - Prattware ceramic lid with full color transfer image of "Philadelphia Exhibition 1876";
image of Memorial Hall in center Size: 4.5" diam. X .75" Condition: Excellent - light wear in bottom
center; very light crazing throughout
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 50

Lot # 16 - Red, white and blue flag "1776", "Centennial", "1876" with stars all around. It is attached
to a wooden pole. Size: 17" x 22" Condition: Fair - frayed edges; some color loss; wrinkled at
bottom
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 250

$ 50

Lot # 17 - Large woman's brooch; decorative brass enclosure surrounds reverse painting on glass of
Memorial Hall Size: 2.5" diam. Condition: Very good - some use wear
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 18 - Clear glass oil lamp with American flag shields embossed around; applied handle; brass
top where wick should go (the wick holder is missinf). Size: 3" x 4" diam. Condition: Good - handle
appears to have been reglued; minor chips in base; no shade - just base
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 19 - Metal match case with gold and black lithograph design "The Centennial Match 17761876 Hill & Cooke, New York" surrounds image of George Washington. Size: 2.5" x .5" x 1.5"
Condition: Poor - Lithograph worn and rust throughout
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 20 - Large 3" Chocolate Bronze award medal "Awarded by United States Centennial
Commission International Exhibition, Philadelphia, MDCCCLXXVI."; robed female figure with
shield with eagle and flag embossed on front; stars around the edge; in original velvet lined
presentation case. Size: Case: 4 1/4" x 1" x 4 1/4" Condition: Very good - 4 small spots of bronze
corrosion on the medal. The case is separated at the seem, and therefore the top, bottom and the
center medal holder are all separated.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250
Lot # 21 - 2 1/4" Chocolate Bronze commemorative medal; front: "In commemoration of the
hundredth anniversary of American independence" surrounds image of four female figures in robes;
reverse side: : "These united colonies are and of right ought to be free and independent states"
“1776” surrounds image of robed female with sword; in original velvet lined leather presentation
case Size: Case: 3" x 3" x .75" Condition: Excellent - for medal; case is faded and worn
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 75

$ 75

Lot # 22 - Oversize hardcover book "Frank Leslie's Historical Register of the United States
Centennial Exposition 1876" edited by Frank Norton; includes nearly 800 illustrations and
substantial text about the fair; published by Frank Leslie's Publishing House, New York, 1877; 324
p. Inside is the color cover from the magazine. Size: 16 1/4" x 11 3/4" x 1 1/2" Condition: Good covers have deterioration of leather areas; overall buckling to rest of the covers; pages are yellowed,
but otherwise in very good to very fine condition.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 25

Lot # 23 - Badge with brass eagle shell top, hanging red, white and blue ribbon and an aluminum
medal at the bottom. The ribbon has printed in gold an eagle and "76" on it. The medal has on one
side the "Liberty Bell" pictured with "1776" and "1876" around it and on the other side pictures
"Independence Hall". The medal is also marked in very small letters "KFY. F." (the maker or
designer). Size: 3" high by 1 5/8" wide (the wing span). Condition: Overall Fine because the gold on
the ribbon is mostly worn off, there is a spot of corrosion on the eagle's wing and the medal at the
bottom has some light dings and scratches. Still the piece is very nice and quite presentable (I am
being picky when I describe it).
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 18

Lot # 24 - Belt Buckle with embossed copper shell picturing "Art Gallery" also marked "1776" &
"1876" on silver colored holder (probably tin). The back of the holder has a vertical bar that the belt
would attach to. Size: 3 3/8" wide by 2 1/8" high. Condition: Fine, the copper portion is worn and
discolored in part of the edge.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 25 - Pair of enameled buttons (or cufflinks) with "76" in black on white background on each
button. The buttons are copper. These are on the original card with "Souvenir of the Centennial
Exhibition at Philadelphia" around the edge. Size: 1 button is 11/16" wide by1" high. Card: 3 3/16"
wide by 2 9/16" high. Condition: Buttons are Extremely fine with slight dulling of the copper. Card
is Fine with a burn (?) marks in the upper right corner. There is handwriting on the back of the card.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125
Lot # 26 - Enameled Flag Pin on the Original Card. Around the edge of the card is "Souvenir of the
Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia 1776-1876". On the back someone wrote "Bought at the Main
Building Centennial Exhibition". Size: Pin: 2 5/8" wide by 5/8" high. Card:3 3/16" wide by 2 1/2"
high. Condition: Pin is Excellent with only slight flaws in manufacturing (some of the red has bled
into the white) and the card is Very Fine with some light toning and a couple of small holes.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 35

$ 75

Lot # 27 - Brass Badge with hanging ribbon. The Badge has an eagle at the top with a star in the
middle and below a liberty bell inside a shield. "1876" is inside the star. "1776" is on the bell. Printed
around the shield edge is "Liberty and Freedom to All". The ribbon is in Red, White and Blue with
"Centennial" written across it in gold (which has now either turned dark or green). Below is fringe.
Size: 1 3/8" wide by 4 1/8" long. Condition: Fine, the brass has overall age toning, the ribbon is
soiled and has several small wear tears, lettering is discolored as noted above, and a couple of fringes
are missing.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 28 - Ceramic oval disk with multicolor picture of Art Gallery, "Centennial Exhibition", "1776.
Philadelphia 1876." This is a souvenir and not a piece off something (I have seen a few of these in
my 30 years and have never seen one attached to anything. Size: 2 3/8" wide by 2" high. Condition:
Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 35

Lot # 29 - Oval Black Pin with image of the Art Gallery with "Philadelphia 1876" above and
"Kunsthalle" below. It is not clear exactly what material this pin is made out of, but it seems to be
coated with a black material (this is because on the back there are a few small spots were the coating
is missing, but underneath is still a grey material). Size: 1 5/8" wide by 1 1/8" high. Condition:
Excellent although there is a small chip on the underneath edge (not visible from the front) which
appears to be as made because the black color is evenly applied at that spot.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 150

$ 35

Lot # 30 - Wooden Medal picturing "Main Building", "International Exhibition", "1776", "1876" on
the Obverse. Reverse: Around the edge "The 100th Anniversary of American Independence", "U.S.
America". In the center "4th of July 1776", "Exhibition Open from May 10 to Nov. 10 1876
Fairmount Park Philadelphia". Size: 3" diameter by 1/4" thick. Condition: Extremely fine with one
small edge chip and slight discoloration on a couple of high spots under the building.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 31 - "Knights Templar" 3 Piece Hanging Brass Badge with Crown and Cross with "INRI" in
cross at top, The Number '2' as the middle piece and the Liberty Bell with a cross across its top as the
bottom piece. On the bell is written "In Hoc Signo Vinces", "1776", "Centennial", "1876",
"Philadelphia", "Commandery No. 2" & "Knights Templar". Size: 4 3/8" long by 2" wide at the
bottom. Condition: Very Fine with overall age toning on the bottom, bell portion.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 32 - White Metal Medal "In Commemoration of the Hundredth Anniversary of American
Independence", "Act of Congress June 1874" with Miss Liberty holding her arms outstretched holder
2 wreaths and 3 other women below her with a shield, a gear and a pallet and "1876" below. Reverse:
around the edge is "These United Colonies are, and of Right Ought To Be Free and Independent
States." Miss Liberty is on her knees with rays emanating from 13 small stars above. Below her is
"1776" Size: 2 1/4" diameter by 3/16" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight wear and slight
age toning.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 150

$ 35

Lot # 33 - Clothing button with raised picture of the "Art Gallery Centennial Exhibition",
"Philadelphia 1876". This button is made of a embosses copper (or brass) shell affixed to a steel
backing. Size: 7/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, with light discoloration.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 15

Lot # 34 - Clothing button with raised picture of the "Main Building International Exhibition",
"Philadelphia 1876". This button is made of a embosses copper (or brass) shell affixed to a steel
backing. Size: 7/8" diameter. Condition: Fine, with some corrosion spots in upper left and light
rubbing in the sky.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 15

Lot # 35 - Clothing button made out of Turtle Shell with silver inlay picturing the "Art Gallery".
Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 36 - Frosted glass vase in the shape of a hand holding a bunch of wheat; "Centennial 1876"
embossed in base; Gillinder. Size: 7" high by 3" wide by 1 3/4" deep. Condition: Good, minor chips
along base; 1" crack radiating from the base upwards; 1.5" crack radiating from the hand in the
center; 1/4" loss along top rim
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 37 - Clear glass mug in the shape of the Liberty Bell with figural snake handle; "Manufactured
at the Centennial Exhibition by Gillinder & Sons" embossed on base Size: 3.5" x 3.5" diam
Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 38 - Clear glass paperweight cube with b&w images on paper of Memorial Hall, Horticultural
Hall, Machinery Hall, Agricultural Hall, and Main Bldg. Size: 3.25" x 2.5" x 2.5" Condition: Very
good - some minor scratches and use wear on base
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 39 - Metal toy cap gun, handle is embossed with "1776" on one side and "1876" on the other
side. Size: 5" x 3" x 1" Condition: Very good - doesn't seem to work
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 75

Lot # 40 - Souvenir Bible; bound in red leather; embossed with "Centennial Pavilion of Penna. Bible
Society" with image of the pavilion on front cover; New Testament Size: 4" x 2.5" x .75" Condition:
Fair - binding is worn and crayon and highlighter scribbles throughout
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 41 - Souvenir stanhope in shape of binoculars with view of Main Bldg in one eye and Art
Gallery in the other eye Size: .5" x .75" Condition: Very good - used condition
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 42 - White cotton scarf with red border and Centennial Art Gallery in center Size: 20" x 23"
Condition: Very good - some light staining
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 43 - White cotton scarf with red scalloped border; George Washington in center surrounded by
six images of Fair buildings in black. Size: 20" x 22" Condition: Fair - 2 holes; evidence of repair in
center; dirt and staining throughout
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 44 - Long silk Stevensgraph item; green design of Memorial Hall at both ends; white
background Size: 44" x 3.75" Condition: Very good - some staining
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 45 - Large blue Stevensgraph ribbon with portrait of George Washington "Centennial 1776
1876". Size: 17" x 3" Condition: Very good
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 46 - Set of 10 Purple and light blue cards printed by "M. Burt, Cleveland, O., Mfr." The set
includes 10 cards:
Bird's-Eye View
Judge's Hall.
U.S. Exhibition Building.
Women's Pavilion.
Agricultural Building.
Main Exhibition Building.
Art Gallery.
Machinery Hall.
Horticultural Hall.
Independence Hall.
Size: Cards are each 5 3/8" wide by 3 3/8" high. Condition: Overall Very Fine, with some of the
cards having a little paper loss on the edges. A nice clean set.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 40
Lot # 47 - Stereoview with actual photos attached to card marked on the side of the pictures
"Centennial Exhibition Philadelphia 1876". This is the Art Annex, Italian Department. The back lists
all the cards issued in this set. Size: 66 15/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, writing
on the front is faded and pictures are a little faded and light soiling.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$ 10

$5

Lot # 48 - Sepia tone stereoview of interior of Horticultural Hall. White star on bottom right of left
stereoview. Brown sticker on back: "James Cremer/ Publisher of Stereoscopic views/ 18 South
Eighth St., Philadelphia/ Stereoscopes and Views Wholesale and Retail" "Centennial Photographic
Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse has information for the photographic ... Size:
6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Very Fine, slight fading and a staple hole in the bottom of the card.
Light staining around the edges.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 49 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring the interior of Horticultural Hall's Floral Hall. "Centennial
Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side features the information for
the photographic co. in gold ink. 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition Centennial Photographic
Co. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Excellent Light wear around the edges.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 50 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring Floral Hall's West End, Stairway, and detail. "Centennial
Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side features the information for
the photographic co. in gold ink. 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition Centennial Photographic
Co. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Excellent Light wear around the edges.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 51 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring a Marble Fountain near, or inside, Horticultural Hall.
"Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview
features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. 1876 Philadelphia Centennial
Exhibition Centennial Photographic Co. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Very Good with fading
and a tear in the lower right of the left image. Some spotting on the card.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 52 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring Agricultural Hall's Main Avenue. Features a large cow or
bull to the right. "Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side
has information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Excellent
Light wear around the edges.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 53 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring "Pennsylvania Day." Shows hundreds of people gathered
around a body of water. "Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876."
Reverse side of stereoview features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. 1876
Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition Centennial Photographic Co. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition:
Very Good, picture is fading and Light wear around the edges of the card.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8
Lot # 54 - Sepia tone stereoview taken at the Centennial Opening, the Orators. "Centennial
Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the
information for the photographic co. in gold ink. 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition Centennial
Photographic Co. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Good, there is a stain on the building image at
right and a tear in the cord in the lower right hand corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 55 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring the exterior of "The Old Log Cabin." "Centennial
Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side has information for the
photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Fine, some fading to te image on
teh elft and right edges of the image.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 56 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring the exterior of the Old Log Cabin from afar. Features men,
women, and children dressed in accordance with theme. "Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/
International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the information for the
photographic co. in gold ink. 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition Centennial ... Size: 6.75" x
3.5" (l x h) Condition: Good, the images are fades and there is a stain on the left side of the card that
goes into the upper left portion of the image.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 57 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring Agricultural Hall from Horticultural Hall. "Centennial
Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the
information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Centennial Photographic Co. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x
h) Condition: Very Fine with a couple of light spots in the sky. LIght staining on the edges of the
card.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$5

$5

$5

$1

$5

$2

$1

$3

$1

$3

Lot # 58 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring the exterior of the Pennsylvania State Building.
"Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview
features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. 1876 Philadelphia Centennial
Exhibition Centennial Photographic Co. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Very Fine with some
spotting in the sky..
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 15
Lot # 59 - Sepia tone stereoview taken of the exterior of the English Commissioners Building.
"Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview
features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. 1876 Philadelphia Centennial
Exhibition Centennial Photographic Co. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Fine with small spots
throughout.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8
Lot # 60 - Sepia tone stereoview taken of the exterior of the Women's Pavillion. "Centennial
Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the
information for the photographic co. in gold ink. 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition Centennial
Photographic Co. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: 0ood, there is a large stain in the left mage and
the bottom of the right. Edge staining on the top and left of the card.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 61 - Sepia tone stereoview taken of the exterior of the US Government Building. "Centennial
Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the
information for the photographic co. in gold ink. 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition Centennial
Photographic Co. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Very fine with a couple of small spots in left
sky. Card has some edge staining.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 62 - Sepia tone stereoview taken of the exterior of the Main Building or Horticultural Hall (?).
"Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview
features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition:
Very Good, images are faded and slightly browned.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8
Lot # 63 - Sepia tone stereoview taken of the interior of the Women's Pavillion from the Gallery.
"Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview
features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition:
Fine, the upper portion of images are fading.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 64 - Sepia tone stereoview taken of a Pulpit by F & H Schroeder. "Centennial Photographic
Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side features the information for the
photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Very Good, the image is strong but
the right lower corner is missing on the right image and the left immage has a white spot at 7 o'clock.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 65 - Sepia tone stereoview taken of the Wyoming Section of the G & S Building. "Centennial
Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the
information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Poor, the card
has been torn in half just righ of center and taped back together in the back. Image is a bit faded.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 66 - Sepia tone stereoview taken of the inside of a building featuring exhibits entitled
"Argentine Republic," "Republica de Chile," and "South Australia." Building name not legable on on
stereoview. View from Gallery Looking North. "Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International
Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the information for the ... Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l
x h) Condition: Very Good, is faded and has a stain across the top of bothj images.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 67 - Sepia tone stereoview taken of the Egyptian Court. "Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/
International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the information for the
photographic co. in gold ink. 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition Centennial Photographic Co.
Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Good, is faded and has a stain in the center of the right image.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$4

$2

$1

$3

$2

$3

$1

$1

$1

$1

Category: 1888 International Exposition Barcelona Spain (68 to 68)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 68 - White Medal picturing the "Palacio De La Industria" (Palace of Industry) and around the
top edge is "Recuerdo De La Exposicion Universal", Marked "Barcelona 1888" at bottom. Reverse:
Center pictures a crown on the top of a square coat of arms. Around the edge is written, "Talleres de
Construccion de Gaspar Quintana Hijo", "Despacho S. Pablo 46". Made by "Piquer Co." This is a
lovely medal from an uncommon Expo. Size: 1 15/16" diameter by 1/8" thick. Condition: Very Fine
with a few rim nicks and age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Category: 1889 Paris Exposition Universelle (69 to 69)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 69 - Oversized hardcover book "Chefs-D'Oeuvre [Masterpieces] de L'Exposition Universelle
de Paris, 1889, Vol. I" by William Walton; published by George Barrie, Philadelphia, 1889. This
book contains at least 24 color plates/prints and numerous black and white (too many to
count)plates/prints, 42 pages of information about the fair and its buildings, plus 56 pages of text in
English about the artwork featured at the fair. Size: 17" x 12" x 1 1/2" Condition: Good - front and
back covers are completely separated from the book; some wear/deterioration to the leather covering,
mainly around the edges; book pages are in excellent condition.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 35

Category: 1893 World's Columbian Exposition (70 to 193)
Celebrating the 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of America. Held in Chicago, Illinois
For Medal references:
HK refers to Hibler & Kappen
McGlothlin refers to Chris McGlothlin's "World's Fair Spoons" Book

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 70 - Large Copper Plaque with highly raised embossed images. In the center is "Christopher
Columbus". Around the edge are 4 vignettes with titles above: "His Arrival", "Discovery of America
1492", "His Coming Back" & "Exhibition of Chicago" The piece is signed (Rossen writes "Corello
Paris 1892", but there is not information on the web about this name. To me the name looks
different). Size 16 1/2" diameter. Weight: 4 pounds. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 250 - $ 500

$ 175

Lot # 71 - Brass Medal, Eglit 313, with Landing Scene of Columbus, surrounded by a band of stars
with "1492" at bottom. Reverse: Phoenix with snake in beak and full spread wing in center. Above
"World's Columbian Exposition". Below "Chicago 1893" Applied Loop at top added when made.
Size 1 1/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine but lightly stuck with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 12

Lot # 72 - Aluminum Medal Eglit 560. Obverse: Standing figure of Columbia holding ribbon with
"Columbian Exposition Chicago USA" inscribed on it. In left hand is shield of the United States. She
is standing in front of the Horticultural Building. On base below shield "1893". Reverse: Landing of
Columbus scene in full detail. Around "Columbus Discovering America". At bottom "1492". Size: 1
1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, however the hole at top is not original. This medal has
wonderful detail.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 75
Lot # 73 - Double Sided Charm with paper under glass. This charm is square with a gold tone shell
and is looped at top for wearing on a chain. One side pictures in "Columbus - Isabella", Columbus in
Isabella's Court. Other side pictures in color the Manufacturing Building and has "Exposition
Chicago 1893" in the sky. The glass cover has a concave circular center which highlights the center.
Size: 1 1/16" high by 15/16" wide. Condition: Overall Fine, the building side is clear but the Isabella
side is darkened.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40
Lot # 74 - Compass with map inside on the bottom marked "World's Fair Grounds" under the needle.
Around the inside edge are the compass points "N", "E", "S", & "W". Each building on the map is
marked with a number and under the lid is an Index in alphabetical order of the building names and
the numbers. The round copper casing has "The Columbus Needle", "The simplest and most
complete Guide to the World's Fair Chicago - 1893", "Souvenir" embossed on the lid. Size: Closed:
1 7/8" diameter by 9/16" thick. Condition: Fine, however, the needle does not move. The case has a
dent in the top and the bottom and is discolored all over.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 25

$ 15

$ 20

Lot # 75 - Pocket watch made by "Welch" Reverse pictures full landing scene "landing of Columbus
in America October 12th, 1492". Watch case has a silver wash. Size: 2 3/4" diameter by 1 1/4" thick.
Condition: Extra Fine with wear and rear hinge is broken. Runs part time probably needs a good
cleaning.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 76 - Walking Stick with metal figural head of "Columbus". Marked "1893", "Chicago" and
"Souvenir" under the head. "Pat Dec 20-92". Size: 35 1/2" tall and the top of the head is
approximately 2" in diameter. Condition: Fine, there is a dent under Columbus' right eye and some
wear and discoloration to the head. It displays extremely well. A wonderful addition to any
collection.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 40

Lot # 77 - Brass Medal, unlisted in Eglit. Obverse: Viking Ship in center on ocean with waves.
Around ship is "Leif Erikson Ankommer Til Amerika. 1000" (this is Norwegian). Reverse: The
center pictures the "The Norwegian Building". Around bottom is "Columbian Exposition 1893".
Looped at top as made. (Note of interest: This building was moved to "Little Norway", a tourist
attraction in Wisconsin and still exists today.) Size: 1 1/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine
because there is a little age toning, however the relief is beautiful.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 35

Lot # 78 - Enameled Button with crossed American Flag and "School House" flag (A school house is
pictured on this flag). Under American flag "World's Fair" in gold. Under School house flag is
"Chicago 1893" in gold. In the center is "Emblems of Our Country". Colors are red, blue and gold on
white. Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with 2 cracks under the first "m" in 'Emblems',
however there is no loss of enamel.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 79 - The Last Nail Pin Back Badge issued for the celebration of the completion of the Woman's
Building (See page 250 of "The Fair Women" by Jeanne Madeline Weimann. Published by
"Academy Chicago" 1981). This pin features 2 construction workers, each holding a tool. In the
center is a sunrise over 2 mountains with a river and a water fall. There is a fake diamond in the sky.
On the bottom is "Oro Plata". On the back is "Pat. Jan 31, 1893" Size: 1 3/4" wide by 1 1/16" high.
Condition: Very Good, the tools on both sides are bent toward the center. Also the nail that ran in the
back from side to side and extended out has been cut off behind the badge. The pin is missing.
However the images in the front are strong.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 80 - White Medal, with heavy relief. Obverse: In center is image of "Administration Building".
Around the edge is "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago", "1893". Marked "Made in Germany".
Reverse: Pictures "Landing of Columbus" scene, "1492". There are stars all around the edge. Size: 2"
diameter by 1/8" thick. Condition: Fine with wear and the plating has some corrosion.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 81 - Glass Bead with picture of Machinery Hall and has "Exposition Chicago 1893" at the
bottom. Size: 11/16" by 11/16". Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 82 - 1890 elongated Liberty head Nickel. "Columbian 1893 Exposition" with a star at each
end. Size: 1 1/4" long by 7/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine with 2 small spots of corrosion. There is a
clear image of the obverse of the coin on the non-printed side.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 12

Lot # 83 - Steel watch case opener. Obverse: "Compliments of Keystone Watch Company" around
edge. In center picture of globe. Reverse: inside keystone "Souvenir World's Columbian Exposition
1893" Uncommon variety with small "Phila." on map. Size: 1" wide by 1 1/2" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine, with a couple of light spots.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 84 - 1887 elongated Seated Liberty Dime. "Columbian 1893 Exposition" in raised writing.
There is a punched hole on the right side. (Although I am not aware of rolled coins that were made
with a hole, this one is neatly made so may be original). Size: 1 1/16" wide by 3/4" high. Condition:
Extra Fine with clear image of the original coin.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 15

Lot # 85 - Elongated 1863 Indian Head Penny. "Columbian Exposition 1893" with 4 stars. Size: 1
1/8" wide by 13/16" high. Condition: Fine with spots of corrosion.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 86 - Straight Razor with etched picture of a line of buildings and "World's Columbian
Exposition Chicago 1893" on the blade. The blade is housed in a black plastic (celluloid ?). The
razor was made by "H. Boker & Co.", "Made in Germany". Size: Blade: 5 3/4" from end to end by
3/4" at the widest. Handle: 5 1/2" long by 5/8" at the widest. Condition: Fine with some rust pits at
the top and on the left side of the image and on the back of the blade. The handle has a few small
scrathes.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 87 - Official Sterling Spoon picturing Columbus at the end of the handle with "World's
Columbian Exposition" underneath. In the bowl is the Caravel. On the handle are an anchor and
other decorations. On the reverse of the handle is Isabella and globe with "1492 * 1893" on it. Below
is the seal "World's Columbian Exposition Seal Chicago Illinois", "Organizes August 14, 1889".
(WFS #1). Size: 5 7/8" long by 1 3/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine, the gold wash is very faint.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 15

Lot # 88 - Sterling Silver Mechanical Demitasse Spoon. The handle is topped with a spinning disk
that has the Eastern hemisphere pictured on one side, and the Western Hemisphere is on the other. In
the Bowl is pictured the "Women's Bldg". In the sky is "Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893".
Made by Wendell Mfg. Co. (WFS #203-C) Size: 4 1/2" long by 13/16" wide. Condition: Extremely
Fine, a little gold wash is missing from back.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 89 - Stick Pin with Libby Glass Spun Glass Fibers decorating the medal at top. The medal has
a bust of Columbus with "World's Columbian Exposition" around the edge. Size: Medal: 3/4"
diameter. Overall of fibers: 2 1/2" wide by 2 5/8" high. Overall height to pin bottom is 2 3/4".
Condition: Fine with some tin pest around edge of medal. The fibers are plentiful.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 15

Lot # 90 - Aluminum Medal Eglit # 145. Obverse: View of fair on a globe encircled by "1492
World's Fair. 1892 Souvenir". Reverse: "World's Columbian Exposition", "Aluminum extracted by
electricity from common clay", "Chicago U.S.A. 1893". Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely
Fine with some rim dings.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 91 - Modified Columbian Half Dollar. This coin has been modified with the central image on
the obverse removed and in its place has been welded a gold colored winged foot and a nose. Around
the edges still has the writing. Reverse has its image, but has residue on it as if it had been welded to
something else (don't know exactly because I have never seen another). There is a loop added at the
top for wearing. A weird curiosity. Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: the side of the nose has a little
gold peeling and as mentioned above some residue on the back.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$7

Lot # 92 - Aluminum Medal mule of Eglit # 592 (obverse) and Eglit # 218 (reverse). Obverse:
pictures in the top half "Horticultural Building". The bottom half has the hemisphere (cut off at top)
with cut off words "lds mbian Exposition" with "18" on the left and "93" on the right. Reverse: Is all
writing with large "Aluminum" across the center. Above is "Malleable, Tasteless, Sonorous, Ductile,
Untarnishable." Below is: "Cubic foot of gold 1204 lbs. .. Aluminum 179. The metal is pure." Size: 1
7/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with a couple of light scratches.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 93 - Aluminum Medal Eglit #53. Obverse: Bust of "Colonel Geo. R. Davis.". Reverse: Inside
horse shoe shaped wreath is "Director General". At bottom is "World's Columbian Exposition. Made
by "Childs Chicago" Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 30

Lot # 94 - Large Aluminum Medal with encased stamp, Eglit # 136A. Obverse: Pictures bust of
"Columbus" in center with "World's Columbian Exposition" and "Chicago" around edge. Reverse:
"Columbian", "1893" above rectangle with real 2 cent Columbian Expo Commemorative stamp and
"Souvenir" below. Size: 2" diameter by 1/8" thick. Condition: Very Fine with minor rim nicks and
light age toning.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 65

$ 25

Lot # 95 - Lady's Chatelaine Watch Holder. This is a watch case where the watch is placed in the
bottom piece and it is worn on the belt or the lapel. This item is made up of a filigree top piece,
watch holder (bottom piece) and 2 pieces between the bottom and the piece with the Columbus coat
of arms. The filigree is quite delicate. The whole piece is gold washed. The top piece can be removed
so that only from the coat of arms down need be worn. On the back of the coat of arms is "Chicago
1893". Chatelaine holders were the height of fashion in the 1890's. This item does NOT include a
watch. Size: 7" high by 1 1/2" at the widest (the watch case). Condition: Extremely Fine with some
age toning. This is an important piece that any serious collector of women's items would need for
their collection.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

$ 75

Lot # 96 - Oval shaped Glass Charm with multicolor paper insert picture of Machinery Hall with
"Exposition Chicago 1893" underneath on one side. On the other side is a picture of "Fisheries &
Aquarium." Size: 3/4" wide by 3/4" high including the loop. Condition: Very Fine overall with a
scratch or two in the glass and some imperfections in the pictures. It would look lovely hanging on a
chain.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 97 - Brass Shell Medal that opens up to reveal 2 pictures inside. The outside has an embossed
image of the "Administration Building". The other side has "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago
1893" written on it inside a wreath. When opened 2 black and white pictures are revealed. One of the
pictures is the Electrical (?) building and the other is a skyscraper in downtown Chicago. Marked
"Made in Germany". Size: 15/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with some light pitting on the
Admin side.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 20

Lot # 98 - Large Advertising Medal made out of 'Printer's Type Metal' (i.e. steel). One side has an
embossed "Administration Building" with high relief. Around the picture is "World's Columbian
Exposition". Below building it says "Chicago 1893" Reverse: Picture of a Bicycle. Around the top
"Rambler Bicycles", "Compliments of". Below picture "Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. Chicago". At
very bottom "Boston, Washington, New York, Coventry Eng." This is a very rare medal. It weights 7
ounces. Size: 2 11/16" diameter by 5/16" thick. Condition: Good, it is heavily pitted and corroded
and has a major ding on one bicycle wheel and the "RAM" in Rambler is hard to read, but most the
lettering and the pictures are still very visible.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 60
Lot # 99 - Glass Slide picturing "no 135" the "Group for Administration Building", "World's
Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893". This is the statue that was on the corner of the top exterior
level of the building. The slide pictures a winged woman holding up a wreath with 2 cherubs
blowing horns. The label also has "Department of Photography C. D. Arnold Chief". Size: 4" wide
by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, the picture is a little faded.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 100 - White metal, Eglit #E35. Obverse pictures bust of Columbus with "The discovery of
American 1492" around the top and "World's Columbian Exposition 1893" around the bottom.
Reverse pictures the portraits of all the Presidents from Washington to Cleveland with their names
under the bust and "The Presidents of the United States" around the edge. The bottom is marked
"Ryden", who was the designer. Size: 2 1/8" diameter by 1/8" thick. Condition: Very Good with
corrosion.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$ 18

$8

$8

Lot # 101 - Aluminum Medal, H&K 166, Eglit 21. Obverse: Pictures the Landing of Columbus 1492
and has "Souvenir of the Opening of the World's Fair Chicago 1893". Reverse: Pictures the
Administration Building. Around the outside "Souvenir Birdseye view of the World's Fair Chicago",
"1893" Marked in small letters the maker "Blumenfield P.O.C." Size: 1 9/16" diameter. Condition:
Has a drilled out hole in the middle of the Admin building that does not go all the way through,
otherwise it would be Fine.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 102 - White Metal Eglit 308. Obverse: Pictures bust of "Christopher Columbus 1492".
Reverse: Pictures 3 buildings in the center. Around the edge "World's Fair Buildings Chicago, Ill.",
"Dec'd (sic) Oct. 21, 1892". Size: 1 7/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with scuffs on bust and
light toning on reverse. Holed not as made.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 103 - Brass medal Eglit # 542. "Obverse: pictures "Machinery Hall", Reverse: "1492 World's
Columbian Exposition Chicago. 1893" with wreath around edge. Holed at top as made. Size: 15/16
inch diameter. Condition: Fine, obverse has tin pest.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 104 - Silvered brass medal. Obverse: "World's Exposition" above Manufacturers Building.
Below is "Chicago 1893" Reverse: Pictures bust and shoulders of "Christopher Columbus". Looped
as made. Size: 1 1/16" diameter. Condition: Fine with a little wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 105 - Embroidered Souvenir Card with beautifully colored stitching of flowers with a black
picture of Columbus. Marked "World's Columbian Exposition", "Souvenir", "Chicago", "1893." This
is a rare piece. Size: 3 3/8" wide by 5" high. Condition: Near Mint. These embroidered cards are
rarely available in this beautiful condition. - Don't let this one get away !!
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 106 - Elongated Indian 1891(?) Penny with "Columbian Exposition 1893" with 2 stars. Size: 1
1/8" wide by 13/6" high. Condition: Fine except there is a little hole through one of the stars.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 107 - Elongated 1884 Liberty Nickel. "Columbian Exposition 1893" with 3 stars. The
unmarked side is a clear picture of the obverse of the nickel. On the printed side you can also clearly
see the 'V' in the center and the "United States of America" around the edge. This is probably one of
the clearest rolled out nickels you will ever see. Size: 1 1/4" wide by 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely
Fine.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75
Lot # 108 - Quill Ink Pen made completely of aluminum. On the feather is embossed "World's
Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893". Size: 9 1/2" long (tip to end) by 1 1/16" at the widest.
Condition: Fine with overall discoloration.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 109 - Glass Paperweight with multicolored picture of "Administration Bldg". In the sky is
"World's Columbian Exposition 1893". This is one of a series of souvenir paperweights that were
made of multicolored paper lithograph attached to the back of the glass paperweight. Size: 4" wide
by 2 1/2" high by 3/4" thick. Condition: Very Good with raggedy edges and a little separation (the
paper is slightly off the glass, but still present) in the sky and on the left side.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$ 30

$8

$5

Lot # 110 - Cork Screw with a sheath marked "Chicago 1893" on one side and "1492 Hail Columbia
1892" "Clough & Maconnell New York". Size: 2 3/4" long. Loop is 1" diameter. Condition: Very
Fine with light surface scratching.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 111 - "Photographs of the World's Fair" Book. On the inside the description is continued: "An
elaborate collection of Photographs of the Buildings and Grounds and Exhibits of the World's
Columbian Exposition with a special description of the famous Midway Plaisance" (Plaisance is
French for Pleasure). This book was published "Werner Company 1894". The book has an index in
the front. This book contains 351 single sided pages. There are more than 300 photographs with the
image size of 8" by 10" with the description of the picture below. Gold leaf on the edge of the pages.
Size: 14" wide by 11 1/4" high by 1 1/4" thick. Weight: 7 pounds. Condition: Binding on the spine is
separated on one side but is still complete. The pages are Extra Fine however there is very minor
water damage on a few pages.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$3

$ 25

Lot # 112 - Book. "Samantha at the World's Fair by Josiah Allen's Wife". Copyright 1893 by the
Funk & Wagnalls Company. Marietta Holley is Josiah Allen's Wife. 694 pages with illustrations by
Baron C. De Grimm throughout. The Ferris Wheel is pictured on the binding. A fun read for any fair
enthusiast. Size: 7 3/4" high by 5 5/8" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine, no wear to cover, some light
staining on the page edges.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 113 - "The Youth's Companion", "World's Fair Number", "Chicago 1893." With multicolor
picture of the "Administration Building". This large format magazine has 36 pages illustrated with
pictures of the buildings, exhibits, information about the fair and advertisements. It contains
information that is not available in other publications including information about the Children's
Building. The pages are bound together with a string (as made). A most informative magazine. Size:
11 1/4" wide by 16 1/4" high. Condition: Fine with several tears in the covers and a few pages have
some paper loss at the top of the cover.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 114 - "Picturesque World's Fair", "Fine Arts Series 1", "An Elaborate Collection of Colored
Views. "Approved by George R. Davis Director General of the World's Columbian Exposition",
published by "W. B. Conkey Company". This booklet has 12 full color pictures of buildings,
interiors and statues including a double page picture centerfold of "Chicago Day at the Exposition
October 9. 1893". Size: 13 1/4" wide by 10 3/4" high. Condition: Very Good, the covers are
separated and not attached and badly frayed with paper missing all along the edges. The inside has a
stain on the upper right corner of each page (not in the field) and a little paper missing in the same
corner of a few pages.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 115 - Hardbound Accordion View Book with a red cover "World's Columbian Exposition"
with picture of Machinery Hall, 2 angels and a globe. Inside are 13 pictures that unfold to a long
length. The pictures are printed in black and light blue. Size: Book: 9" high by 5 1/2" wide. The
pictures unfold to be 73" long. Condition: Fine with wear and corner damage. There is a separation
between 2 pictures so part of the pictures are no longer attached.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 116 - Thin Cardboard Bound Multicolor Folio of prints of the "Midway Plaisance". These are
lithographs of "Sketches by w. H. Crane", "Printed at the World's Columbian Exposition". Inside are
8 single sided multicolor signed lithographs. "The Orcutt Co. Leading Lithographers. Chicago."
There is a red string binding this book together. This album is quite rare. Size: 11 3/4" wide by 7 7/8"
high. Condition: The cover has soiling in a 'T' shape (where the book was not covered by other
objects for years). The color lithos are excellent with slight edge discoloration on some (again where
exposed for years).
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 25

Lot # 117 - Photograph of an interior exhibit (I believe it is the Art Palace). The photo is attached to
a cardboard backing that is marked on back with official seal that pictures "Christopher Columbus",
"World's Columbian Exposition", "Department of Photography", "C. D. Arnold, chief". Size: Photo:
8 5/8" wide by 7" high. Cardboard: 9 1/2" wide by 8" high. Condition: Photo is Very Good with
overall fading. The cardboard backing has a broken upper left corner and a crack in the back.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 118 - Hardcover Book "The Columbian Gallery, a Portfolio of Photographs from the World's
Fair including the Chief, Palaces, Interiors, Statuary, Architectural and Scenic Groups, Characters,
Typical Exhibits, and Marvels of the Midway Plaisance" published by "The Werner Company
Chicaago, Ill.". Pages not numbered but there are over 100 pages. Size: 13 1/ 2" wide by 11" high by
7/8" thick. Condition: Good, cover has edge damage and paper loss in a few places, pages are loose
(some are detached), stains on some pages and the stitching that holds the page sections together
(under the binding) is separating. A great reference.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

$5

Lot # 119 - "The Cosmopolitan" Magazine, "September 1893", "A World's Fair Number." This issue
is mostly about the fair with over 100 illustrations and comments by former President Benjamin
Harrison. A great article about Electricity at the fair and the Midway Plaisance Also contains an
article by Mark Twain which is not fair related. There are some great ads including one for the Reed
& Barton Columbus pitcher. Size: 7" wide by 10" high and 3/8" thick (over 175 pages). Condition:
Contents are Fine. Cover is age toned, chipped and 75% separated. Binding is frayed.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 120 - Salesman Sample Book of the "World's Columbian Exposition" published by "P. W.
Ziegler & Co.". This book features a different cover on the front and back with a choice of 3
different spines. Inside are some of the pages that would be in the real book. In the back is a
handwritten list of orders that were placed for the book . Size: 7" wide by 9 3/4" high by 1" thick.
Condition: Good, the spine is missing and one cover is 50% separated.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 121 - Folding Fan with Multicolor birdseye view on the left and sepia tone pictures of
individual buildings on the left. Reverse is blank. (Rossen pg: 74) Size: Open: 13" high by 24" wide.
Condition: Fair, there are several separations on folds that could be repaired and 2 tears.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 122 - Pot Metal Round Tray with lattice work on the edge and "World's Fair 1893" in raised
letters in the center. Size: 4 1/4" diameter by 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with overall age toning
and slight bending of edge.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 123 - Reverse Glass picture of "Electrical Building", "World's Fair 1893". This would have
been placed inside a holder (usually a plaque) and sold as a souvenir. This item is round. Size: 3 3/8"
diameter. Condition: Very Good, has several edge scratches and a large scratch in the sky.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 124 - Animal's horn with "Souvenir World's Fair July 1893" written on it in black. There are 2
hooks attached and a leather strap (which is broken) between then for hanging. Size: 11" long.
Condition: Good, the writing is mostly worn off, some off the open end is broken and the strap for
hanging is broken.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 125 - Metal Box with hinged cover. "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893" in raised
letters around a raised medal picturing Columbus on the cover. Size: 3 1/4" wide by 1 5/8" deep by
1" high. Condition: Fair - most of the silver wash is rubbed off and one of the four ball-shaped feet is
broken off (foot it is being sold with the piece, needs to be re-attached).
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$ 12

$4

Lot # 126 - Demitasse Cup & Saucer with black transfer on white china of "The Electrical Building",
"World's Exposition, Chicago 1893" pictured on both pieces. Each piece is marked "England" on the
bottom over a logo of a crown and a joined "C W" (Wileman & Co.). Size: Saucer: 4 3/4" diameter.
Cup: 2 1/4" high by 3" from end of handle to edge of cup. Condition: Cup is Very fine with a tiny
chip on the bottom. Saucer is Fine with a small dark spot and a scratch in the glaze.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 127 - Saucer pictures "The Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Bu" ('ilding' is cut off) in reddish
brown. There is gold gilt around the rim edge. This saucer is marked on the back "Iron Stone China'
with a maker's mark. Size: 5 7/8" diameter by 1 1/16" high. Condition: Very Good, there is light
brown staining throughout.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 128 - China Plate with color picture of "Machinery Hall". The border of the plate has brown
swirls. The plate was made by "L. S. & S. Germany". Size: 6 1/2" diameter. Condition: Has one edge
chip (3/16") and light crazing otherwise it would be Very Fine.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 129 - China Plate with black transfer image in center of "Machinery Building, World's
Columbian Exposition" and decorated border. Plate was made by (marked on back) "Wedgwood,
Etruria, Engalnd" Size: 8 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with overall crazing.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 130 - China Plate with red transfer image in center of "Administration Building, World's
Columbian Exposition" and decorated border. Plate was made by (marked on back) "Wedgwood,
Etruria, Engalnd" Size: 8 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little soiling.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 131 - Large china cup (looks more like iron stone) with 2 reddish brown transfers. One side
pictures "The Woman's Building.", and the other side pictures "The Agriculture Building." Size: 4"
high by 6 1/2" from end of handle to edge of cup lip. Condition: There is a hairline crack that is
browning above the woman's building and some light browning at the top edge and a little brown
crazing on the bottom, otherwise it is very fine.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 132 - Small Plate with black transfer on white china of "The Government Building", "World's
Exposition, Chicago 1893" pictured at the top. The piece is marked "England" on the bottom over a
logo of a crown and a joined "C W" (Wileman & Co.). Size: 5 7/8" diameter. Condition: Fair, picture
is partially rubbed off and there are 2 chips on the left edge of the plate.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 133 - Columbian Coin Glass Mug with handle and 6 gilded medallions (most of the gilding is
worn off). The medallions are of "1492 Christopher Columbus 1892" and "Americus Vespucius" and
the coat of arms of the United States and Spain. Size: 4 7/8" high by 4 1/4" from edge of top to edge
of handle. Condition: Very fine, small flake on bottom rim, and most of the gilding is worn off.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 65

$ 20

Lot # 134 - Columbian Coin Glass Creamer with 6 frosted medallions of "1492 Christopher
Columbus 1892" and "Americus Vespucius" and the coat of arms of the United States and Spain.
Size: 5 1/8" high by 4 7/8" from spout to end of handle. Condition: Extremely fine with 2 small
flakes on the medallions.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 10

Lot # 135 - Columbian Coin Glass Claret wine goblet with a flared top and 6 gilded medallions. The
medallions are of Columbus and Vespucius and the coat of arms of the United States and Spain.
Size: 4 3/4" high by 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, it has a chip at the bottom below one of
the medallions. There is still gold gilt on all the medallions and can be seen very lightly on the rim.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 10

Lot # 136 - Ruby Flash Toothpick Holder with "World's Fair 1893" etched on one side and "Anna
Mason" on the back side. Size: 2 3/8" high and 2 1/8" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$6

Lot # 137 - 3 Piece Hanging Badge with rising sun above "California" on the bar at top. In the
middle is a Bear with "Columbian Exposition" written below him. Hanging from the bear is a globe
with "1893 in it. Marked "B. Pasquale & Son S.F." on the back. Size: 2 5/16" high by 1 5/8" wide.
Condition: Extremely Fine with age toning on the 2 upper parts.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 138 - "Canada" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "Canada" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's" above the globe,
"Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is marked
"MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St. Chicago." Size:
1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Fine, with overall age toning, heavier on
the left side and No Pin.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 139 - "Kansas" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "Kansas" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's" above the globe,
"Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is marked
"MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St. Chicago." Size:
1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Fine, with overall wear and age toning.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 140 - "N. Carolina" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a
decorative scroll design. "N. Carolina" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's"
above the globe, "Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back
it is marked "MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St.
Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Very Fine, with light
age toning.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 141 - Ferris Wheel Glass Paperweight with sepia tone picture of "The Ferris Wheel World's
Fair Chicago 1893" and in very small print has the name of the photographer (but I cannot read it).
Around the perimeter of the photo is a blue paint border. On the back is the original cardboard with
"Official Souvenir of Ferris Wheel" and information and statistics about the great wheel. Size: 3"
diameter. Condition: Fine, with a little browning of the picture at the bottom (under the wheel) and
on the back the cardboard is browned and the bottom of it, where George Ferris signature is torn off.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40
Lot # 142 - Wooden Beer Foam Scraper with a coat of arms and "And now pilot will discover a new
world" on the thick part and "Chicago 1893" in the narrow part (the part used to remove the foam
from the glass.) Size: 9 3/4" long by 1 1/2" at the widest. Condition: Good, the coat of arms is very
worn; the writing on the handle is worn on the edge; some spots on the scraper part.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 12

$ 10

Lot # 143 - "Connecticut" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a
decorative scroll design. "Connecticut" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's"
above the globe, "Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back
it is marked "MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St.
Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Fine, with light overall
wear and dark age toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 144 - "New Hampshire" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a
decorative scroll design. "New Hampshire" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top,
"World's" above the globe, "Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of
globe. On back it is marked "MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247
Dearborn St. Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Very
Good, with a mostly chocolate appearance where the gold has worn off.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 145 - "Pennsylvania" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a
decorative scroll design. "Pennsylvania" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's"
above the globe, "Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back
it is marked "MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St.
Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Very Fine, with some
wear on the left side and NO Pin.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 146 - "Mississippi" gilt bronze hanging badge, same as (with a different state) Eglit # 256.
Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative scroll design. "Mississippi" on the bar at top. On the badge
"Souvenir" at top, "World's Columbian Exposition" above a bust of Columbus looking right. "1893"
at bottom of bust. The back is blank. Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 3/8 inch top to bottom.
Condition: Very Fine with overall age toning and some wear.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 147 - "Iowa" gilt bronze hanging badge, same as (with a different state) Eglit # 256. Badge
with die-cut edge has a decorative scroll design. "Iowa" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at
top, "World's Columbian Exposition" above a bust of Columbus looking right. "1893" at bottom of
bust. The back is blank. Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 3/8 inch top to bottom. Condition: Very Fine
with overall age toning and one very small spot, still has some nice shine to it.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 148 - Plated match safe with embossed image of Columbus (on front) and emobossed
decoration around the edge on both sides with "Columbian Fair Souvenir" and "1492", "1892" also
embossed on the front. Size: 1 1/2" wide by 2 1/8" high by 3/8" thick. Condition: Fine with a little
plating missing from the top's edge and overall wear.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 149 - Woven Silk Handkerchief with image of "Machinery Hall". In the sky is "Souvenir
Woven at The World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893". It is woven in blue and white. Size: 13
1/2" by 13 1/2" including the fringe. Condition: Very Good, there is a tear on the left side and spots
below the image.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$3

Lot # 150 - Woven Towel in yellow and white. Each end has a yellow decoration picturing
"Christopher Columbus", shields and stars. The center has a woven picture in white on white, which
makes it hard to see, of an eagle, a shield, "1892 1893" and "Chicago" Size: 38" long by 22" wide
(excluding the fringe). Condition: Fair, there are 3 holes and some brown spots.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 151 - Embroidered Linen Handkerchief with picture of the Liberal Arts Building and
"Columbian Exposition" above and "Chicago 1893" below. The embroidery is white, brown and
pink. There is a name embroidered in the opposite corner. Size: 14" by 14 3/8". Condition: Good,
there are a couple of stains and 2 small holes (largest is 1/4" by 1/8").
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 152 - Linen handkerchief with buildings printed in red and beige marked "World's Fair" on the
left of the "Fisheries and Aquarium." picture (in center) and "Chicago 1893." on the right. In the top
left corner pictures the "Horticultural Hall." In the upper right corner pictures "Gallery of Fine Arts.".
At the bottom are the "Mines Building." on the left and "Agricultural Building." on the right. Size:
18 3/4" wide by 17 1/4" high. Condition: Fine, has strong color but has many brown stains
throughout.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 153 - Woven Silk Ribbon in red, blue and black on a white background. "Souvenir The
World's Columbian Exposition" at the top. A eagle on top of 2 American Flags and a shield.
"Machinery Hall" is pictured neat the bottom with "Chicago 1893" at the bottom. Made by "Phoenix
Silk Mfg Co." Size: 12 3/8" long by 2 5/8" wide. Condition: Fair, it has a few small tears and a
thumbtack hole (at top), the maker strip (which is folded over at the top) is separated, the background
is browned and the colors are faded.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 154 - Metal napkin ring marked "World's Fair '93 Chicago". The back has embossed leafs and
design. Size: 1 5/8" high by 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Good, there is some corrosion on the
back half.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 155 - "Columbia Dome" Cigar Box End Label picturing a multicolor image of the Horticultural
Building. The label is marked at the bottom in small print: "Title and Design owned by Friedman
Columbia Dome Cigar Co. Registered in Patent Office Washington D.C." Size: 4 1/2" wide by 4
9/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine in crisp condition with bright colors, there is a light red mark
in the upper left possibly as made.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 156 - "Exposition" Cigar Box End Label picturing in multicolor Columbus bowing to Ms.
Liberty, and American Flag and the Administration Building in the background. Marked on the
bottom in small print: "Litho Geo. Schlegel N.Y." Size: 4 1/2" wide by 4 1/2" high. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 157 - Stereoview of "Ferris Wheel", "Midway Plaisance, World's Fair, Chicago U.S.A." This
card with actual photos pictures the Ferris wheel from the edge showing an excellent view of the
structural supports of the axle. The Stereocard was made by "Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publishers,
New N.Y." "Sold only by Underwood & Underwood". Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine,
the image is a bit faded and there are a couple of spots on it. Still an uncommon view of this
important structure.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 158 - Stereoview of "The Flags of All Nations Adorn beautiful Liberal Arts Building,
Columbian Exposition." and is numbered "8374".This card with actual photos pictures an inside
view through one exhibit to the Belgium exhibit behind. "Photographed and Published by B. W.
Kilburn - Littleton N. H.". Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with light staining on
left side of card, not into the photos.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$5

$2

Lot # 159 - Stereoview of "The Golden Sleigh, French Section, Liberal Arts Building, World's
Columbian Exposition." and numbered "8748". This stereoview has actual photos that are also hand
colored in yellow (sleigh), green (sofa and screen) and pink (doll on sofa and behind sleigh).
"Photographed and Published by B. W. Kilburn - Littleton N. H.". Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Fine, the color looks a little faded and there are water stains on the edge of the card. You
don't see many hand colored cards.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 160 - Stereoview of the "South End of Manufactures Building, World's Fair, Chicago, U.S.A.".
The actual photos picture 2 woman in the foreground and the corner of the building behind them.
The Stereocard was made by "Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publishers, New N.Y." "Sold only by
Underwood & Underwood". Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine with some wear and
corner damage in lower right (not into photo field).
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 161 - Stereoview of "California Liberty Bell, Horticultural Hall, Columbian Exposition.". also
number "7979." These actual photos picture a large bell made out of oranges (crack included) with
'Liberty' spelled out across the top from which the bell hangs. "Photographed and Published by B. W.
Kilburn - Littleton N. H.". Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, the photos are faded.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 162 - Picture of the "New York State Building at the Columbian Exposition". This a newspaper
supplement from the "New York Recorder" and it is numbered "8395". This print has green, yellow,
blue and black colors. Size: 8 3/4" wide by 6 3/4" high. Condition: Very Good because it has a 1/4"
tear at the top, corner folds and a little paper loss off picture in the upper right corner. The image is
Very Fine.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 6

$2

$2

$2

$1

Lot # 163 - Multicolored Lithographed Trade card for "Rubber Paint Company" picturing Uncle Sam
handing out samples of "Hygenic Kalsomine." with the Administration Building in the background.
Size: 5 1/2" high by 3 1/2" wide. Condition: Fine, has corner damage and a crease in the upper right
hand corner.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 164 - Black and White Trade Card for "A. B. Chase Pianofortes". A picture of "Geo. Eugene
Eager" and "his pupil Master Rubinstein Demarest, age 5 years", "The A. B. Chase Co.'s World's
Fair Artists.". Size: 4 3/8" wide by 7" high. Condition: Fine with a little corner damage (every
corner) and some paper residue on the back (from an album).
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 165 - Sheet Music "World's Columbian Exposition Waltz" by "Carl Koelling.", published by
"Clayton F. Summy". This folder open to reveal 2 pages of music. The back cover has information
about the publisher. A very uncommon piece. Size: 5" wide by 7" high closed. Condition: Very Fine,
has one small tear on the right side.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 166 - Advertising Folder for "Aultman, Miller & Co., Akron, Ohio" picturing in multicolor
lithography their "Buckeye Harvesting Machines." exhibit "in the Great Hall of Agriculture." On the
back is a map of the fairgrounds and some surrounding streets. Size: opened: 7 3/8" high by 9 13/16"
wide. Condition: Very Fine, there is a 1" inch tear at the bottom and a 1/2" separation on the center
fold at top.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 167 - Multicolor Lithographed Trade Card for "Walter A. Wood Harvester Company". This
folder pictures a little girl on the front cover, the "Agriculture Building" on back and a list of offices
on the inside. Size: closed: 3 1/2" wide by 6" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 168 - Trade Card for "Swift and Company Packers." This folder pictures in multicolor
lithograph their exhibit at the fair on one side and on the other side a woman sitting on a fence
poking her parasol at a bunch of sheep, cattle and a pig. When you open the folder, you see in black
and white a picture of their factory and a list of all the places that they have exhibits at the fair (5
exhibits in 3 different buildings). Size: Open it is 7" by 5 3/4" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 169 - Multicolor Lithographed Trade Card picturing the "Plaza Hotel. 5th Avenue. 58th &
59thStreets. New York." Marked in the upper left corner of the front "World's Fair Souvenir",
"Specimen of Color Printing J. Ottmann Lith Co. Puck Building New York". On the back is
information about the Plaza Hotel.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$3

$ 10

Lot # 170 - Trade Card "Souvenir World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893" for (marked on
back) "The Goodyear Welt & Turned Shoes you have seen made on the Goodyear Machines at the
World's Fair..." Size: 4 5/6" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 171 - Trade Card for "The Imperial Plow", " Manufactured by "The Bucher & Gibbs Plow Co.,
Canton O., U.S.A.". One side pictures in black and white the plow and 2 men discussing the plow.
On the other side is a multicolored lithographed picture of the "Woman's Building. World's
Columbian Exposition. Chicago, Ills." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine
with a little very light staining.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 172 - Multicolor print of "Viking and Battleship". This is a "Chicago Tribune Art Supplement,
September 17, 1893." Also marked "The Winters Art Litho. Co. Chicago." Drawn by "Graham"
Size: 10 3/4" wide by 7 7/8" high. Condition: Fine, has some spots in the field and stains on the edge.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 173 - Trade Card for "Brown & Simpson Piano - Buy No Other." with a multicolor
lithographed picture of "Machinery Hall". On the back is their advertising copy. Size: 5 3/4" wide by
3 7/8" high. Condition: Fine, the lower left corner is separating and bent, light stain in upper left and
light soiling.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 174 - Trade Card for "Jersey Coffee" (marked on back) with a sepia toned picture of the
"Mines and Mining Building" with dimensions "Columbian Exposition 1893, Chicago Ills." on the
front. Size: 4 3/4" wide by 3 3/16" high. Condition: Good, there is some paper loss to the edges.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 175 - Trade Card from "C. M. Henderson & Co. 243 to 247 Adams, Cor. Market Sts.
Chicago." Pictures in multicolor two children holding up a picture of the "Henderson's Little Red
School House Shoes." (and a picture of the school), with the "Government Building." behind them.
On the back is advertising copy. Size: 4 1/8" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: Fine with a couple of
edge stains and some color pencil marks on the advertising side (not in the adv. writing, probably
drawn by the boy who also wrote his name in pencil on the back).
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 176 - Trade Card for "Clark's O.N.T. Spool Cotton" with multicolor view of "The Electrical
Building" and "Columbian Exposition 1893" written on the bottom. The back has advertising copy
for the product. Size: 7" wide by 4 3/4" high. Condition: Very Good with a corner missing (ripped
off) and a tear and bend in the lower right corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 177 - 6 multicolor lithographed pictures of buildings at the fair that were all cut out of a
Buckeye Cart Co. catalog from 1893. Under each picture is the name of the building and information
about it. The back of each pictures part of a buggy. These all have damaged backs from being
removed from a scrap book. Size: each is about 5 3/4" wide by 4 1/2" high. Condition: Fair - each
card has stains and they are just pieces of a catalog.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$2

$2

$1

Lot # 178 - Trade Card for Mellin's Food with "This bright-eyed, merry little girl loves her Mellin's
Food." written under a picture of a color image of blonde-haired, blue eyed child on the front. On the
reverse side is the copy of a letter from "Miss Marjory Hall, Matron of the Creche and Day Nursery
Exhibit World's Fair Chicago." The letter attests that Mellin's Food is used for feeding infants left at
the Creche. Size: 5 5/8" high by 3 15/16" wide. Condition: Good with creased corners and a couple
of small tears. The back is torn and badly discolored from glue residue and being removed from a
scrapbook.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4
Lot # 179 - Children's Special Ticket" admission ticket "World's Columbian Exposition", "Chicago".
Ticket # Y 37189. Size: 1 3/4" x 3 3/16" Condition: Fine, has a slight tear at top (not all the way
through).
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 180 - Admission ticket with stub for "Chicago Day, Oct. 9th 1893." This is ticket #39790 with a
large letter 'B'. Reverse pictures "Fort Dearborn" Size: 2" x 5 1/2" Condition: Extremely Fine, slight
age discoloration.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 181 - Ticket marked "Return Pass good only when accompanied by photographic ticket." and
"World's Columbian Exposition". The ticket is perforated with "#18". Size: 2" wide by 1 1/8" high.
Condition: Very Fine, slight paper loss on back from removal from a scrapbook.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 182 - Trade Card for "Clark's O.N.T. Spool Cotton" picturing a multicolor lithograph of "The
Machinery Hall", "Columbian Exposition". Back has information about the product. Size: 7" wide by
4 3/4" high. Condition: Fine with damage to 2 corners and paper missing on the back from being
removed from an album.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8
Lot # 183 - Trade Card for "Clark's O.N.T. Spool Cotton" picturing a multicolor lithograph of "The
Horticultural Hall", "Columbian Exposition". Back has information about the product. Size: 7" wide
by 4 3/4" high. Condition: Very Good with some writing on the bottom, 2 thumbtack holes near the
top and paper residue on the back from being removed from an album.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8
Lot # 184 - Trade Card for "The Foos Manufacturing Co., Springfield, O.", "Souvenir of the World's
Fair". This multicolored lithographed card also pictures "Isabella" and "Columbus". The back has
advertising information on it. Size: 6" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine front, the back is
browned and has paper loss from being in a scrapbook.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8
Lot # 185 - Rare Goldsmith postcard without the gold seal. This postal card pictures the "The
Agricultural Bld." On the left is a statue in a circle with "Official Souvenir Postal" above and
"World's Columbian Exposition" below. This card is unused. Size: 6" wide by 3 1/ 2" high.
Condition: Fine, a thumbtack hole at the middle top and corner damage to all the corners.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75
Lot # 186 - Rare Goldsmith Postal Card without the seal. Multicolor lithographs of "The Woman's
Building" and "Mrs. Potter Palmer" with "Official Souvenir Postal" above her and "World's
Columbian Exposition" below. In very small writing on the bottom left is "American Lithographic
Company, N.Y. Copyright 1893. by Charles W. Goldsmith". Reverse is a "Postal Card One Cent.",
"United States of America", "This side for address only." with an engraving of Grant. This is one of
4 cards released without the seal. Size: 6" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good with residue or
the paper bubbling up below the picture of Mrs. Palmer and some corner damage.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60
Lot # 187 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures the "Government Building", "Grover Cleveland, President,
U.S.A.", an eagle and an American flag. Marked "Series No 1 Design No 1" At bottom in small
writing "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size:
6 1/8" wide by 3 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine with slight corner damage and a crease in the upper
right corner. This card is unused.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$1

$6

$ 12

$4

$3

$3

$3

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 188 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures "The Agricultural Bld." and a Statue inside of a circle on the left.
Marked "Series No. 1 Design No. 4." At bottom in small writing "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W.
Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size: 6" wide by 3 3/4" high. Condition: Fine
with corner damage and a brown spot on the right edge. This card is unused.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 189 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures "The Woman's Building". It is slightly different than other versions
of this card since it pictures Mrs. Potter Palmer and is marked "Series No. 1 Twelve Designs." At
bottom in small writing "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co.
N.Y. Litho" Size: 6 1/8" wide by 3 3/4" high. Condition: Fine, there is corner damage and slight
paper loss at bottom and in corners. This card is unused.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 190 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures the "U.S. Naval Exhibit., Battle Ship 'Illinois'". Marked "Series No.
1 Design No. 10". At bottom in small writing "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W.
Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size: 6 1/8" by 3 3/4". Condition: Very Fine
with slight damage on each corner. This card is unused.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 191 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures the "Fine Art Building" and a statue. Marked "Series No. 1 Design
No. 6". At bottom in small writing "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American
Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size: 6 1/8" by 3 3/4". Condition: Extremely Fine. This card is unused.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 192 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures the "Mines Building." and on the right pictures a person with a
sledge hammer. Marked "Series No. 1 Design No. 7". At bottom in small writing "Copyright, 1893
by Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size: 6 1/16" by 3 7/16".
Condition: Very Fine with slight damage to the corners. This card is unused.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 193 - Complete set of 12 Koehler postal cards (each is ready to mail with a 1 cent printed
stamp on the back), all in extra fine condition. This is a rare set of postcards. Each card pictures
"Christopher Columbus" and the "Santa Maria" on the left side. On the upper right side each one
pictures one of the following buildings:
 Horticultural Building.
 Transportation Building.
 Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Building.
 Agricultural Building.
 Fish and Fisheries Building.
 Art Palace.
 Administration Building.
 Electrical Building.
 Woman's Building.
 Mines and Mining Building.
 Machinery Building.
 The Government Building.
On the left side of each card in small writing it reads: "Girsch & Roehsler, N.Y. Patent Applied For."
and "Jos. Koehler , Sole Agent N.Y." Size: 6 1/8" wide by 3 3/4" high each. Condition: Every Card
is Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$ 12

Category: 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition (194 to 199)
Held in Omaha, Nebraska

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 194 - Celluloid advertising disk, probably the end of a FOB (the strap is missing), for "The
Cudahy Packing Co., Omaha, NEB.". Also marked "Souvenir of Peace Jubilee Trans-Mississippi
Exposition" with Uncle Sam and Miss Liberty (in red & blue on a white background) dancing. On
the back is a picture of President McKinley with an American Flag bunting above. Size: 2 1/16"
diameter. Condition: Fine, the piece is dingy overall and there is some foxing where the strap would
have been. The strap is missing. This is a very rare and desirable advertising piece.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 195 - Hanging Badge with Celluloid picture of the "Mechanical BLDG" in the center. The top
piece has an arm holding a hammer at the top and "Souvenir" printed across it. The Bottom half has
"Trans Mississippi" above the picture and "International Exposition" below the picture. "Omaha,
NEB." and "1898" are written near the bottom. Size: 3 1/8" high by 1 9/16" wide. Condition: Very
Fine, slight fading of the celluloid and a little toning on the brass and a small spot of corrosion.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 196 - Hanging badge with brass top and celluloid bottom. The top pictures an owl and has
"Omaha" written on it. The bottom consists of a 2 sided round celluloid. The front shows the pool
with the buildings around it and has "Trans-Mississippi" at top and "Omaha, Sept. 14, 1898." And
"Tangier & Sesostris" at the bottom. On the back is a brown dromedary in front of pyramids. Size: 2
7/8" high by 1 3/4" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine because there are a couple of light spots on the
back. Front is Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 197 - Hanging badge with brass top and brass medal on the bottom. The top pictures an owl
and has "Omaha" written on it. The bottom is marked " Bahn Frei" and pictures a man holding a flag.
The flag has "Gut Heil" written on it. On the back of the medal is written around the edge "TransMississippi Turn Fest" and "Jun 30 Jul , 1898." In the center is a sword and a torch surrounded by a
wreath. Size: 2 3/4" by 1 1/2" wide. Condition: Very Good with overall wear to the finish and the pin
is broken off in the back.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 198 - brass hanging badge with Souvenir on the top bar. Bottom piece has a woman in the
middle with lots of industrial stuff around and "1898" and "Trans-Mississippi & Int'l Exposition
Omaha" around the edge. Size: 2" high by 1 1/2" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 199 - Demitasse Spoon with "Trans-Miss. Expo." At top, a building in the middle and "Omaha
1898" at the bottom of the bowl. The handle has a decorative scrollwork. The back is marked
"Standard". Size: 4 3/8" ling by 7/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine, with strong detail in the bowl, but a
little plating is worn on the back.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Category: 1900 Paris Exposition Universelle (200 to 201)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 200 - Set of 12 Multicolor Lithographed Trade Cards for Stollwork's Chocolates. Each card
pictures a different pavilion at the fair. The advertising on the back is written in German. Size: 3 5/8"
wide by 1 7/8" high. Condition: 2 are Fine, 5 are Very Fine, and 5 are Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 201 - Black and White postcard of (written in red) "Fountaine de L'Observatoire", "Paris". The
reverse has drawn logo of "Paris Exposition Universelle 1900" and a woman. Size: 5 5/8" wide by 3
5/8" high. Condition: Very Good with some damage to the top edge.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1901 Pan American Exposition (202 to 243)
Held in Buffalo New York.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 202 - "Official Badge" and Indian in head dress on top bar with hanging Red, White and Blue
(with white star in blue area) ribbon. Below is a bar with a buffalo head and a suspended white medal
with continents logo and "Pan American Exposition 1901 Buffalo, N.Y. U.S.A." around the edge. On
the reverse of the medal in a wreath is "To Unite the Americas in Bonds of Prosperity and Peace". In
small letters it is marked "W. & H. Newark, N.J." Size: 3 1/8" high by 1 1/2" at the widest.
Condition: Very Fine, the 2 bars are nice, the ribbon has a stain and the medal has wear and
discoloration.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 15

Lot # 203 - Unusual Pocket Knife where the blade comes out one end when a button is pushed on the
other end. The blade is locked into position by a pair of spring loaded pincers that clamp the bottom
end of the blade. Each side of the knife is a silver colored medal (copper?) and has embossed a
picture of a buffalo and "Pan American" "Buffalo 1901" on it. Made by "Eagle Pencil Co. New
York". Size: Closed: 3 /38" long by 9/16" wide. Open with blade it is 5 1/8" long. Condition: Fine,
there is wear on the silver color (one side has more than the other), there is a little corrosion on the
blade end of the holder and the blade has been sharpened.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 204 - Pocket Knife with 2 blades and aluminum sides. One side pictures flowers and a Buffalo
and has "Pan American", "1901" written on it. The other side pictures flowers and a bust and has
"Liberty" written on it. The bottom of both blades are marked "Attaraugus Cutlery Co Little Valley
N.Y." Size: 2 13/16" long by 5/8" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with light wear.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 18

Lot # 205 - 1901 "Pan American Exposition" medal with 2 loops for hanging (probably was the
bottom piece of a watch fob). Obverse pictures a buffalo. Reverse pictures an aerial view of the fair
grounds and is marked "Pan American Exposition" and "1901 Buffalo". Size: 1 3/8" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine, has light overall wear and small scratches.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 206 - Aluminum Frying pan with picture of Electrical Tower in black, blue and green printed
inside the pan. Size: 5" high by 2 1/2" at the widest. Condition: Very Fine with some overall dirt (or
light corrosion) and a couple of scratches in the field.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$ 10

Lot # 207 - 2 pronged fork made from a large nail (or made to look like it was made from a nail). On
the handle is written "Pan American Souvenir", "1901" and a globe in the middle. On the back is
"ATAPL'D FC" )looks like the 'fc' is really 'fo' for forged). Size: 5" long by 1/2" at the widest.
Condition: Very Good, the writing is worn and there is pitting overall.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 208 - Small writing pad inside an aluminum holder, and on a chain with a loop at the end. The
cover of the pad has an embossed buffalo colored gold. Around the buffalo is "Souvenir Pan
American Exposition Buffalo, N.Y. 1901". The loop does not open, so it appears the loop is a ring
and that the pad is to be worn on the finger. Size: Pad: 1 1/2" wide by 2 1/4" high. Chain is 3" long.
Loop is 7/8" diameter. Overall length is 6 3/8". Condition: Very Fine with a couple of spots on the
Buffalo and discoloration on the back.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 209 - Small Aluminum Sword, probably a letter opener, with "Pan American 1901" etched into
the handle. Size: 4 5/8" long by 7/8" wide at the handle. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little
discoloration.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$ 10

$ 10

$8

Lot # 210 - Nickel plated brass small dish with embossed image of Niagara Falls and the Globe with
"Pan-Am" and "Exposition 1901" embossed into it. Size: 2 3/4" by 2 3/4". Condition: Very Good,
there is corrosion on the front at 7 o'clock and on the back (around half the rim).
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 20

$6

Lot # 211 - FOB with a long chain. At the end is brass medal with an Indian in full headdress and
"Pan American Exposition 1901" around the edge. On the other side is a hand with a bow and 2
arrows above 3 rings looped together (odd fellows ?). The Chain does have a ring as a connection
point between the chains and there are 3 extra loops dangling off this connection (there might have
been something else there at one time). Size: 15 1/2" long by 15/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine with
a little age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 14

Lot # 212 - Sterling Spoon picturing in the bowl "Electric Tower 375 Feet Pan-American 1901
Buffalo". On the handle is pictured an Indian, a buffalo head and Niagara Falls. Size: 5 3/16" long by
1 1/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine with a little wear and age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 213 - Sterling Demitasse Spoon "McKinley" memorial spoon, with his birth date and building
under his portrait on the handle and in the bowl pictures "Temple of Music" with "Pan-American
Exposition Buffalo N.Y. Sept. 6th 1901 Died Sept. 14th 1901" under the building. On the handle is
"1896 to 1901". Etched on the back of the handle is the letter "R". Size: 3 15"16" long by 3/4" wide.
Condition: Fine, there are light scratches and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 214 - Plated Spoon with picture of "Pan American Electric Tower 1901" in the bowl. Marked
on back of handle "Pearl Silver". Bowl is gold washed. Size: 5 1/2" long by 1 1/8" wide. Condition:
Very Fine, some of the gold is worn.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 215 - Plated Demitasse spoon picturing the Electrical Tower with "Pan American Exposition
1901" around it in the bowl. On the handle is "Buffalo" at the top of the handle is the Transportation
Building and on the back of the handle is pictured another building. Marked "U.S. Silver Co." on the
back of the handle. Size: 4 3/8" long by 15/16" wide. Condition: Fine with a little corrosion.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 216 - Plated Demitasse spoon with image of "Temple of Music" building in the bowl. "Pan-Am
1901" is written on the handle with a picture of Niagara Falls and an Indian Head at the top. Back of
handle pictures "Electric Tower" with "391 Feet High and "Buffalo". "USSC" is the maker's mark.
Size: 4 3/8" long by 7/8" wide. Condition: Fine with wear to all the plating.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 217 - Round Metal Tray with embossed Buffalo and the words "Pan American", "1901"
Exposition". Size: 5 1/2" diameter. Condition: Good, it is warped and does not sit flat on a table.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 218 - Small etched glass in original box. The glass has the design of a buffalo etched in the
center with "1901" on its back. Above is etched "Pan American Exposition" and beneath "When You
Drink/Do of Me Think." The top of the box has "Pan-American 1901 Buffalo" in the written in the
center. Size: Glass: 2 1/2" tall by 2 1/4" diameter at top. Box: 2 3/4" tall by 2 9/16" diameter.
Condition: Glass is Very Fine, a little soiled. Box is Good, it is worn, scratched and faded.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 219 - Metal Napkin Ring with engraved continents and "Pan-American Exposition. 1901.
Buffalo. N.Y. U.S.A." engraved around them. There are some flowers engraved around the other
side. Size: 1 1/2" diameter by 1 5/8" high. Condition: Good, it is very worn.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 220 - Hanging Tag picturing "Moorish Palace Pan-American Exposition". On the back is a
description of this midway exhibit. Has a string for hanging. Size: 3 3/8" by 3 7/16". Condition: Very
Good has several creases and some brown stains.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 221 - Color print of Raphael Beck logo, two women in the shape of North and South America,
shaking hands through Central America Size: 14" x 11.5" Condition: Good - surface dirt and two
small areas of light brown stains, shrink-wrapped on cardboard backing.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 222 - silver colored metal pendant/coin with hanger; front is Beck logo of North and South
America holding hands; reverse: "To unite the Americas in bonds of prosperity and peace" Size:
1.25" diam. Condition: Fair - wear to the silver coloring.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 223 - Souvenir aluminum notepad cover, the front embossed with a bison with script writing
"Souvenir Pan-American Exposition 1901" around it; no paper Size: 2.5" x 4.25" Condition: Good no paper inside & the piece to hold the paper is missing; otherwise outside is perfect.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 224 - Copper colored metal stickpin attached to a charm in the shape of a frying pan with a
silver colored Electric Tower attached in the center Size: 1.5" x .75" Condition: Very good - some
scratches in the finish.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 225 - Gold metal pin with charm in the shape of a dustpan, with an eagle embossed in the
center and the words "Pan American Buffalo N.Y." Size: 1" x 1" Condition: Good - stick pin is
missing; finish is very worn on back w/some green deterioration visible.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 226 - Copper colored metal stickpin attached to a charm in the shape of a frying pan; embossed
in the center of the pan is a buffalo head, looking to the right, and the words "Pan American 1901"
Size: 1.5" x .75" Condition: Excellent - minor wear.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 227 - Small round silver colored metal tray with embossed in the center of a globe showing
North and South America and a depiction of Niagara Falls; edges are ornately patterned and
scalloped Size: 3" diam. Condition: Very good - minor wear to finish with small areas of gold
visible.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 228 - Silver colored metal souvenir tray shaped with curls and fancy edging. The center is
etched with a buffalo with "1901 Pan-American/Exposition Buffalo" surrounding it. Size: 6" x 4"
Condition: Fair - tarnished on front; some wear to finish on back.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 229 - "Bennitt Illustrated Souvenir Guide Pan American Exposition" w/b&w photos of the
bldgs and sculptures; written description in the form of a tour through the grounds and includes short
section about Buffalo and Niagara Falls; map of Buffalo inside back cover; 82 p. Size: 6" x 9"
Condition: Good - some wear; crease on front cover (along Spirit of Niagara image).
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 230 - Souvenir booklet "One Hundred Views of the Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo and
Niagara Falls" w/b&w photos of the fair and short descriptions; latest edition; 80 p. Size: 6.25" x
8.75" Condition: Very good - minor wear; vertical crease through center of front cover.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 231 - Booklet "A Souvenir of Buffalo, N.Y., Niagara Falls and the Great Pan-American
Exposition" consisting of b&w photos and drawings of scenes in Buffalo, Niagara Falls and the PanAm with a short description of each scene; published by the James Byne Co.; 50 p. Size: 7" x 9"
Condition: Excellent - minor scratch type marks on cover.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 232 - Booklet "The Wm. Hengerer Co.'s Sketch Book of the Pan-American Exposition";
contains black and white pen drawings of the Exposition buildings as well as a page long description
of the highlighted building; after title page is pink inserted page advertising the W.M. Hengerer Co.;
24 p. Size: 7.5" x 8.5" Condition: Poor - very yellowed; cover is completely separated from booklet;
wear to edges with some loss to last page and back cover; crease through center of both cover.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$7

$6

Lot # 233 - Booklet from "New York Portrait Co," of "48 Great Jones St. New York". This booklet
pictures the fair logo and a buffalo on the cover. Inside this 12 page booklet it has "Pan-American
Exposition, Graphic Art Building., Buffalo, 1901." Along with a discussion of how they are
reasonably priced and their quality, along with examples of their pictures. Size: 4 3/8" wide by 6 1/8"
high. Condition: Would be Very Fine except that the back cover has paper residue from where it was
removed from an album.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 234 - Unused letter size envelope with color design of the Ethnology Building across the front;
by Niagara Envelope Manufactory Size: 3.75" x 6.5" Condition: Very good - minimal wear, slightly
yellowed, back flap is sealed.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 235 - Unused letter size envelope with color design of the Albright Art Gallery across the
front; by Niagara Envelope Manufactory Size: 3.75" x 6.5" Condition: Very good - very small tear
along bottom edge, slightly yellowed, back flap is sealed.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 236 - Unused letter size envelope with color design on left side of view of Niagara Falls with
light bulbs on either side, a bison head at the top and globe showing North and South America at the
bottom; by Niagara Lith. Co. Size: 3.75" x 6.5" Condition: Very good - thin brown streak down
center of reverse side; little wear, slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 237 - Unused letter size envelope with color design of a bison standing on top of a globe with
North and South America visible. in the background are Exposition building. Size: 3.75" x 6.5"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 238 - Unused letter size envelope with green design of woman in flowing robes touching light
to Buffalo on globe showing North and South America, beneath is image of Niagara Falls; copyright
1900 by Niagara Lith. Co. Size: 3.75" x 6.5" Condition: Very good - minor wear, slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$5

$4

$4

$4

$4

$4

Lot # 239 - Vertical trade card with Raphael Beck logo of two women in the shape of North and
South America, holding hands through Central America in the center set against cloud background;
on reverse side is promotional information about the Pan-Am Size: 5" x 3" Condition: Very good crease in upper right corner; slightly yellowed on reverse side.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 240 - Horizontal trade card with Raphael Beck logo of two women in the shape of North and
South America, holding hands through Central America in the center; on reverse side is promotional
information about the Pan-Am Size: 3" x 5" Condition: Very good - very light yellow staining on
areas of front; slightly yellowed on reverse side.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 241 - Vertical trade card with "Spirit of Niagara" by Evelyn Rumsey Cary on front; on reverse
side is promotional information about the Pan-Am Size: 5" x 3" Condition: Excellent - slightly
yellowed on reverse side.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 242 - Unused letter size envelope with color Raphael Beck logo of two women in the shape of
North and South America, holding hands through Central America on the left side; copyright 1899
by Pan-American Exposition Co. Size: 3.5" x 6.5" Condition: Very good - small tear in upper right
corner, minimal wear, back flap is sealed.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 243 - Single sheet of official letterhead from the Pan-American Exposition, Office of
Committee on Publicity; with Raphael Beck logo at the top center and Niagara Falls in the
background of the paper; includes list of committee members in lower left corner and list of staff of
the Press Department in the ... Size: 10.25" x 8" Condition: Very good - minimal wear; slight dark
discoloration along left edge on reverse side.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Category: 1904 St. Louis World's Fair (244 to 295)
Also known as the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, it was held to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Purchase from France.
R L H refers to Robert L. Hendershott's book "1904 St. Louis World's Fair

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 244 - "Alabama Iron Man" bracelet (RLH 24-20) pictures the man with the writing on each of
the 8 sections. On the back of each section is "World's Fair St. Louis 1904". The clasp is missing
from one end. Size: 6 5/8" long by 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely fine with light wear, tarnish and
the clasp is missing.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 300

$ 75

Lot # 245 - 5-piece Watch FOB made of of nickel-plated brass. Top to bottom: (1) "1803" and
pictures an anvil on both sides. (2) "Palace of Machinery" on one side and "St. Louis Union Station"
on the other. (3) "Cascade Gardens" and "Eads Bridge" on reverse side. (4) "1904" and an artist's
pallet on both sides. (5) is a round medal with "Louisiana Purchase Exposition" and "St. Louis"
around the edge and Jefferson pictured in the middle. The back has "World's Fair St. Louis" and
"1904" around the edge with the "Cascade Gardens" in the center. (RLH 19-560) Size: 5 1/4" long by
1 3/8" wide (the medal at bottom). Condition: Very Fine with some wear and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 246 - 3 piece Brass watch FOB with "1904" on the top piece, an eagle with "St. Louis
Exposition" above and "1904" below on the center piece and picturing the "Palace of Liberal Arts"
on the bottom piece. The back is blank except for the impressions to make the images on the front.
(similar RLH 19-360 - the one in the book is nickel plated brass) Size: 3 3/4" high by 1 3/8" at the
widest. Condition: Very Fine with some uneven age toning. The Clasp is missing.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 247 - Octagonal brass FOB with pressed letters. "1904" is filled with blue enamel and it is
above red enamel filled "St. Louis World's Fair". There is a leather strap with a buckle that connects
the clasp to the octagonal piece. (RLH 19-170) Size: 6" long by 1 3/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine,
there is NO damage to the enamel but there is overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 248 - High Relief Gilt Brass Medal with enamel. Obverse pictures busts of "Napoleon" and
"Jefferson" with "LPE 1904" at top. Reverse pictures a fleur-de-lis with an eagle super imposed on it.
Above eagles head is "LPE". There is one red enamel spot on each side, a blue enamel spot in the
center (appears to be a map of US and spot is over St. Louis), a blue bar with "St. Louis" written in it
and white enamel spots next to that. Above are stars and below is "World's Fair". It has a loop at top
for hanging. (RLH 30-230) Size: 1 1/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, with slight age toning and
light wear. The enamel is NOT damaged.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 18

Lot # 249 - Pocket Knife with 2 blades and aluminum sides picturing the "Palace of Electricity",
Napoleon & Jefferson with "World's Fair St. Louis" above their heads & the "Cascade Garden". The
other side pictures "Palace of Liberal Arts", a fleur-de-lis with "LPE" and "1904" inside it and
"Machinery Building". Made by "St. Lawrence Cutlery Co." (RLH 25-30) Size: 2 3/4" long by 9/16"
wide. Condition: Fine with overall wear to both sides and discoloration in the crevices.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 250 - Pocket Knife with 2 blades. This knife has 2 little handles, one at each end that you must
turn to expose the blades. Etched into a gold washed side is "The World's Fair", an American Flag
and "St. Louis 1904" . The etched parts are filled with black except the flag which has blue and red
fill. The other side pictures the "Louisiana Purchase Monument" with black around the outside and
gold wash on the monument. Made by "J. A. Henckels". The blade is also marked "ORGM132081"
This is a very rare and unusual knife. Size: 3 1/16" long by 1/2" wide. Condition is Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 150

$ 35

Lot # 251 - Bronze Hanging Badge, on top bar "Missouri Day". Medal below Missouri State logo
with 2 bears in the center and "Missouri Empire State of Louisiana Purchase" around the edge. On
the back in the center pictures the "Missouri Building" and "St. Louis Oct. 11 1904". Around the
edge is "Presented by Missouri Commission World's Fair". (RLH 2-970) Size: 2 1/4" high by 1 1/2"
wide. Condition: Very Fine with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 252 - Enamel Brass Pin with red, white and blue enamel around "Louisiana Purchase" and
"Exposition 1904". There is a raised image of the electrical building (same as RLH 39-2210) Size:
9/16" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, it has a small spot in the sky above the building,
the enamel is perfect.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 253 - Tin Type Photo Badge. Brass shell hanging badge with top bar "Souvenir" and round
bottom part has a tin type with a blue cover over it and "World's Fair", "St. Louis" around the edge.
(RLH 2-820) Size: 2 1/8" high by 1 3/4" wide. Condition: Very Fine, there is light age toning, The
back has tape over the backing the holds the picture.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 254 - Crystal Charm with etched image of Transportation Building with "St. Louis 1904"
etched at bottom. Roof is blue, building is brown. Size: 1" diameter. Condition: The front (etched
part) is Excellent. The back has a few spots of color, and I do not know if it was originally painted all
over, or if it was originally made this way.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 50

$ 12

Lot # 255 - "Heinz pickle." Pickle shaped charm with metal loop. "Heinz" is embossed on one side
and "St. Louis '04" on the other. This was given out by the Heinz Company. This charm is made of a
ceramic material and is green in color. (RLH 24-160) Size: 1 1/4" Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 256 - Note Pad with "St. Louis 1904" at the top and pictures an embossed "Louisiana Purchase
Monument" on the cover. On the back is an embossed "Palace of Electicity". RLH says it nickel
plated brass, I think it is tin.(RLH 35-170) Size:2 1/4" high by 1 7/8" wide (without the loop at top).
Condition: Very Good, it has some plating missing in the sky on the back. The pencil is missing.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

$ 10

Lot # 257 - Badge with celluloid pin back at top and blue ribbon hanging below. The button is black
on white and pictures "New Jersey LA. Purchase Exp." written across the top and "St. Louis, 1904"
at the bottom. The building is pictured in the middle (similar to RLH 39-1870 - but the one in the
book does not have the ribbon). The ribbon is blank. Size: 2 7/8" long by 1 1/4" wide. Condition:
Very Fine with one little bump in the area above the picture.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 18

Lot # 258 - Hanging Brass Badge, top bar "Souvenir", bottom pictures "Missouri State Building" and
also has "1904" St. Louis", "Missouri" and "Louisiana Purchase Exposition" written on the bottom
part. (similar to RLH 2-850 - this one has a different image). Size: 1 15/16" high by 1 3/8" wide.
Condition: Fine, with spots of tin pest and the pin is missing from the bar.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 16

Lot # 259 - "Chicago Day" Celluloid button with "Oct. 8-04" and "Saint Louis" at bottom. (RLH 39380) Size: 2 1/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, there are some light scuffs on the button and the
insert, which gives you 'ownership of the fair' is torn and about 30% missing.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 260 - Celluloid pin back button. "LPE" in center with "Louisiana Purchase Exposition", "St.
Louis 1904" around the edge. Colors are red, gold, blue and white on gray. (RLH 39-1430) Size:
7/8" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$ 10

Lot # 261 - Celluloid button, "ASK ME", "I Live Here", "St. Louis, 1904". Blue and Red printing on
a white background. (RLH 39-1300) Size: 1 1/4" wide. Condition: Fine with a couple of bumps and
spots and browning of the background.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 262 - Celluloid pin back button, "1904" and "New York and the World's Fair are AllRight".
Red, Blue and Yellow printing on a white background. (similar to RLH 39-1420 - which is St. Louis,
not New York - and similar to 39-1670.) Size: 1 1/4" wide. Condition: Good with overall foxing (or
would be valued much higher).
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 263 - Reverse painted picture of "Palace of Art World's Fair St. Louis 1904" in a brass shell
frame with a stand on the back. The picture is in blue, brown, gold, red and green with mother of
pearl highlights in the building. Size: 10 3/8" at the widest point of the base by 8 1/8" high.
Condition: Very Good, some paint flaking and missing in a couple of spots in the blue sky and the
top piece (brass shell) is no longer connected to the piece (but can be reattached).
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100
Lot # 264 - Match Safe with Cigar Cutter. Embossed image of "Palace of Manufacturers. St. Louis
1904." on one side and "Palace of Mines and Metallurgy." on the other. (RLH 29-250) Size: 2 3/4"
by 1 1/2" by 1/2" thick. Condition: Very Good, there is some corrosion and overall wear.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 25

$ 12

Lot # 265 - Lithographed Pin Tray picturing the Cascades and "Jefferson" and "Napoleon". Marked
"1803 Louisiana Purchase 1904" across the top and "Souvenir of American Can Co's Exhibit." across
the bottom. It is printed in blue, green, yellow and gold. Size: 4 13/16" wide by 3 3/16" high.
Condition: Good, there are many flakes and overall soiling.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 266 - Round Brass Colored Pot Metal Tray with embosses "Education Building", "World's Fair
St. Louis", "1904" written on it. Size: 4 3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, but there is some scotch
tape in the sky (probably held a price tag at one time).
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 267 - Short Pot Metal Cup marked "The new Souvenir flower vase St. Louis 1904" with
embossed pictures of the "Liberal Arts Building", "Union Station" and the "Cascade Gardens". Size:
2 13/16" tall by 2 1/8" diameter at top. Condition: Very Good, most of the gold wash is missing from
the sides.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 268 - Woven center section of a silk scarf picturing the "Palace of Liberal Arts", "Louisiana
Purchase Exposition St. Louis Mo. 1904. (a piece of RLH 16-170). Size: 8 5/8" wide by 4 1/2" high.
Condition: Poor, it is only the center of a scarf and is age darkened and has some brown spots.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 269 - Cloth Pillow Top, "World's Fair St. Louis", pictures "Cascades" in red, blue & yellow
with orange in the sky and a blue border. (LRH #16-70) Size: 23" wide by 22 1/4" high. Condition:
Fine, there is staining on the border and in the corners of the image.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 40

$ 10

Lot # 270 - Spoon with multicolor tin lithography in the bowl picturing "Pal. O. Electricity". The
spoon is brass colored, probably plated. There are remnants of red coloring inside the decoration at
the end of the handle. There are no other markings on the spoon. Size: 4 1/2" long by 15/16" at the
widest part of the bowl. Condition: Fair, the picture in the bowl is flaked and discolored and any
color that was present at the top of the handle almost completely gone.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$2

Lot # 271 - Celluloid pin back button. "Union Passenger Station, St. Louis 1904" around the edge
with picture of the station in the center. Colors are red, blue and black on white background. (RLH
39-920) Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, colors are a bit light.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 50

$ 12

Lot # 272 - Celluloid pin back button. "Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis 1904" around the
edge with picture of the "Education Building" in the center. Colors are red, green, yellow, blue and
black on white background. (RLH 39-810) Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Good because
there are foxing spots, however the colors are strong.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$ 10

Lot # 273 - Celluloid pin back button. "Philadelphia's Souvenir St. Louis 1904" around the edge with
the Liberty Bell in the center. Blue and Brown on white background. (RLH 39-1570) Size: 1 1/4"
diameter. Condition: Fine, because the background has yellowed.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$6

Lot # 274 - Celluloid pin back button. "L.P.E. 1904" Pictures "Illinois Building". (RLH 39-1720)
Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fair, the picture and writing are faded and overall the button is
yellowed..
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 275 - Celluloid pin back button. Picture in black on white background is the "New York City
Bldg.",, "St. Louis 1904". (RLH 39-1890) Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Fine because there are a
couple of small fox spots on the edge and the background is slightly darkened.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 276 - Celluloid pin back button for "Chinese Village", "1904", "St. Louis World's Fair"
picturing a dragon in the center. Color is Black on yellow background. (RLH 39-670) Size: 1 1/2"
diameter. Condition: Fine with foxing spots.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 277 - 1904 "Old Times" Distillery Co. die cut trade card in the shape of their distillery at the
fair. The back describes their contest to guess the number of guests at the fair during the whole
season. It also has "World's Fair" written on the roof of the building. Size: 3 3/4" by 2 3/8" high.
Condition: Very Fine with a few small spots and a light crease.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 278 - Ruby Glass Salt Shaker with clear decorative bottom (bottom is similar to RLH 21-400)
and "Worlds Fair 1904" etched into one side. Metal cap with holes for pouring the salt. Size: 3 1/8"
high by 1 5/8" diameter at the bottom. Condition: Very Fine, with light wear to the ruby and a little
discoloration on the cap.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$3

Lot # 279 - Ruby glass pitcher with a clear bottom. "Mother" and "World's Fair 1904" etched into it.
Size: 4 1/8" high by 3 3/4" from the edge of the lip to the farthest point on the handle. Condition:
Good because there is a broken piece off the top of the handle where it joins the body.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 280 - Small silver-plate hand mirror with floral design. Inscribed: 1904 Worlds Fair St. Louis.
Size: 4" x 2" Condition: Good - The mirror silver is peeling off around the edges of the glass and is
cracking throughout the surface of the mirror. The bevelled glass is intact..
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 281 - Advertising Tea Tin with a 3-color image of the "East India Building St. Louis 1904".
The sides are labeled as follows: Front: "India Tea" Back: "Savage Mfg. Co. Bklyn. N. Y." Left:
"One teaspoon makes two cups” Right: "Boiling Water. Steep Five Minutes". (RLH 11-680)
4" wide by 2 1/2" deep by 1" High. Condition: Fine with some Scuffs and light wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 282 - Small 3 handled Cup with 3 multicolor transfer pictures: "Palace of Various Industries
St. Louis 1904", "Palace of Textile St. Louis 1904", "Front Entrance Palace of Art St. Louis 1904".
Made in Germany. Size: 2" tall by 2 5/8" from end of handle to end of handle. Condition: Very Fine,
there are no chips. There are spots in the sky but they appear to be under the glaze. There is a little
wear to the gold. This is an unusual piece.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$7

$ 17

Lot # 283 - Small Aluminum vase with "St. Louis 1904" and a fleur-de-lis (with red blue and yellow
leaves) etched into the front. Size: 2 1/8" diameter by 1 7/8" high. Condition: Fine, a few scratches
and the blue is a bit worn off.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 284 - Change purse with a metal top and a leather pouch. The top has an embossed picture of
"Palace of Electricity St. Louis 1904". Size: 2 5/8" wide by 1 7/8" to end of the clasp. The pouch is 2
3/8". Condition: Fine, the top is dark from never having been cleaned and the pouch is worn. The
pouch is partially disconnected from the top.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$2

Lot # 285 - Stanhope of "St. Louis World's Fair 1904" with 6 black and white images of "Cascade
Gardens", "St. Louis Union Station", "Memorial Monument", "Liberal Arts Bdg", "Electrical
Building", Machinery Building". The stanhope is held in an elaborately decorated carved bone pen
(although the end that holds the pen in missing and a metal bolt with threads is showing). The bottom
half unscrews from the top to reveal a metal point holder that must have been fastened onto the
missing bottom piece. Size: 5 1/2" long. Condition: Stanhope is Very Fine and the pen , except for
the missing end is Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45
Lot # 286 - "York Silk Mfg. Co." Advertising booklet "Facts about the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition. St. Louis 1904". 8 pages inside include a checklist of exhibits, pages for "memoranda"
and "Hack and Cab Rates". Back cover pictures a beautiful dress made of silk and the inside covers
talk about the strength of the product (with a drawing of a car being held up by the silk and
information about the silk. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 6" high. Condition: Very Fine, with a little damage
on the top edge of cover and writing inside in pencil (check offs of exhibits and others written in the
memoranda pages).
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 287 - "Temple" Cigar Box End Label picturing the "Temple of Fraternity-St. Louis
Exposition". The label has a multi-color image of the Temple of Fraternity. The cigars were made by
Temple Cigar Co. Temple, Pa. Size: 4 1/2" wide by 4 5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine in crisp
condition with bright colors, there is a white spot in the sky (below the 'E').
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 288 - "Hold Card to Light" postcard, "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904".
Multicolored picture of "Grand Lagoon.". Along the left edge in tiny writing "Samuel Cupples
Envelope Co., St. Louis , Mo., Sole World's Fair Stationers." Hold the card up with a light source
behind it and the windows in the building, the moon in the sky, the water ripples, light posts and the
edge of the boats illuminate. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Fine, it is used with all
corners are slightly creased.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 289 - "Hold Card to Light" postcard, "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904".
Multicolored picture of "Palace of Mines and Metallurgy". Along the left edge in tiny writing
"Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis , Mo., Sole World's Fair Stationers." Hold the card up with
a light source behind it and the windows in the building and ripples in the water illuminate. One cent
stamp on back is cancelled "World's Fair St. Louis" Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition:
Very Fine with some writing on the front in ink and slight damage to 3 corners.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 290 - Large Format "Hold Card to Light" postcard "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis
1904". Multicolored picture of "Cascade Gardens and Grand Basin.". Hold the card up with a light
source behind it and the windows in the building, the water in the cascade and water in the basin
illuminate. Size: 8 15/16" wide by 5 15/16" high. Condition: Good, with staining at the top and along
the bottom (the colors are still bright). 2 corners have damage with a little paper missing lower left
corner. The card is unused. Normally a $100 card, but not in this condition.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 17

$5

$8

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 291 - Postcard of "Festival Hall and Central Cascades.", "World's Fair St. Louis Mo. 1904"
published by (in small print on the bottom) "Hesse Envelope Co. St. Louis, Publishers". This unused
post card has a multicolor image of the Cascades with and American Flag draped around the left
side. Size: 5 1/2" high by 3 3/8" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 292 - Multicolor Postcard of the "Government Building" on a silver colored background with
"Official Souvenir World's Fair - St. Louis 1904" at the top. There are people and a tree in front of
the building and an eagle and shield in the lower left corner. Marked on the bottom: "Samuel
Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis MO. Sole Stationery Licensee" Unused. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2"
high. Condition: Very Good, it has a little paper loss in the middle of the left. This card is unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 293 - Postcard picturing in multicolor "The Eads Mississippi River Bridge". This is a used card
and is postmarked "World's Fair St. Louis", "Jun 20 1904". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 5/16" high.
Condition: Good, there is a stain (1 1/4" wide) at the bottom, a little paper loss on the left and a little
corner damage.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 294 - Postcard picturing in multicolor "Bridge on the Lagoon" and " The Monument" also
marked "Official Souvenir Post Card". This used card has a world's fair postmark on the 1 cent 1904
W.F. Commemorative stamp. Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Fine there is some creasing on
the edge and corners.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 295 - Black and White postcard with attached gold sparkles highlighting the wall where the
"Statuary of swinging Columns" are and the edges of the buildings behind. Also marked "St Louis
World's Fair 1904" and in small writing "Curt Teich & Co. Chicago and St. Louis. No. 152g". Size: 5
1/ 2" wide by 3 1/ 2" high. Condition: Fine with corner wear and a couple of light creases in the sky.
This card is unused.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Category: 1905 Lewis and Clark Exposition (296 to 298)
Held in Portland, Oregon this fair celebrated the 100th anniversary of the journey of Lewis and Clark to explore the newly purchased
land from France. The journey started and ended in St. Louis and went all the way to the Pacific Ocean.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 296 - Booklet with information about Lewis and Clark's journey and the development of the
area that they explored. Produced by the Northern Pacific Railway. No reference to the 1905 Lewis
and Clark Centennial Exposition, but the statue of Sacagawea on the cover is possibly from the
Exposition. 26 pages. Size: 4" wide by 7 9/16" high. Condition: Very Fine with small tear on back
page otherwise very clean.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 297 - Plate, Commemorative. 1905 Portland, Oregon's Lewis and Clark Centennial. White
ceramic souvenir plate from the Lewis and Clark Exposition. In the center of the plate is the color
logo designed by Raphael Beck of a woman in white with her arms around two men as they walk off
into the ... Size: Diameter: 5.25 inches. Condition: Good (Gold trim is faded and has peeled off in
places.)
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 298 - Postcard "Official Mailing Card Lewis & Clark Centennial, 1905 Portland, Oregon. Lake
View Terrace." . 1905 Portland, Oregon's Lewis and Clark Centennial. Postcard with color drawing
of the Lake View Terrace from the Lewis & Clark Exposition. The path and certain buildings are
outlined with glitter. On the back along the left edge is handwritten in pencil "Will start for home
tomorrow after noon. June 20." Published by B.B. Rich, Official Stationer. Printed in Germany.
Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 7

$1

Category: 1907 Jamestown Exposition (299 to 315)
Held in Jamestown, Virginia, this World's Fair celebrated the 300th anniversary of the first settlement on North American shores.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 299 - White ceramic teacup and saucer with red transferware designs. Not expressly connected
to the 1907 Jamestown Exposition. a. - Teacup with image of James Fort, Jamestown, Virginia on
one side and on the other side is the Old Church Tower. Inside the cup, along the ring is a red
decorative ... Size: 2 1/4" high by 2 1/2" wide. Condition: Good, with some Adhesive residue.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 10

Lot # 300 - Booklet "Scenes at the Jamestown Exposition with Historic Site in Old Virginia" Robert
A. Reid. Official publication that contains black and white photographs of the interior and exterior of
the Exposition as well as many photographs of local highlights. Each photograph has a short
description beneath it. Photos copyrighted ... Size: 1 booklet. Condition: Fair (Front cover is
completely separated from the spine. There is a large watermark that has stained the upper right
corner of the first few pages and the front page has a red mark.)
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 301 - Aluminum Pocket Knife with 2 blades. One side pictures aerial view of fair grounds and
"Jamestown Exposition 1907". Other side pictures "Monitor and Merrimac" (the 2 war ships from
the Civil War) and says "Events on Hampton Road 1862" across the top pf the picture. Size: 2 7/8"
long by 9/16" wide by 3/16" thick. Condition: Very Fine, with a little wear to the images. The blades
are not damaged.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Lot # 302 - Brass Badge with leaf shaped top with "Connecticut" on it and a hanging acorn.
Suspended from a blue ribbon is a brass disk with a wreath around the edge a shield at the top. In the
center is "Jamestown Ter-Centennial Exposition 1907". There is a building pictured at the bottom
with "Connecticut House" written underneath. On the back in tiny print it is marked "The Whitehead
and Hoag Co., Newark N.J." Size: 3 5/8" high by 2" at the widest. Condition: Extremely fine with
ever so slight age toning.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Lot # 303 - Enamel Decoration on Sterling Silver Pin. Red enamel covers the edge of the pin all the
way around. The center pictures an Indian in a canoe with "Jamestown Exposition" around the top
and "1607" "1907" underneath. Size: 2 3/8" wide by 1 5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, overall it is
Excellent, but there is a partial chip at 7 o'clock in the blue area around the picture in the center.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60
Lot # 304 - Aluminum Comb in the shape of a wood saw with the words "1607 Souvenir Jamestown
Exposition 1907" above the teeth. Size: 4 1/8" long by 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, light
overall wear and there is a slight bend in the handle (of the saw).
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 305 - Multicolored Postcard of "U. S. S. 'New York'" picturing Battleship and the Empire state
logo in upper left hand corner. On back marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official
Souvenir", "Post Card", fair logo and space for address and message. Marked on front bottom left in
small letters: "Copyright Enrique Muller". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine,
there is a crease and slight paper loss in upper left corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 306 - Multicolored Postcard of "U. S. S. 'Massachusetts'" picturing Battleship and the
Massachusetts state logo in upper left hand corner. On back marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition 1907", "Official Souvenir", "Post Card", fair logo and space for address and message. Marked on
front bottom left in small letters: "Copyright Enrique Muller". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Very Fine, slight damage to every cornerand light browning on the back.

$ 10

$ 10

$ 20

$ 20

$ 12

$1

$1

Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 307 - Multicolored Postcard of "U. S. S. 'Tennessee'" picturing Battleship and Tennessee state
logo in upper left hand corner. On back marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official
Souvenir", "Post Card", fair logo and space for address and message. Marked on front bottom left in
small letters: "Copyright Enrique Muller". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely
Fine, with light browning on back.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 308 - Multicolored Postcard of "West Virginia State Building. Jamestown Exposition, 1907".
Picturing the building and the West Virginia state logo in upper left hand corner. On the back
marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "Post Card", fair logo and
space for address and message. Marked very small near bottom on front "American Colortype Co.,
N.Y." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, slight crease bottom left corner and
browning on the back.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 309 - Multicolored Postcard of "Missouri State Building. Jamestown Exposition, 1907".
Picturing the building and the Missouri state logo in upper left hand corner. On the back marked:
"1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "Post Card", fair logo and space for
address and message. Marked very small near bottom on front "American Colortype Co., N.Y." Size:
5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, some edge and corner wear and browning on the back.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 310 - Multicolored Postcard of "Rhode Island State Building. Jamestown Exposition, 1907".
Picturing the building and the Rhode Island state logo in upper left hand corner. On the back marked:
"1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "Post Card", fair logo and space for
address and message. Marked very small near bottom on front "American Colortype Co., N.Y." Size:
5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, some browning on the back.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 311 - Multicolored Postcard of "Georgia State Building. Jamestown Exposition, 1907".
Picturing the building and the Georgia state logo in upper left hand corner. On the back marked:
"1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "Post Card", fair logo and space for
address and message. Marked very small near bottom on front "American Colortype Co., N.Y." Size:
5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, a couple of very small spots in white edge and
light browning on the back.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 312 - Multicolored Postcard of "State House Row. Jamestown Exposition, 1907". Picturing
several buildings and people walking on the path. On the back marked: "1607 - Jamestown
Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "Post Card", fair logo and space for address and message.
Marked very small near bottom on front "American Colortype Co., N.Y." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2"
high. Condition: Very Fine, browning on the back.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 313 - Multicolored Postcard of "Army and Navy Club. Jamestown Exposition, 1907". Pictures
the building. On the back marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "Post
Card", fair logo and space for address and message. Marked very small near bottom on front
"American Colortype Co., N.Y." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with
browning on the back.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 314 - Multicolored Postcard of the "Landing at Jamestown 1607." Pictures men on the shore
and ships in the background. On the back marked: "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", "Official
Souvenir", "Post Card", fair logo and space for address and message. The area for the message is
filled with information about the landing, which leaves only 1/4" to write your message. Marked
very small near bottom on front "American Colortype Co., N.Y." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Very Fine, with slight corner and edge damage.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 315 - Multicolored Postcard of the "Arrival of Lord Delaware at Jamestown." Pictures people
waiting on the shore, Delaware arriving, ships in the background. marked: "1607 - Jamestown
Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "Post Card", fair logo and space for address. The area for
the message is filled with information about the arrival, and leaves no space in which to write your
message. Marked very small near bottom on front "American Colortype Co., N.Y." Size: 5 1/2" wide
by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, has a crease in the lower left corner and browning on the back.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Category: 1909 Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition (316 to 326)
Held in Seattle, Washington.

Picture

Description
Lot # 316 - Bronze Award Medal, High relief medal with "Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition","1909
Seattle 1909" around the edge. In the center is an embossed image of a woman (Liberty?) holding a
wreath in the air and a plaque with Washington's face on it. On the right are 2 minors. At the lower
left is an Indian in a canoe. In the background there is a sun rise, Mt. Rainer and a boat. Reverse:
Wreath around the edge and "Bronze Medal" above center with "ROY. G." stamped in the center
where the winner's name is placed. Size: 3" diameter by 3/16" thick. Condition: Very Fine because it
has a couple of rim nicks and the finish is not shiny. The images are full with hardly any wear.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150
Lot # 317 - Brass Watch FOB made of 3 round disks of graduating sizes. The bottom disk pictures
the logo of the fair with the 3 woman. The Middle pictures the "Washington State Building" and the
top disk pictures the "Agricultural Bldg". Each disk has "Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition", "1909
Seattle" around the edge. On the back of each disk is a small rhombus with "Imp. Nov. Mfg. Co.
New York U.S.A.". Size: 4 1/2" high by 1 1/2 " wide at the widest (bottom). Condition: Very Fine,
has one spot in the sky of the middle disk and the clasp at the top is missing.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Minimum
Bid

$ 50

$ 15

Lot # 318 - Enameled Stick Pin with logo of the fair in the center and "A.Y.P.E. Expo.1909 Seattle"
around the outside on a Sterling backing. The pin is brass. The enamel is red, white, green, blue,
yellow and turquoise. Size: 2 1/4" long (with pin) by 5/8" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 30

Lot # 319 - Celluloid pin back with hanging ribbon "King County Day A.Y.P.E.". The pin pictures a
tomato. Size: 4 1/4" high by 1 7/8" wide. Condition: The Button is extremely fine with a couple of
very light spots and the ribbon is Fine with some light stains overall and some shredding which
shows a few small holes. Still quite uncommon.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 15

Lot # 320 - Small white ceramic candy dish with flower petal edge and colorized images of three
landmarks of Seattle. Clockwise from top: Battleship Nebraska; Union Depot; American Bank and
Empire Building. In the center of the bowl is a colorized version of the circular Exposition logo.
Beneath the logo is a pick ... Size: 5" diameter by 1 1/4" deep. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 10

Lot # 321 - Souvenir sterling silver spoon with the image of the Exposition logo (two women, each
with a gift, sitting in front of another woman with the sun in the background) embossed in the bowl
of the spoon. At the top of the handle is the portrait of a man (possibly George ... Size: 5" long by 1
1/4" wide. Condition: Good. Slightly tarnished.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 322 - Postcard "Spokane County Building." Portland Post Card Co., Seattle, Wash., and
Portland, Ore.. Unused official souvenir postcard with a color drawing of the Spokane County
Building. In the upper right corner is the circular logo of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition.
Printed by the Portland Post Card Co. Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 323 - . Unused official souvenir postcard "Igorotte Tribe at Igorotte Village, Alaska, Yukon,
Pacific Exposition/Seattle, Wash. 1909/Official Post Card" Portland Post Card Co., Seattle, Wash.,
and Portland, Ore with a color drawing of the Igorotte tribe at the Igorotte Village posed together In
the upper left corner is the Exposition logo. Printed by the Portland Post Card Co. Handwritten in
pencil on the back "Harry." Condition: Fair (Right edge is cut unevenly.)
Estimate: $ 1 - $ 1

$1

$1

Lot # 324 - Postcard "A Corner of the Forestry Building, Alaska-Yukon Pacific Exposition, Seattle,
Wash. 1909/(official post card)" Portland Post Card Co., Seattle, Wash., and Portland, Ore.. Official
souvenir postcard with a color drawing of the interior of the Forestry Building. In the upper left
corner is the Exposition logo. Printed by the Portland Post Card Co.
Addressed to Mr. F. Leuth/Duselonge/Bruchkshane/J.H. Luxemburg/Europe. Has two one cent green
U.S. postage stamps with the profile of Benjamin Franklin. Postmarked in Everett, Wash. on Dec 20
1909. Condition: Good (Some wear around the edges.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 325 - Postcard "Oregon State Building, Alaska, Yukon, Pacific Exposition, Seattle, 1909"
Portland Post Card Co., Seattle, Wash., and Portland, Ore.. Unused souvenir postcard with a color
drawing of the Oregon State Building. Printed by the Portland Post Card Co. Condition: Good (Right
corner is creased and dirty.)
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 326 - Postcard "Colonnade, Agricultural Building, Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, Seattle,
Washington." Edw. H. Mitchell, San Francisco. Color souvenir postcard. Made in America by Edw.
H. Mitchell at San Francisco. Handwritten message. Has the corner of a green U.S. postage stamp
remaining. Postmarked in Berkeley, Cal. on Aug 16 1909. Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

$1

$1

Category: 1909 Hudson Fulton Celebration (327 to 348)
Commemorating the 300th anniversary of the discovery of the Hudson River by Henry Hudson and the 100th anniversary of the first
successful application of steam navigation upon that river by Robert Fulton, the Hudson-Fulton Celebration occurred during 1909 all
along the Hudson River.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 327 - Brass Stick pin with hanging medal. There is a shell eagle with a medal picturing Hudson
and Fulton with "Hudson Fulton Celebration" celebration and "1609" and "1807" on the side of each
picture. On the back of the medal is "Newburgh N.Y. October 2 1909". Size: 2 1/4" long (pin length)
by 1" wing span. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 328 - "Hudson Fulton Celebration" pin back medal. On the left side is a sail boat with "1609"
and "Halve Maene" underneath. On the right side is a ship with a smokestack and side water wheel
and a couple of sails with "1807" and "Clermont" underneath. Size: 1 11/16" wide by 7/8" high.
Condition: Fine with a little corrosion. It has the original pin.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 329 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse: 3 women sitting in front of 2 columns with "Robert Fulton
1765 1815" image between them and on the left of the column is old New York Sky line and on the
right is the modern (1909) New York Skyline. Below the woman is "First Use of Steam in
Navigation on the Hudson River 1807". Reverse: Center shows a bunch of shipman working the
rigging of a sail boat with "Discovery of the Hudson River by Henry Hudson A.D. MDCIX" written
around the edge. Around the bottom edge is: "The American Numismatic Society", "Hudson-Fulton
Celebration Comm:". At the bottom is a sail boat with "Halve" and "Maene" on either side. Size: 2"
diameter. by 1/8" thick. Condition: Very Fine with some wear and scratches.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 10

$ 20

Lot # 330 - Badge with celluloid button at top, red, white and blue ribbon in the middle and 3
dimensional metal boat (marked on the side "Clermont") hanging at the bottom. The button at top
pictures "Robert Fulton" on the left and the "Clermont" on the right. At top is "Hudson-Fulton
Celebration" and at bottom "1609-1909". Size: 2 1/8" high by 1 1/2" at the widest. Condition: The
Button is Extremely Fine, the ribbon has bright colors and the boat has wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 331 - Badge with celluloid button at top, red, white and blue ribbon in the middle and 3
dimensional metal boat (marked on the side "Clermont") hanging at the bottom. The button at top
pictures Fulton & Hudson and has "Hudson-Fulton Celebration 1909" around the top. Size: 3" high
by 2 1/4" at the widest. Condition: The Button is very fine with a couple of small scratches, the
ribbon is faded and the boat has corrosion on the bow end and at the top.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 332 - Embossed brass bar with "Hudson Fulton Celebration written along the bottom and
picturing (left to right) Hudson, "Half Moon" ship, "Clermont" ship and Fulton. On the back is
pictured the Statue of Liberty and "Grant's Tomb". I do not know exactly what this was used for but
the wear shows that it was well used (possibly a book mark, because one side is worn, where the
piece was lifted and moved from page to page, while the other side is much less worn). Size: 3 1/2"
long by 3/4" wide. The piece is thin but firm. Condition: The left side is well worn and it is good, the
rest is Fine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 333 - Enameled clothing button. Brass button "1609-1909" at top, sailing ship in center, and
"Hudson-Fulton" at the bottom. A dark red enamel surrounds the writing and ship. Size: 7/8"
diameter. Condition: Very Fine with small spots of enamel missing.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 14

Lot # 334 - Official program for the Hudson-Fulton Celebration. Contains information about the
events association with the Celebration and a schedule. 32 pages. Printed for the Hudson-Fulton
Celebration Commission by Redfield Brothers of New York. Originally priced at 25 cents. Size: 9
1/4" wide by 12" high. Condition: Good, the cover is almost completely separated at the spine, and
has corner damage and there are some vertical creases visible down the pages of the program.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 335 - Postcard "Robert Fulton's Sketch of the Clermont" The Churchman Company, New
York, NY. Unused souvenir postcard with a colorized reproduction of a sketch of the Clermont done
by Robert Fulton. Part of the "Manhattan Series" of sixteen Hudson-Fulton postcards published by
The Churchman Company, New York, NY.
The following is ... Size: 1 postcard; 3.5" by 5.5". Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 336 - Postcard "The Fulton Homestead, Washington County, PA." The Churchman Company,
New York, NY. Unused souvenir postcard with a colorized drawing of the Fulton Homestead in
Washington County, PA. Part of the "Manhattan Series" of sixteen Hudson-Fulton postcards
published by The Churchman Company, New York, NY.
The following is printed on ... Size: 1 postcard; 3.5" by 5.5". Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 337 - Postcard "The Death of Hudson" The Churchman Company, New York, NY. Unused
souvenir postcard with a colorized reproduction of the painting "The Death of Hudson" by Sir John
Collier. Part of the "Manhattan Series" of sixteen Hudson-Fulton postcards published by The
Churchman Company, New York, NY.
The following is printed ... Size: 1 postcard; 3.5" by 5.5". Condition: Good (Surface dirt on the front.
Vertical crease down the length of the card.)
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 12

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 338 - Postcard "The Clermont on Her First Trip August 17,1807" The Churchman Company,
New York, NY. Unused souvenir postcard with a colorized drawing on the Clermont as she made her
first trip on August 17, 1807. Part of the "Manhattan Series" of sixteen Hudson-Fulton postcards
published by The Churchman Company, New ... Size: 1 postcard; 3.5" by 5.5". Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 339 - Postcard "Robert Fulton's First Experiment on the Conestoga" The Churchman
Company, New York, NY. Unused souvenir postcard with a colorized drawing of Robert Fulton and
his first experimental boat sailing on the Conestoga. Part of the "Manhattan Series" of sixteen
Hudson-Fulton postcards published by The Churchman Company, New York, NY. ... Size: 1
postcard; 3.5" by 5.5". Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 340 - Postcard "Lower Manhattan To-Day" The Churchman Company, New York, NY.
Unused souvenir postcard with a colorized image of Lower Manhattan in 1908. Part of the
"Manhattan Series" of sixteen Hudson-Fulton postcards published by The Churchman Company,
New York, NY. Image copyrighted by Irving Underhill in 1908.
The following is printed on ... Size: 1 postcard; 3.5" by 5.5". Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 341 - Postcard "Lower Manhattan 1609 as Hudson First Saw It" The Churchman Company,
New York, NY. Unused souvenir postcard with a colorized drawing of Lower Manhattan as Henry
Hudson would have seen it in 1609. Part of the "Manhattan Series" of sixteen Hudson-Fulton
postcards published by The Churchman Company, New York, ... Size: 1 postcard; 3.5" by 5.5".
Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 342 - Postcard "Lake Tear of the Clouds - Source of the Hudson River" The Churchman
Company, New York, NY. Unused souvenir postcard with a colorized photograph of Lake Tear of
the Clouds, the source of the Hudson River, with a man standing on the extreme left of the image.
Part of ... Size: 1 postcard; 3.5" by 5.5". Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 343 - Postcard "Jonathan Hulls' Steamboat (1737)" The Churchman Company, New York, NY.
Unused souvenir postcard with a colorized drawing of a small steamboat with a much larger sailing
ship behind it. Part of the "Manhattan Series" of sixteen Hudson-Fulton postcards published by The
Churchman Company, New York, NY. 3.5" by 5.5". Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 344 - Unused souvenir postcard with a colorized drawing of "Hudson Memorial
Monument/Hudson Memorial Bridge" Part of the "Manhattan Series" of sixteen Hudson-Fulton
postcards published by The Churchman Company N.Y 3.5" by 5.5". Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 345 - Postcard "Hudson Fulton Celebration 1909" "Robert Fulton" "Clermont on the Hudson"
Unused souvenir postcard with a color painting by Bernhardt Wall of a portrait of Robert Fulton in
the middle with a laurel wreath at the top and an American flag vertically along the left edge. At the
bottom is the image of the Clermont on the Hudson. Published by Valentine & Sons Pub. Co., New
York. Size 3.5" by 5.5". Condition: Good (Some surface staining on the reverse side.)
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 346 - Unused souvenir postcard with a gray tone image of Hudson trading with the Indians.
Published by Raphael Tuck & Sons'. Postcard Series No. 164. Printed on reverse side, top left
corner: Hudson Trading with the Indians on Manhattan Island. Henry Hudson, on his voyage of
discovery up the North River ... Size: 3 1/2" x 5 1/4" Condition: Fair, with a tear in the top edge.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 347 - Unused souvenir postcard with a color drawing of the "Half Moon" with an oval
colorized portrait of Henry Hudson in the upper left corner. Size: 3 1/2" x 5 1/4" Condition: Fine,
with some damage to every corner
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 348 - Condition: Fine with some wear around the edges and 2 lower corners are damaged.~
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1915 San Francisco's Panama-Pacific International Exposition (349 to 357)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 349 - "Official Program Panama Pacific International Exposition" from "September 13, 1915".
The cover has a red over stamp announcing events on Sunday and Monday. Inside is information
about the fair and exhibits on an hourly basis including motion pictures. Size: 9" high by 6" wide and
32 pages. Condition: Fair, because it is badly stained throughout.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 350 - Glass souvenir with a dome filled with dirt on a square base. Taped on the inside of the
base is a piece of paper printed "This Glass Contains Last Material Removed From Culebra Cut
Panama Canal. The soil contained in this souvenir is part of the last trainload of dirt taken out of the
bottom of the world-famous Culebra Cut, Panama Canal, September 9, 1913, and was made
available for this purpose through the kindness of Governor George W. Goethals./Isthumus Canal
Souvenir Company, San Francisco" followed by the text of the letter from Goethals to Daniel
DeBarrows, giving the claim authenticity. Around the beveled edges of the base: "Official Panama
Souvenir/ Panama-Pacific/International Exposition/San Francisco 1915." Size: 2 inches high by 2.25
inches wide by 2.25 inches deep from the widest part of the base. Condition: Good. Paper has been
taped on to the glass bottom with clear tape.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75
Lot # 351 - Spoon. Sterling silver souvenir spoon with the image of the Horticulture Palace
embossed in the bowl of the spoon. At the top of the handle of the spoon, the Tower of Jewels is cut
out. Beneath it is embossed "The Jeweled Tower 420 ft. Panama Exposition San Francisco 1915."
Material: Metal. Size: Length: 5.75 inches, Width: 1 inches. Condition: Good (Minimal amount of
tarnish. Adhesive residue on the back side of the handle.)
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 352 - "Views of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition" . Forty-eight page booklet, black
and white prints taken from the exposition; included are captions, as well as portraits of the directors
of the exposition, woman's board, palaces, vista views, and a detailed introduction on the first page.
The last eleven pages are numbered ... Size: 12.25" x 9" (l x h). Condition: Good (Tearing present on
the front and back cover's edges; the pages of the booklet are held together to the cover via clear
tape.)
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 353 - Booklet "Red Book Views" . Official publication copyrighted 1915, by The PanamaPacific International Exposition Company; included in this booklet is ninety-six pages of black and
white pictures taken at the exposition. Each is labeled accordingly at the bottom of the page, some
pages showing multiple pictures. Examples of ... Size: 6.75" x 5" (l x h). Condition: Good (Some
staining exists on the front and back cover of the booklet, wear in the corners visible; discoloration
evident on some of the individual pages, most show at the top (and more so on the first page) the red
of the cover has run onto the pages.)
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 354 - Unused souvenir postcard with colorized photograph of the Ridgway Tea exhibit in the
Food Products Building, awarded the gold medal highest honor for India-Ceylon teas. At the bottom
left is written "Largest Sale of High Grade Teas in the World/Established 1836." Published by
Cardinell-Vincent Co., San Francisco, Cal. and C.T. Photochrom. Condition: Good (Upper right
corner has several dog-eared creases in it.)
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 355 - Postcard "San Maleo County Exhibit/Panama-Pacific International Exposition - San
Francisco 1915" Pacific Novelty Co., San Francisco. Unused souvenir postcard with a colorized
photograph of the San Maleo County exhibit inside a building. Published by the Pacific Novelty Co.,
San Francisco. Condition: Good (Some discoloration on the back.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$ 25

$ 14

$ 10

$ 10

$1

$1

Lot # 356 - Postcard "Palm Avenue - Pan. Pac. Int. Expo. - San Francisco" Souvenir postcard with a
colorized photograph of the Palm Avenue with the Italian Tower in the background. Published by the
Pacific Novelty Co., San Francisco. Postmarked in San Francisco Cal. on Jul 10 1915 but stamp has
been removed. Handwritten message on back. Condition: Good (Some wear. Adhesive residue were
stamp would be.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 357 - Official souvenir postcard with a black and white photograph with the Fountain of
Energy in the foreground and the Tower of Jewels in the background. Published by CardinellVincent Co., San Francisco, Ca. Has a green one cent U.S. postage stamp "Balboa 1513." Double
postmark and cancellation. Top one reads "San Francisco, Cal./May 25 1915." Has special "World's
Panama-Pacific Exposition 1915" cancellation over the stamp. Handwritten message in pencil.
Condition: Good (Some creases and wear around the edges.)
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 7

$1

Category: 1915 San Diego's Panama-California Exposition (358 to 371)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 358 - Gold colored metal souvenir coin. Embossed in the middle is the image of Uncle Sam
swinging a pickaxe with North and South America in the background. Around the outside is
"Panama California Exposition San Diego 1915." On the reverse side is the image of a ship sailing
through a lock ... Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Good, the envelope is worn and image of the coin
is creased on it. Coin is slightly dulled and worn.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 359 - Unused souvenir postcard with a colorized view of the arches and court of the Southern
Counties Building. Published by I. L. Eno, San Diego, Cal. and printed by The Albertype Co.,
Brooklyn, N.Y. Condition: Good (Has a red stain in the upper right corner of the reverse side.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 360 - Souvenir postcard with colorized image "At the San Diego Panama-California
Exposition All the Year 1915/Looking Eastward in El Prado" Copyright 1914, P-C-Ex. Made in
California by Geo. Rice & Sons of Los Angeles. Panama-California Exposition logo with woman
pointing to San Diego on a globe on the Western Hemisphere on the reverse and a green one cent
U.S. postage stamp with a profile image of George Washington and a special "World's PanamaPacific Exposition in San Francisco 1915" cancellation. Postmarked in Berkeley, Cal. on Mar 16
1915.Handwritten message on back. Condition: Good (Some yellow spots on the reverse.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 361 - Postcard "At the San Diego Panama-California Exposition All the Year 1915/Across La
Canada de las Palmas" Geo. Rice & Sons, Los Angeles, Ca.. Souvenir postcard with a colorized
image. Copyright 1914, P-C-Ex. Made in California by Geo. Rice & Sons of Los Angeles. PanamaCalifornia Exposition logo with a woman pointing to San Diego on a globe on the Western
Hemisphere in the upper left corner of the reverse side. Has a green one cent U.S. postage stamp
with a profile image of George Washington and a special "Panama-California Exposition San Diego
1915" cancellation. Postmarked in San Diego, Cal on Jan ? 1915. Handwritten message on back.
Condition: Good (Some yellow spots on the reverse side.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 362 - Postcard "Arts and Crafts Building, showing Old Mission Bells,/ San Diego Panama
California Exposition/ 1915 All the Year 1915" "as it appears to-day, five months before the
opening." Panama-California Exposition, San Diego, Cal. Souvenir postcard with a colorized image
Published by Panama-California Exposition, San Diego, Cal. 1915. Has a green one cent U.S.
postage stamp with a profile view of George Washington and a special "World's Panama-Pacific
Exposition in San Francisco 1915" cancellation. Postmarked Los Angeles, Cal. on Feb 17 1915.
Handwritten message on back Condition: Good (Ink on the reverse side has run with watermarks.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 363 - Postcard "Lemons, San Diego, Cal." Eno & Matteson, San Diego, Cal.. Unused souvenir
postcard number 4038 with a colorized photograph of a bunch of lemons. Circular logo from the
Panama-California Exposition is located in the upper left corner of the reverse side. Condition: Good
(Some red markings on the reverse side.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 364 - Postcard "The Plunge, Long Beach, Calif." Eno & Matteson, San Diego, Cal. Souvenir
postcard number 2317 with a colorized photograph of a public indoor swimming pool with a
waterslide and and a viewing balcony. Circular logo from the Panama-California Exposition is
located in the upper left corner of the reverse side. Has a green one cent U.S. postage stamp with a
profile view of George Washington. Postmarked in Long Beach, Cal. on May 4-15. Handwritten
message on back. Condition: Good (Some yellow staining on the reverse side.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 365 - Postcard "United States War Vessels Leaving San Diego Harbor By Night, San Diego,
Cal." Eno & Matteson, San Diego, Cal.. Unused souvenir postcard number 4050 with a colorized
photograph of U.S. War Vessels leaving San Diego Harbor at night. Published by Eno & Matteson,
San Diego, Cal. Circular logo from the Panama-California Exposition is located in the upper left
corner of the reverse side. Condition: Excellent (Slight wear around the edges.)
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 7
Lot # 366 - Unused souvenir postcard number 4484 with the colorized image of the Kern and Tulare
Counties Building with the San Juaquin Valley Building in the background left. Copyright 1914 by
Panama-California Exposition. Published by I. L. Eno, San Diego, Cal. Condition: Good (Some
spotty discoloration along the left edge on the reverse side.)
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 367 - Postcard "View South on Plaza de Panama, Pipe Organ in distance, Panama-California
Exposition, San Diego, 1915." I. L. Eno, San Diego, Cal.. Unused souvenir postcard number 4402
with the colorized image of the view looking south on the Plaza de Panama with the pipe organ
visible in the distance. Copyright 1915 and published by I. L. Eno, San Diego, Cal. Condition: Good
(Some wear around the edges)
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 368 - Postcard "Vista Across Plaza de Panama, Panama-California Exposition, San Diego,
1915." I. L. Eno, San Diego, Cal.. Unused souvenir postcard number 4452 with the colorized image
of the view across the Plaza de Panama through an archway. Copyright 1914 by Panama-California
Exposition. Published by I. L. Eno, San Diego, Cal. Condition: Good (Some wear around the edges)
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 369 - Postcard "Panama-California Exposition, San Diego, 1915./Plaza Side of Science and
Education Building" I. L. Eno, San Diego, Cal.. Unused souvenir postcard with the colorized image
of the view of a plaza with the Science and Education Building in the background. Copyright 1914
by Panama-California Exposition. Published by I. L. Eno, San Diego, Cal. Condition: Good (Blue
pen mark in the upper left corner.)
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 370 - Postcard "Panama-California Exposition, San Diego, 1915./Plaza de Panama from the
South End" I. L. Eno, San Diego, Cal. Souvenir postcard with the colorized image of an overhead
view of the Plaza de Panama from the south end. Copyright 1914 by Panama-California Exposition.
Published by I. L. Eno, San Diego, Cal. Has a green one cent U.S. postage stamp with a profile view
of George Washington and a "Help Prevent Forest Fires" cancellation. Postmarked in San Diego Cal
on May 20 1920. Handwritten message on back: Dear old pal/No dought [sic] you will be surprise to
here from me. I am still in U.S.A./From your friend Billy Bump/U.S.S. Badger 126/San Diego, Cal.
Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 371 - Postcard "Panama-California Exposition, San Diego, 1915./Puente Cabrillo and
California Building from the South" I. L. Eno, San Diego, Cal. Souvenir postcard with the colorized
image. Copyright 1914 by Panama-California Exposition. Published by I. L. Eno, San Diego, Cal.
Addressed to: Ella Soudersan/Lackawanna/Erie Co./N.Y. Has a green one cent U.S. postage stamp
with a profile view of Benjamin Franklin. Postmarked in San Diego Cal/Ocean Beach Sta. on Dec 6
1937. Handwritten message on back. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Category: 1926 Sesquicentennial (372 to 379)
Held in Philadelphia to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Declaration on Independence.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 372 - Police Badge number "189" from the "Sesqui" "Centennial". The number is inside a cut
out 5 point star in the center and below is "Police" & "Phila. PA." The lettering is filled with black
enamel. There is a pin on the back. Size: 2 3/4" high by 2 1/8" wide, Condition: Extremely Fine,
there is light overall toning, and all the enamel is undamaged.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 150

$ 35

Lot # 373 - Bronze Medal of Award with and eagle in the center and Independence Hall to the left.
Reverse: "Medal of Award" in the center and around the edge " Sesquicentennial International
Exposition Philadelphia 1776-1926" Size: 3" diameter by 1/8" thick. Condition: Very Good, the
medal has wear, a rim ding and the finish (plating) is missing in some spots.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 374 - Shoe Horn given away by "The Louis Mark Shoes of Quality". This metal shoe horn is
also etched: "The Sesqui-Centennial International Exposition Celebrating 150 Years of American
Independence", "1776", "1926" "Philadelphia June 1 to December 1 1928". The Liberty Bell is also
etched in. Size: 3 5/16" long by 1 5/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine with a few small of spots of
corrosion.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 375 - Liberty Bell shaped Brass Pin with "Sesqui-Centennial Phila.", "1776" & "1926".. Size: 1
1/8" high by 3/4" wide. Condition: Very Fine with age toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 12

Lot # 376 - Plated Spoon with embossed image of Liberty Bell in the bowl with "Sesqui-Centennial
Exhibition", "Philadelphia 1926". At top of handle is spread winged eagle with "In God We Trust"
underneath. Also has 2 horses and "Pennsylvania" on the handle. Marked "Rogers" on back. Size: 6"
long by 1 1/4" wide in bowl. Condition: Very Fine with age toning.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 377 - Metal Pin, shaped in an open, ribbon-like pattern, forming the look of a cross. It is worn
vertically. The bottom edges are decorated with little tassles, revealing the metal edges of the tassles.
Details of the metal in the ribbon are present. In the center is a glass covered, bubble-like ... Size: 1
1/2" high by 1 1/4" long. Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 378 - Metal pin with the face in blue enamel accented with gold enamel. The pin is in the shape
of a penant, lying horizontally. In the center is a gold Liberty Bell; on the left side of the bell, next to
the top of the pole is the year ... Size: Height: 1.75 inches, Length: 1.5 inches. Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 379 - Judge's Badge - Rectangular metal pin with a pattern of leaves, opening in the center has
a white piece of paper inscribed: "Judge At Finish". At top of pin in raised metal, "Sesquicentennial";
on the left side raised metal, "1776"; on right side "1926" on the bottom "Philadelphia". Straight pin
and hook on the back, which when closed, protects the edge of the pin completely. The back, bottom
edge, is fastened with a strip of metal with a break in the middle of the metal. Size: Height: 0.75
inch, Length: 2 inches, Width: 0.063 inch. Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 20

Category: 1933-34 Chicago World's Fair (380 to 533)
Also known as a Century of Progress to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the city of Chicago.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 380 - Very Rare Elongate Sales Display Card containing 24 rolled pennies picturing the Star of
Arcturus logo and "A Century of Progress International Exposition" and "1933", "Chicago", "USA".
Each elongate is attached to the card which has a stand on the back and is offered for 15 cents each.
The card is complete with all the coins. This card is listed in Dottie Dow's catalog of elongates as
item number "ILL CPIE 2" Size: 10 3/8" high by 7 7/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine, the card has
corner damage and a couple of tears and taped repair on the back, and the elongates are bright and
clear.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 50

Lot # 381 - Bedspread picturing Fort Dearborn beneath center, at top center "A Century of Progress
1933 Chicago" and I Will logo; border by pink and white checked design with scalloped edges. size:
97" x 83" Condition: Very good - area of yellow staining in lower right corner; other small stains;
slightly overall yellowing creased from being folded.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 50

Lot # 382 - Wooden souvenir bank made from tree limb; Century of Progress 1933; decorated with
image of Fort Dearborn Size: 3.5" x 3" diam. Condition: Very good - surface dirt
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 383 - Round Tin with picture of the Sky Ride and other buildings inside a red, white and blue
ribbon with "A Century of Progress 1934" written in it and the ribbon is held by the "I Will" woman
with "DeMet's" below her. Around the edge of the tin are a red, white and blue stripe with pastries
pictured in black in the white stripe. The side is marked "Net Wt. 2 LBS." and "Mail orders to
DeMet's 312 W. Madison St. Chicago". DeMet's was a chain of confectionaries in the Chicago area.
Their Chocolate Turtle was the candy that made them famous. Size: 7 7/8" diameter by 2 3/8" high.
Condition: Fine, there is some wear on the top and the sides and the top is a bit wavy (a little bent).
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45
Lot # 384 - Set of 3 "Wooden Nickels" in the original cardboard holder. Each coin has an Indian in
headdress and "A Century of Progress", "1833", "1933" and "Wooden Nickel" on one side and the
Star of Arcturus logo and "A Century of Progress Chicago", "1833", "1933" and "Chicago" on the
other side. The wooden nickels are colored red, blue and tan. The card has "Wooden Nickels",
"Direct from "A Century of Progress" and "World's Fair Chicago. 1933", written on it. Size: Each
token is 1 3/8" diameter. Card is 6" wide by 3" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 15

$ 25

Lot # 385 - Clear glass perfume bottle for "Lucien Lelong" with Century of Progress, Chicago, 1933
with images of buildings around bottle; metal and cork stopper. This is an attractive piece. Size: 6.5"
x 2.5" diam. Condition: Excellent, there are no contents in the bottle
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 386 - Metal ashtray in the form of a cauldron; brass with blue glass insert; 1933 "Star of
Arcturus" logo Size: 4.25" x 4.25" x 4" Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 387 - Pink cotton pillowcase with Hall of Science center surrounded by eight other bldg
images in pink, blue and orange; pink frill border on all 4 sides; floral fabric back Size: 17" x 17"
Condition: Very good
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 388 - Round Clear glass souvenir ashtray from Firestone exhibit at Century of Progress 1934;
light blue rubber tire surrounds glass Size: 3.5" diam. Condition: Good - rubber is slightly hardened
and cracked. Still an uncommon tire ashtray.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 389 - Booklet "Official World's Fair in Pictures, Chicago, 1933"; consists only of b&w
photographs by Kaufmann & Fabry Co.; 48 p.; in original mailer Size: 14" x 10.5" Condition:
Excellent
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 390 - Newspaper supplement "Chicago World's Fair Edition" of "Big News"; "Millions See
Weird Sinclair Dinosaurs"; articles about Dinosaur attraction; 8 pgs. Size: 17" x 11" Condition: Poor
- very brittle; torn horizontally along center folds
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 391 - Light blue tapestry rug showing panoramic view of the Fair grounds in orange; fringe on
left and right sides Size: 25" x 46" Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 392 - Large purple felt pennant with Enchanted Island, Administration Bldg., and eagle
(center) in color Size: 10.5" x 28.5" Condition: Good - faded
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 393 - Large burgundy felt pennant with General Exhibits Group at left Size: 8.5" x 25.5"
Condition: Fair - very faded; stain in center
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 394 - Multi-colored table runner/tapestry with three Fair bldgs; gold scroll work border; tan
fringe on left and right sides Size: 15" x 41" Condition: Very good
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$5
$5
$ 12

Lot # 395 - Orange silver Stevensgraph scarf with Hall of Science in center; embroidered
personalization "Clyde & Alverda" in light blue in lower right corner Size: 21.25" x 19" Condition:
Good - tear on right center fold
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 396 - Tapestry pillow top with multicolored Hall of Science in center Size: 19" x 20"
Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 397 - Wooden stein shaped like a beer keg with metal 1933 "Star of Arcturus" logo Size: 5.5" x
4" diam. Condition: Very good - use wear
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 398 - Green glaze ceramic stein engraved with "World's Fair 1934"; crude linear decoration
Size: 5" x 4" diam. Condition: Good - 2 - 2.5" cracks radiating from the rim; glaze is heavily crazed
throughout
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 399 - Light green glaze pottery stein with relief figures; female figural handle; 1933 Size: 6.5"
x 3.5" diam. Condition: Very good - some chipped glaze on handle; crazed throughout
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 400 - Badge with Brass medal hanging from red and white ribbon. The ribbon has a copper bar
in the back at the top (the edges can be seen from the front) with a pin on the back for wearing. The
ribbon is red on the left and white on the right. The medal pictures "Washington", "Kosciuszko" and
"Pulask". Below is "Polish Week of Hospitality Chicago July 17-23 1933". On the back of the medal
is the logo of the fair "1933" & "A Century of Progress Chicago". Size: 3" high by 1 11/16" at the
widest. Condition: The medal and pin are extremely Fine. The red on the ribbon maybe faded (the
red is light so I am not sure) and there is a small frayed edge ( 1/8") neither of which detract from
this interesting badge.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 401 - Sterling Silver bracelet with Star of Arcturus logo and "A Century of Progress Chicago"
in the center medallion. Marked "Lebolt" on the back. Size: 7 1/4" long. Medallion is 3/4" long by
1/2" wide. Condition: Very Fine there is a light wear and it could use a good polishing.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 15

Lot # 402 - Photos inside circular embossed metal holder made to look like a token. Obverse: Star of
Arcturus logo and "A Century of Progress Chicago" on bottom and "1934" at top. Reverse: Pictures
"Federal Building", "Hall of States". Inside are photos and is marked "Phot-o-coin", "Franklin
Specialty Co. Chicago, Ill.". There are 10 photos of the fair inside. Size: 1 5/8" diameter. Condition:
Fine, there is a little corrosion on the covers and a couple of the photos are disconnected.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 403 - Bronze medal. Obverse: Pictures a seated woman holding a log cabin with the Chicago
Skyline above the cabin and rays emanating from behind the woman. Around the edge is "Century of
Progress" At the bottom has writing in small letters, probably the maker name but it is worn and can't
be read. Reverse: Center is aerial view of Fair grounds with "1833", "1933" above and "Chicago"
below. There is a hole for wearing which is probably not original. Size: 1 7/16" diameter. Condition:
Fine with some small dark spots and edge wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 404 - Bracelet with Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and "A Century of Progress"
below. The links have several small starts on the top and the bottom. Size: 6 1/2" long by 1/2" high
in the center. Condition: Very Fine, there is a little peeling of the finish in the back of the center and
a spot of corrosion on the links.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 405 - Tie Clip with Brass Star of Arcturus logo with "A Century of Progress", "1833 1933"
around the edge. Size: 2 7/16" long by 9/16" at the widest. Condition: Very Good, there is
discoloration around the edge (in the writing) and some green corrosion above the logo.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 406 - Mechanical Pencil with "Century of Progress Chicago1934" pressed into the side. The
pencil is blue at the top and bottom and has blue and gold large flakes in the center portion. Probably
made from Bakelite. Size: 5 1/ 4" long. Condition: Extremely Fine and working.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40
Lot # 407 - Lapel Pin with black enamel Star of Arcturus logo with "A Century of Progress" in the
center. Size: 2" wide by 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good because a large amount of the enamel
running horizontally all across the pin is missing.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$ 15

Lot # 408 - Small wooden plate and vase connected on a string marked "Chicago World's Fair"
"Hungary 1933". Each has a small flower decoration on it. Size: Plate: 1 1/8 inch diameter, Vase: 1
1/4 inch tall, String: 10 inches long. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 409 - Square shaped Tape Measure with a metal frame and plastic sides. One side has an oval
decal picturing the "Hall of Science", "Century of Progress" and "Chicago1933". Made in Germany.
Size: 1 1/4" by 1 1/4" by 1/2" thick. Condition: Very Fine with a little discoloration on the edge of
the metal frame.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$ 10

Lot # 410 - Arrowhead medallion necklace. On the medallion is a rectangular shaped plaque with
Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and "A Century of Progress Chicago" below. The chain is
marked Sterling and the back of the medallion is marked sterling in a circle with a 'B' above and 'R'
below. It appears that the plaque on the medallion is sterling and the medallion is plated. Size:
Medallion is 1 1/4" high by 7/8" wide. Chain is 15" long. Condition: Very Fine, the medallion has
some finish missing.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 12

Lot # 411 - Tie clip with blue enameled Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and "A Century of
Progress" & "Chicago". Size: 2 3/8" long by 5/8" high. Condition: Very Good, the enamel is all there
but the "silver plate" has been worn off in several spots.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

$6

$5

Lot # 412 - Large White Medal from "Walgreen" picturing their building with people in front and
"Chicago. Century of Progress" across the top and "Chicago" on the bottom. Reverse pictures the
"Federal Building" and has "World's 1934 Fair" across the bottom. Size: 2 1/2" diameter. Condition:
Very Good, the entire edge has corrosion and corrosion on 25% of the surface.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 413 - "Key to the City" (marked on back) with "Fort Dearborn" pictured on one end and "A
Century of Progress" "1833-1933" on the shaft with Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" and
"Chicago". The Chicago skyline are at the other end as if they are the teeth of the key. On the back is
the Federal Building, Planetarium and 4 other buildings. Size: 3 5/8" long and 15/16" at the widest.
Condition: Extremely Fine with a little wear on a few high spots.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 414 - Pocket knife and file with Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and "A Century of
Progress Chicago" below. Size: 2 1/ 2" long by 1/2" wide. Condition: Very Good, much of the
enamel is missing from the logo and file and blade have some corrosion.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$4

$ 10

$ 12

Lot # 415 - Pocket mirror with lithographed metal frame with picture of "Lama Temple". Underneath
it says "Souvenir A Century of Progress Chicago 1933". The makers name "Green Duck Chicago" is
written in very small print at the bottom. Size: 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Good, it has a
scratch in the field and a dent (in the roof image). The mirror has some cracks in the silver.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 416 - Official Commemorative World's Fair Medal. Obverse: Man and "Industry", "Research",
"1833" & "1933" on it. Reverse: Aerial view of fairgrounds and around the edge "1933 A Century of
Progress International Exposition Chicago". Size: Medal: 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely
Fine, there is overall toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 417 - Retractable Pocket Knife with blue enameled metal logo embedded into one side. The
logo has the Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and "A Century of Progress" & "Chicago"
below. The sliding mechanism is a button and a slot in the back. Size: Closed 3 1/2" long by 5/8"
wide. Opened: 5 5/8" long. Condition: Very Good, the logo is worn and much of the enamel is gone.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 418 - Retractable bottle opener. Brass holder with blue enamel contains a bottle opener that
slides out and back. The holder has Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" and "Chicago" on it. The back
has a runner for the opener to slide in an out. Both sides have "A Century of Progress" on it. Size:
1/2" by 3/16" by 2 3/8" long closed, 3 3/8" long opened. Condition: Very Good, there is loss of
enamel on the top and bottom and overall toning and wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$ 10

$8

Lot # 419 - Small lapel Pin, Silver colored with blue enamel around Star of Arcturus, the 1933 logo
Size: 1/2" x 3/4" wide. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 420 - "16 Miniature Souvenir Views" of the "Century of Progress", 1833 - Chicago - 1933",
"Series 2". This box contains 16 color views of the World's Fair in a small mailer box with an unused
address area on the reverse side. Each view has a short description on the back. Included are views
of: The Federal Building, Hall of States and Federal Buildings, General Exhibits Group,
Administration Building (3 views), The Lincoln Group, Hall of Science (3 views), Enchanted Island,
Travel Building, Golden Temple of Jehol, Court of States Building, Oriental Village and Electrical
Group by Night. "Copyrighted by Curt Teich & Co., Inc. Chicago, Ill." 16 cards. size: 2 7/16" x 3
1/16" Condition: Pictures: Excellent. Box: Very Fine, slight edge wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 421 - Blue enameled star-shaped pin with "Chicago World's Fair" and in the center "I Will
1933". Size: 5/8" measured point to point and point to round. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 422 - Adjustable Metal Ring with embossed picture of "Travel and Transport" building
"Chicago" with "1933" on both sides. Size: 15/16" by 9/16". The face is 9/16" high by 7/16" wide.
Condition: Fine with dark toning overall.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 423 - Set of 4 Small plates with a red image of "The Chicago Court House 1865". These plates
were "Made Exclusively for Marshall Field & Company Chicago by Johnson Bros. England". In the
center of the back is written "A Century of Progress 1833-1933". The plate has a red serrated
boarder, raised floral design and a picture of the Court House in the center. All 4 small plates for 1
bid. Size: 6 1/4" diameter. Condition: 1 Excellent, 1 Very Fine, 2 are Very Good (one has crazing
and a chip on rim - only noticeable from the back, and 1 has heavy crazing and some discoloration).
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 424 - Set of 3 Dinner Plates in Red with the image of "The First Fort Dearborn 1803" on the
plate. Each piece is marked on the back "A Century of Progress 1833-1933" & "Marshall Field &
Company Chicago" made "by Johnson Bros England.". The plate has a red serrated boarder, raised
floral design. All the markings are on the bottom of the plate. All 3 plates for 1 bid. Size: 8 7/8"
diameter. Condition: 1 plate is Excellent, 1 plate is Extremely Fine with a little crazing, and 1 plate is
Fine with some crazing.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$6

$ 10

$ 15

Lot # 425 - "Century of Progress" "Echo-Luxe" Harmonica "made by M. Hohner Germany". The
harmonica is unmarked and fits perfectly inside the box. Size: Box is 5 1/8" by 2 3/8 by 1 1/8" thick.
Condition: One flap on the box top is separated at on 2 edges and the tops is edge is separating too.
The harmonica is a little worn but still sounds fine.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 426 - Framed Certificate of Appreciation. It has written on it in black "A Century of Progress
International Exposition, Chicago, 1933" on a light blue stripe. Below is: "A Century of Progress
Expresses to George A. Lindburg its appreciation for valuable services rendered as a member of its
staff contributing to the success of the exposition in 1933." With a light blue emblem (same as
official medal) behind it. At the bottom are printed autographs of Lohr "General Manager" and
Dawes "President". Size: With Frame 11 1/2" wide by 7 5/8" high. Condition: Certificate is Excellent
(possibly a little age toned), Frame has many chips in the black paint.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 12

Lot # 427 - "Tom Sawyer Puzzle" of the "Electrical Building", "Souvenir of the Century of Progress
1933", "World's Fair Buildings", "Chicago". The consignor assembled the puzzle and states that it is
guaranteed to be complete. Size: Box is 8 3/16" wide by 10 1/4" high by 1 1/16" thick. Condition:
Fine, the box has some light stains and is a bit warped. The puzzle pieces appear to be clean.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 428 - Wooden toy train in original box. "Assemble These Historic Locomotive Models", "A
Century of Progress in Locomotives." This is the "Tom Thumb 1830" . The kit includes all the parts,
original instructions, a piece of sandpaper, a glue packet and the inspectors slip. The kit appears to be
complete. Size: The box is 9 1/2" wide by 3 3/4" high by 1 3/8" thick. Condition: The pieces are
excellent and clean. The box is darkened with age with some light spots and one end flap has tape
(inside flaps are missing).
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60
Lot # 429 - Parasol with "1933 Chicago" on the handle. When open there is an oriental design on the
parasol. Size: Handle is 24 3/8" long. When opened, the top is 32" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, it
has a couple of holes in the top, and a split in the handle, but usually the tops are badly damaged.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 20

$ 15

Lot # 430 - Deck of 54 playing cards with Star of Arcturus logo in white and green on a purple
background on the front of each card. On the reverse of each card is a different b&w scene of the
Fair. Includes 1 joker picturing the "Giant Gorilla of 'The World a Million Years Ago'" and one card
with the card's manufacturer plant ("Western Playing Card Company") pictured on it with the
playing card front. In the original box with the Star of Arcturus logo in the same coloring as on the
cards. "World's Fair Souvenir Playing Cards" on top of the box. Size: 3 7/8" x 2 5/8" x 3/4"
Condition: Cards are Excellent, box is very fine with some edge wear and the flaps are separated in
one corner.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 431 - Deck of 54 playing cards with Star of Arcturus logo in white and purple on a black
background on the front of each card. On the reverse of each card is a different b&w scene of the
Fair. Includes 1 joker picturing the "Giant Gorilla of 'The World a Million Years Ago'" and one card
with the card's manufacturer plant ("Western Playing Card Company") pictured on it with the
playing card front. In the original box with the Star of Arcturus logo in the same coloring as on the
cards. "World's Fair Souvenir Playing Cards" on top of the box. Size: 3 7/8" x 2 5/8" x 3/4"
Condition: Cards are Excellent, box is very fine with some edge wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 432 - Deck of 54 playing cards with "1934", Star of Arcturus logo in orange and white and "A
Century of Progress" on a purple background. The face of each card pictures a different building in
black and white. The joker shows a man pulling a rickshaw and there is one contract bridge card. The
original box pictures the back of the card. Size: 3 7/8" x 2 5/8" x 3/4" Condition: Cards are Very
Fine, box is Good with damage and staining to the silver sides and separation of the cover paper on
the box bottom.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 433 - Deck of 52 Playing Cards, no jokers, in the original box. The box and the back of the
cards picture a drawing of walking path with a row of flags in blue, red, yellow and white with "A
Century of Progress International Exposition Chicago 1934." written on it. Each card pictures a
different fair exhibit. Size: 3 3/4" x 2 1/2" x 3/4" Condition: Cards are Extremely Fine, box is Fine
minus with edge wear and tape on 2 corners of the top and one corner of the bottom. The deck does
not have any jokers.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 434 - Silver colored Pot Metal tray with embossed picture of "Belgium Village" on it. At the
top is "1933- World's Fair Chicago - 1934". Size: 7 1/2" wide by 5 3/8" high. Condition: Fine with
spotting of missing silvering, but still is quite presentable.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 435 - Box of Souvenir Books from the American Bible Society. It consists of 11 books of the
Bible in its original box. The cover of the box is marked 'A Century of Progress, the American Bible
Society' and lists its agencies. The back of each book is printed with the same words as the box
cover. Size: Box is 4 3/4" by 3 1/4" by 1 5/16" thick. Condition: The box is stained, the bibles are
Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$4

Lot # 436 - This is a black tape measure. One side says "1933 A Century of Progress Chicago" with
the fair logo. The other side is a picture of "Old Fort Dearborn" Size: 1 7/16" diameter. Condition:
Good, it is discolored overall.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 437 - "Official View Book" from "A Century of Progress Exposition" with 20+ pages of color
drawings of the fair. Published by Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation, Chicago. Size: 12" wide by 9"
high. Condition: Very Good with some light staining on the cover and a little paper loss to some
pages (and a couple of scattered stains inside).
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 438 - Souvenir menu from the Old Heidelberg Inn on the Fair grounds, 1933; die-cut beer stein
shape Size: 14" x 6" Condition: Very good - fold on top right.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 439 - Handbill advertisement for the Lakeside Hotel, 1322 East 47th Street "Near the Lake and
Walking Distance to Fair Grounds"; made of orange cardstock w/black type Size: 3.5" x 6.25"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 440 - Handbill advertisement for the Lakeside Hotel, 1322 East 47th Street "8 Blocks from the
World's Fair Grounds"; made of red cardstock w/black type Size: 3.5" x 5.25" Condition: Good faded with some wear; black spotted staining on reverse side; small tear on top edge.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 441 - Handbill advertisement for the "World's Fair Visitors Room available at 6068-70 S.
Stony Island Avenue. "8 Minutes to the World's Fair"; made of green cardstock w/black type;
handwritten change rate from $1 per day per person to $.65 Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good vertical crease through center; faded edges.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 442 - Handbill advertisement for the Franklin Hotel, 1123-29 East 47th Street "7 Blocks from
the World's Fair Grounds"; made of light green cardstock w/black type Size: 3.75" x 6" Condition:
Very good - slight fading and wear to edges.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 443 - Color advertisement card for Wrigley's Gum with pixie/sprite on the front saying "Real
Peppermint Flavor" and a real stick of gum under his arm; on reverse side is map of the Fair grounds
Size: 6.5" x 3.75" Condition: Good - some wear to edges; small brown stain on left edge; creased top
and bottom left corners.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 444 - Flip-up brochure "Brook Hill at the Fair and in Your Home" with promotional material
about Brook Hill and its participation at the Fair; 8 pgs. Size: 6" x 8.5" Condition: Very good creased horizontally throught the center; a few smaller creases; slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 445 - Booklet "How Firestone Gum-Dipped Tires Are Made;" about 1/2 of 32 p. booklet shows
the processes highlighted in the Fair's Firestone Factory & Exhibition bldg., including numerous
photos; covers have color overhead view of Fair; 1933 Size: 8" x 5" Condition: Very good - center
page is completely separated; some wear to edges and yellowing.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 446 - 2 pg. pamphlet about the uses of porcelain distributed in conjunction with the ArmcoFerro Porcelain Enameled House by Ferro Enamel Corportation Size: 6.25" x 3.25" Condition: Very
good - dark staining of edges of front and back covers; folded top right corner of front page.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 447 - Booklet "Durkee Famous Food Recipes" including recipes that use Durkee products;
souvenir of WF exhibit; view of Sky Ride on cover; 14 p. Size: 4.25" x 6" Condition: Excellent minor wear and yellowing.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 448 - Fold-out booklet "Building the 1934 Chevrolet with Body by Fisher At The Fair"; 2
pages that fold open; includes diagram of assembly line, with b&w photos of assembly process and
short descriptions of each step; back cover has ad for car Size: 7" x 10" Condition: Very good - some
yellowing; minor wear.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 449 - Oval stamp w/"Star of Arcturus" logo, 1933, in silver in center on a dark blue
background Size: 1.25" x .75" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 450 - Stub of 3+ (?) part ticket for "Trip No. 2 Transportation to A Century of Progress"
Wednesday, 12:00 Noon; at bottom is ticket to luncheon at the Pabst Blue Ribbon Casino, including
specially conducted exhibits for I.R.E. Size: 4.25" x 3" Condition: Very good - slight wear.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 451 - Small card certificate of attendance for Closing Day, October 31, 1934; show scene of
people in gondola in foreground and fountain in the backgroud Size: 3" x 5.25" Condition: Excellent
- minimal wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 452 - Single ticket stub #A 819590 for Century of Progress, 1934 Size: 2.25" x 3.5" Condition:
Good - minimal wear from where it was torn; looks like reverse side was adhered to something at
some point w/some paper remaining.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 453 - 24 page Booklet, "It Dares to be Different!", published by "The Christian Science
Publishing Society". This booklet explains how the Christian Science Monitor is different from other
newspapers. The back cover is a pre-paid postcard mailer to order the newspaper. It is stamped "A
Century of Progress". Size: 3 3/8" wide by 5 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 454 - Owens-Illinois Glass Containers" beautiful color folder from the "1934 Chicago World's
Fair". Open it up the first fold and it shows the 'Glass Block Building' open all the way and it shows
a wonderful color "Panorama of the glass container manufacturing process" showing the 24 steps, a
cross section of the factory and all the different bottles across the bottom. Size: 6 1/8 inches high by
2 7/8 inches (opens to 22+ inches) wide. Condition: Mint
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 455 - Folder "An invitation to visit the Museum of Science and Industry". Inside is a picture of
the museum (the Art Palace at the Columbian Expo), information about the museum and a map of
Chicago showing the museum and the 1933 Fair grounds (so you know how to walk from one to the
other. Size: Closed: 3 1/2" wide by 8 1/2" high. Open: 10 1/2" wide by 8 1/2" high. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 456 - Black and White Photo Card of "The Lord's Last Supper" in the "Hall of Religion - a
Century of Progress", "Chicago 1933-1934". The front of this photo card pictures the carving of the
Last Supper in a frame (part of the carving). On the back is "A Tribute to His Mother", the story of
the piece from 1735 to 1933 . This is not a postcard. Size: 5 1/4" high by 3 3/8" wide. Condition:
Fine, there is a little edge and corner damage.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 457 - Unused b&w postcard "Remembering You From Chicago World's Fair 1933" w/Travel
& Transport Bldg, right and swimsuit girl at left; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5"
Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 458 - Unused b&w postcard "Gondola Riding on the Lagoon" w/bldg in background; by Arena
Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 459 - Unused b&w postcard #501 "Chrysler Motors Building," overhead view with track
@right; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 460 - Unused b&w postcard "At the Old Heidelberg Inn" w/Greyhound trolleys in front; by
Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 461 - Used b&w postcard #201A "New 700,000 Dollar Buckingham Fountain"; message about
Chicago on reverse side, dated 10/18/1933; 1 cent green Ft. Dearborn stamp w/WF cancellation; by
Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 462 - Used b&w postcard #508 "Midget Village," view of 2 bldgs; unrelated message on back;
green 1 cent Fort Dearborn stamp; dated 8/27/1934; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5"
Condition: Good - two creases along left side of card; some dirt/yellowing.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 463 - Unused b&w postcard #502 "Horiculture Building"; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size:
3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 464 - Unused colored postcard #808 "A Maya Temple - The Nunnery at Uxmal" w/description
of bldg on back; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly
yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 465 - Used b&w postcard "The Four Courts of the General Exhibits Group," showing
buildings; message on reverse about visit to the Fair; green 1 cent Ft. Dearborn stamp w/WF
cancellation dated 8/16/1933; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Good crease in upper right corner.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 466 - Unused b&w postcard #509 "Ukrania Village," showing view of top of building; by
Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - minor dirt to front.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 467 - Unused b&w postcard #165A "Replica of Abraham Lincoln's birthplace in Hodgenville,
Ky.," shows two men looking in cabin; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 468 - Unused colored postcard #801 "Federal and States Buildings at Night" w/description of
scene on reverse side; no marker on reverse side Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 469 - Unused colored postcard #505 "Airplane View of the Hall of Science" w/description of
bldg on reverse; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly
yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 470 - Unused vertical colored postcard #608 "Church in the Belgian Village" w/description of
bldg on reverse side; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly
yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 471 - Used vertical colored postcard #609 "Circular Court of the Electrial Building"
w/description of scene on reverse side; message about visit to the fair; WF cancellation dated
7/12/1934 - no stamp; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Very good - crease
in upper right corner.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 472 - Unused colored postcard #806 "Foods and Agricultural Building" w/description of bldg
on reverse side; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 473 - Used colored postcard #WF.1 "Administration Building, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description of bldg on reverse side; short message on back, dated 10/7/1933; by C.T. Art
Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - black lines across front (from the post office).
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 474 - Unused colored postcard #WF.10 "Electrical Group, Chicago World's Fair" showing an
overhead view of the bldgs; description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 475 - Unused colored postcard #WF.7 "Travel Building, Chicago World's Fair" w/description
of bldg on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 476 - Used colored postcard #WF.6 "Travel and Transport Building, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description of bldg on reverse side; meesage about fair and W.F. cancellation on reverse side; by
C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 477 - Unused color postcard #WF.25 "The Lincoln Group, Chicago World's Fair" showing an
overhead view; description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition:
Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 478 - Unused color postcard #36A10 "Sky Ride, Chicago World's Fair" w/description on
reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 479 - Unused colored postcard #WF.23 "Enchanted Island, A Playground for Children,
Chicago World's Fair," showing an overhead view; description on reverse side; by C.T. Art
Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 480 - Unused colored postcard #WF.19 "A Section of the Hall of Science, Chicago World's
Fair" showing the bldg as seen from the north; description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone
Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 481 - Used vertical colored postcard #WF.17 "Hall of Science, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description of bldg on reverse side; unrelated message on reverse; WF cancellation by C.T. Art
Colortone Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Good - black ink on front; reverse is yellowed and slightly
stained; stamp removed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 482 - Used colored postcard #WF.20 "Model of Fair Grounds, A Century of Progress,
International Exposition 1933, Chicago" w/description of reverse side; short message on back; by
C.T. American Art Colored Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - black postal lines on front.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 483 - Used color postcard #101 "The Lagoon at Night" showing an overhead view of the Sky
Ride; Offical Post Card; message about Fair on back; by the Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. Size: 3.5" x
5.5" Condition: Very good - yellowed; stamp removed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 484 - Unused vertical colored postcard #WF.32 "Interior of the Golden Pavilion of Jehol"
w/description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 485 - Unused vertical colored postcard #WF.31 "Admiral Byrd's Polar Ship, "The City of New
York"" Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 486 - Unused colored postcard #WF.28 "Enchanted Island, Chicago World's Fair" showing
scene at night w/people in foreground; desription on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x
5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 487 - Used color postcard #WF.26 "Golden Temple of Jehol, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description on reverse side; unrelated message on reverse side w/green 1 cent Ft. Dearborn stamp;
by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - black ink lines on front; slight
yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 488 - Unused colored postcard #WF.28 "Hall of Science, Chicago World's Fair" showing the
length of a side of the Hall; description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5"
Condition: Very good - crease in lower left corner.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 489 - Used colored postcard #WF.30 "Electrical Group by Night" w/description on reverse
side; message about Fair on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very
good - slight crease through center of reverse side.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 490 - Unused colored postcard #WF.36 "Intra-Mural Bus with Hall of Science in Background,
Chicago World's Fair" w/description of bus on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 491 - Unused colored postcard #WF.37 "General Motors Building, Chicago World's Fair"
showing bldg at night w/Goodyear blimp overhead; description on reverse side; by C.T. Art
Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 492 - Used colored postcard #WF.35 "Dairy Building, Chicago World's Fair" w/description on
reverse side; unrelated message; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 493 - Unused colored postcard #WF.33 "Oriental Village, Chicago World's Fair" showing
exterior of bldgs w/blimp overhead; description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x
5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 494 - Unused colored postcard #WF.34 "Agricultural Building, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 495 - Used vertical colored postcard # WF.35 "Giant Thermometer, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description on reverse side; message about Fair; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 5.5" x 3.5"
Condition: Very good - black ink lines on front; yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 496 - Unused colored postcard #WF.37 "Panoramic View of the Century of Progress, World's
Fair 1933: showing bird's eye view; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 497 - Unused colored postcard #WF.38 "General Exhibits Group, Chicago World's Fair"
showing scene of walkway w/bldg on left and people in foreground; description on reverse side; by
C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - slight crease on reverse side.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 498 - Unused colored postcard #WF.40 "Illinois Host House, Chicago World's Fair" showing
bldg in background and people in foreground; description on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone
Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 499 - Unused vertical colored postcard #WF.42 "Rocket Cars Crossing Lagoon, Chicago
World's Fair" showing close-up of Sky Ride cars at night; description on reverse side; by C.T. Art
Colortone Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 500 - Used colored postcard #WF.18 "Hall of Science, Chicago World's Fair," scene w/water
and boats in the foreground; description of bldg on reverse side; unrelated message on back; green 1
cent Fort Dearborn stamp; by C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Good - black postal
lines on front; yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 501 - Unused colored postcard #36A41 "Merrie England, Chicago World's Fair"; KaufmannFabry Photo; description on reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortone" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent
- slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 502 - Unused colored postcard #36A48 "Swiss Village, Chicago World's Fair"; KaufmannFabry Photo; description on reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortone" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 503 - Unused colored postcard #36A50 "Midget City, Chicago World's Fair"; Kaufmann-Fabry
Photo; description on reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortone" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 504 - Used b&w, yellowed toned photo postcard "Agricultural Building "A Century of
Progress""; unrelated message on reverse side; Illinois Photogravure Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition:
Good - yellowed; some wear to edges; black postal mark on front.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 505 - Unused b&w, yellowed toned vertical photo postcard "Byrd's South Pole Ship "A
Century of Progress""; Illinois Photogravure Co. Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Very good - yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 506 - Used b&w, yellowed toned photo postcard "Golden Temple of Jehol "A Century of
Progress""; message about the Fair on reverse side; WF cancellation and green one cent Fort
Dearborn postage stamp; Illinois Photogravure Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Good - yellowed;
wear and creases to the edges and corners.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 507 - Used b&w, yellowed toned photo postcard "Pylons of the North Façade Hall of Science
"A Century of Progress""; message about the Fair on reverse side; green one cent Fort Dearborn
postage stamp; Illinois Photogravure Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - yellowed; some
wear to the edges.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 508 - Used b&w, yellowed toned photo postcard "Replica - Old Fort Dearborn "A Century of
Progress""; message about the Fair on reverse side; Illinois Photogravure Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5"
Condition: Very good - yellowed; some light wear to the edges.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 509 - Unused b&w, yellowed toned photo postcard "Belgian Village A Century of Progress";
Illinois Photogravure Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 510 - Used colored postcard #154 "Avenue of Flags, Chicago World's Fair"; Kaufmann- Fabry
Photo; description on reverse side; message about Fair; "Chromotone" Product Size: 3.5" x 5.5"
Condition: Very good - slightly yellowed; minor wear; black postal marks on front.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 511 - Unused colored postcard #131 "Midget Village, Chicago World's Fair"; KaufmannFabry Photo; "Chromotone" Product Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 512 - Used vertical colored postcard #160 "Spanish Village, Chicago World's Fair";
Kaufmann- Fabry Photo; description on reverse side; no message; "Chromotone" Product Size: 5.5"
x 3.5" Condition: Very good - slightly yellowed; writing on front; yellowed tape on top edge of
reverse side.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 513 - Used vertical colored postcard #157 "Streets of Shanghai, Chicago World's Fair";
Kaufmann- Fabry Photo; description on reverse side; unrelated message; "Chromotone" Product
Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Very good - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 514 - Used colored postcard #198 "Administration Building as seen from Lake Michigan,
Chicago World's Fair"; description on reverse side; message about Fair and WF cancellation; by
Gerson Bros. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Good - stamp removed; top layer of paper removed and
part of black paper remaining on reverse side; yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 515 - Used colored postcard #210 "Marshall Field & Co.'s Retail Store, State, Washington,
Randolph and Wabash, Chicago"; description, marked WF, message about Fair on reverse; by Max
Rigot Selling Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - minor wear; slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 516 - Used colored postcard #WF-47 "Electrical Building and Court" showing view from
across the water; description on reverse; message about Fair, WF cancellation and green 1 cent Fort
Dearborn postage stamp; by the J.O. Stoll Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - yellowed;
minor wear.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 517 - Used colored postcard #WF-39 "The Two Billion Candle Power Scintillator/Flooding the
Sky With Rainbow Hues/General Motors Building"; description on reverse side; message about Fair
and green 1 cent Fort Dearborn postage stamp Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - yellowed;
minor wear.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

$1

Lot # 518 - Used colored postcard #WF-45 "Federal Building and Court of States" showing view
from across the water; description on reverse side; message about Fair and green 1 cent Fort
Dearborn postage stamp Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - slightly yellowed; minor wear.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 519 - Used colored postcard #WF-48 "Hall of Science and Sky-Ride Tower" showing view
from across the water; description on reverse; message about Fair, WF cancellation; by the J.O. Stoll
Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - yellowed; minor wear.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 520 - Used colored postcard #WF-28 "Travel and Transport Building At Night/Courtesy
General Electric Co."; description on reverse side; message about Fair, WF cancellation and green 1
cent Fort Dearborn postage stamp Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - slightly yellowed; minor
wear.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 521 - Unused b&w postcard #349 "General View, Century of Progress Exposition, Chicago
World's Fair" showing overhead view; by Gerson Bros. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 522 - Unused colored postcard #60 "Hall of Science at Night, 'Century of Progress 1933'
Chicago, Ill."; description on reverse side; by The J.O. Stoll Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 523 - Used vertical colored postcard #52 "Tower of Water, 'Century of Progress 1933'
Chicago, Ill."; description on reverse side; message about Fair in foreign language; by The J.O. Stoll
Co. Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Very good - black postal lines on front.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 524 - Unused colored postcard #53 "Sight Seeing Bus, 'Century of Progress 1933' Chicago,
Ill."; description on reverse side; by The J.O. Stoll Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 525 - Used colored postcard #WF-24 "Sky Ride, Chicago World's Fair" showing scene at
night; "mailed from the Armour Plant, Chicago; description on reverse side; message about Fair and
WF cancellation; C.T. Art Colortone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - minor wear; slightly
yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 526 - Unused vertical color postcard "See How Rubber is Produced on the Firestone
Plantations, Liberia, Africa, @ the Firestone Factory and Exhibition Bldgs." w/painting of African
scene at top; description on reverse; copyright 1934; by R.R. Donnelly & Sons, Deeptone Size: 5.5"
x 3.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 527 - Unused color postcard "See the Famous Firestone Patented Gum-Dipping Process @ the
Firestone Factory" showing machine; description on reverse; copyright 1934; by R.R. Donnelly &
Sons, Deeptone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 528 - Unused color postcard "The Firestone Patented Gum-Dipping Process @ the Firestone
Factory and Exhibition Building" showing machine; description on reverse; copyright 1933; by R.R.
Donnelly & Sons, Deeptone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 529 - Unused vertical color postcard "Removing Firestone Gum-Dipped Tire from Automatic
Curing Mold in Firestone Factory and Exhibition Building"; description on reverse; copyright 1933;
by R.R. Donnelly & Sons, Deeptone Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 530 - Unused vertical color postcard "Visit the Firestone Factory and Exhibition Building";
description on reverse; copyright 1934; by R.R. Donnelly & Sons, Deeptone Size: 5.5" x 3.5"
Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 531 - Unused color postcard "Firestone Factory and Exhibition Building with Firestone
Singing Color Fountain in Foreground" showing overhead view; description on reverse; copyright
1933; by R.R. Donnelly & Sons, Deeptone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 532 - Unused color postcard "The Firestone Singing Color Fountain and Multi-Plane Shadow
Sign. Only Installation of Their Kind in the World"; description on reverse; copyright 1933; by R.R.
Donnelly & Sons, Deeptone Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 533 - Unused vertical color postcard "Multi-Colored Pylons at the Entrance to the Firestone
Factory and Exhibition Building"; description on reverse; copyright 1933; by R.R. Donnelly & Sons,
Deeptone Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Very good - crease through the middle; slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1936 - 1937 - Cleveland, Ohio - Great Lakes Exposition (534 to 535)
Picture

Description
Lot # 534 - Brass Medal for the "Cleveland Centennial" with "1836" and "1936" at the top, a man's
head in a patriot's hat and coat (wasn't that 1776 not 1836 ?). At the bottom is "Great Lakes
Exposition", "June 27 to Oct. 4, 1936". Reverse: "Chemicals - Anodes - Equipment for ElectroPlating". "Grasselli Manufacters of Acids and Heavy Chemicals". "The Grasselli Chemical Co Inc.
Cleveland Ohio". This medal originally had a white coating and most of it is worn of. Holed at top as
made. Size: 2 11/16" high by 1 7/8" wide. Condition: Fine because the white finish is mostly worn
off.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 535 - Letter opener with logo contained in the center. "Great Lakes Exposition 1937
Cleveland" is written in the logo. On the back is the American eagle with the 13 original state names
written around it. Size: 8 1/2" by 2 3/8" wide. Condition: Fine with overall wear.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Minimum
Bid

$ 12

$ 10

Category: 1936 Texas Centennial (536 to 536)
Picture

Description
Lot # 536 - Celluloid Pocket Mirror from the "Mayflower Doughnuts" shop. The mirror shows their
"Optimist's Creed". Which is contained on the board between the 2 fellows. The bottom is also
marked "Texas Centennial Souvenir" & "1936". Size: 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fine, there are
bumps and light scratches in the surface and there is a dent (pushed in) in the 1/4 of the mirror, still
quite presentable.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

Minimum
Bid

$ 15

Category: 1939-1940 New York World's Fair (537 to 652)
With the theme of 'World of Tomorrow', this fair was the first World's Fair to look into the future instead of just displaying man's
achievements up to the current time.

Picture

Description
Lot # 537 - Uncommon Set of 12 dinner Plates, each with a different image of (marked on back)
"Old New York" with a picture of Washington and "Commemorating the inauguration of George
Washington at Federal Hall New York April 30, 1789 and the New York World's Fair 1939." These
plates were made by "Wedgewood Etruria, England." The front of each plate has a different picture:
 Fort George and the City of New York (English Occupation) 1740.
 The Heere Gracht (Early 17th Century).
 Castle Garden 1825.
 Wall Street, Trinity Church. 1829
 Fraunce's Tavern, circa 1783 (conjectural)
 Haertger's view of Nieuw Amsterdam 1626.
 City Hall, Renamed Federal Hall, 1791.
 Broadway and the Bowling Green Circa 1826.
 Broadway, Chatham St City Hall. Park Theatre. 1822.
 South Street Waterfront 1835.
 Iron Bridge, Central Park, 1861.
 The Stadhuys 1676
Each plate has "Wedgewood" and a number pressed into the bottom. Size: Each plate is 10 1/2"
diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, no chips or cracks or foxing but with varying degrees of
crazing on each plate. It is difficult to find a complete set in such nice condition.
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 500
Lot # 538 - "U.S. Mail from New York World's Fair 1939" mailing bag and original tag. The bag
pictures the "Trylon and Perisphere" on one side and the back is blank. Address and stamp are put on
Tag and then this can be mailed. From the tag, it seems that the bag was to be used to mail photos to
the other person. Size: Bag: 4 3/8" high by 2 3/4" wide. Tag: 3 3/4" wide by 1 7/8:" wide. Condition:
Extremely Fine, one small spot on the bag, otherwise excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 539 - "World's Fair in a Nutshell" with "1939" and pictures the Trylon & Perisphere on the
mailing tag. Inside the shell is a long folded paper insert which contains 18 pictures and descriptions
(it is complete). The halves of the shell are tied together with red, white and blue ribbon. Size: Shell:
1 3/4" by 1 1/8". Tag: 3 1/4" wide by 1 1/8". Condition: Very Fine, tag is a little soiled and has a
crease. The pictures in the shell are complete and completely attached.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40
Lot # 540 - 1939 "New York", "World's Fair" orange ribbon with blue writing, border and pictures of
flags and Trylon & Perisphere. Size: 7/16" wide by 36" long. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20
Lot # 541 - Blue Plate with image of (marked on back) "Marine Transportation Building", "New
York World's Fair", "1939". The center has an image of the front of the pavilion and some maritime
flags on a flagpole with people in the foreground. The image is signed "Rolph Scarlett". Around the
edge are 5 pictures in squares: the Trylon & Perisphere, a sexton, a steamboat, an airplane and a car
and train together. This plate is also marked on the back "Abraham & Straus Inc. Brooklyn, N.Y.
1stEdition","A&S", and "Copeland, Spode, England". Size: 10 1/ 2" diameter. Condition: Extremely
Fine with a couple of small scratches.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60
Lot # 542 - Blue Plate with image of (marked on back) "Textile Building", "New York World's Fair",
"1939". The center pictures the building with trees and people. The image is signed "Rolph Scarlett".
Around the edge are 5 pictures in squares: the Trylon & Perisphere, A top hat and cane, a dress form
and tape measure, a spinning wheel, and scissors with needle and thimble. This plate is also marked
on the back "Abraham & Straus Inc. Brooklyn, N.Y. 1stEdition","A&S", and "Copeland, Spode,
England". Size 10 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with some crazing.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Minimum
Bid

$ 200

$ 10

$ 15

$7

$ 25

$ 25

Lot # 543 - Thermometer Key with picture of Trylon & Perisphere and "New York World's Fair
1939" in the handle. Size: 8 1/2" long by 2 3/4" wide. Condition: Fine Condition, there is wear on the
finish and logo. The Thermometer works.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 544 - Silver colored pin with picture of George Washington in the center and "Washington's
150th Anniversary", "1789 N.Y.W.F. 1939" around the picture. Size: 2" wide by 7.8" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine, it has very light age toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 545 - Pin with 7 hanging coins. On the pin top is "1939" and "New York World's Fair". The
coins are from Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Netherlands, and England. Size: Pin is 1 1/2" wide and the
high with the coins is 3". Condition: Very Fine, there is some discoloration in the pin a one coin has
corrosion (the coins are varying degrees of wear).
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 546 - Oval shaped pin with cut out of Trylon & Perisphere, a building and a few trees. There is
no writing on this pin. On the back is "Des Pat 112745" Size: 2" wide by 1 1/4" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 547 - Pin with 6 hanging charms. The top of the pin pictures the Statue of Liberty and 2 people
holding signs "World's Fair 1939". The charms are a bus, an airplane, a bridge, a guy on a bicycle
with a sign "World's Fair" and 2 charms of people with signs "World's Fair". This is a very unusual
pin, Size: bar is 1 7/8" wide and 2 1/8" high overall. Condition: Very Fine with light corrosion
overall.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 548 - Brass shell pin of Trylon and Perisphere with decorations around the edge. Marked under
T&P "New York World's Fair 1939". Size: 2 7/8" wide by 1 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine
with light age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 549 - Round brass pin with Trylon and Perisphere in the center and "New York World's Fair"
written on inner curve. There is green enamel on the little trees that surround the bottom of the T&P.
"1939" is written below the T&P. Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with light age
toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 550 - Horse Shoe shaped brass pin with Trylon and Perisphere and "New York World's Fair"
written underneath. Size: 1 3/4" high by 1 9/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine with age toning that is
heavier on the top half of the pin.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 551 - Brass Filigree Pin with Heart in the middle. Inside the heart is etched "World's Fair",
"Mother", "1940". Size: 1 7/8" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine with age toning and a couple
of small spots of corrosion on the filigree.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 552 - Bow Tie Shaped Brass Pin with hanging piece that has the Statue of Liberty, "New
York" and "1939" on it. The pin is in its original box and on the box is printed. "Souvenir World's
Fair", "New York", "1939" and the Trylon and Perisphere. Size: Box: 2 9/16" wide by 3 1/4" high.
Pin: 1" wide by 1 1/2" high. Condition: Pin is Excellent. Box has outside paper loss, especially where
a price tag was removed from the bottom.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 553 - Trylon & Perisphere shaped black souvenir marked "Textolite" on one side and "GE"
(the General Electric company logo) in the center of the Perisphere on the other side. Size: 4" tall by
1 3/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine with a few light surface scratches.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$ 10

Lot # 554 - Whisky Bottle Pourer with orange ceramic disk at top that has on both sides "New York
World's Fair" around the edge and the Trylon and Perisphere pictured in the center with "1939"
above. Size: 4 1/8" high by 1 1/8" at the widest. Condition: Very Good, ceramic disk is hard to read
on one side and has a crack on the other. The cork on the stem (to seal the bottle top) is compressed
and darkened. Still quite uncommon.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 555 - Souvenir photo "Taken by Photomatic" at the fair. The back of the metal frame has a
blue, orange and white label that pictures the Trylon and Perisphere and has "Souvenir of the New
York World's Fair 1939" written in it. The photo is of an elderly African American who seems to be
having a wonderful time. Condition: Very Fine, the photo is great, but the paper backing has a little
discoloration and the frame has age toning.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$ 10

Lot # 556 - "Vitex-Glas Juicer & Corer" in the original box. Edge of box pictures Trylon &
Perisphere and is marked "New York World's Fair". The box is an unused mailer. The side pictures
juice flowing into glasses and is marked "Quickly extracts pure juice from oranges lemons limes and
grapefruit". Includes the original paper insert. Size: Box: 2 7/8" by 1 3/4" by 1 11/16". Juicer: 2 5/8"
long. Condition: Very Fine. Box has a some wear and one end tab (not the T&P one) is not attached,
but is complete.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 557 - "AC Spark Plug", "World's Fair Souvenir", "AC the Quality Spark Plug" Box with a
white plastic charm inside. The charm is a horse standing in a bathtub with "AC" on the side of the
tub. The box os also marked "Division of General Motors Corp." Size: Charm: 1" wide by 7/8" high.
Box: 1 1/4" by 1 1/2" by 3/8". Condition: Charm is Mint. Box is Very fine with some edge wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 558 - Set of 8 multicolored tin lithographed Coasters in the original orange and blue mailer
box. The coasters are all marked "New York World's Fair" and the pavilion names: "Music Hall",
"Trylon & Perisphere", "Maritime Bldg.", "Federal Bldg.", "Hall of Communications", "Ford Bldg.",
"Aviation Bldg." and "United States Steel". The box pictures in blue the Trylon and Perisphere and is
marked "New York World's Fair 1939" and "Merchandise - 4th class mail". Size: Each Coaster is 3
1/8" diameter. Box is:6 3/8" long by 3 1/4" by 9/16: thick. Condition: Coasters are all Excellent and
have never been used. The box is Very Fine and is missing one end flap.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 30

Lot # 559 - Set of 4 Coasters in original box. The box and each coaster is marked: "Firestone",
"Souvenir" Coasters "New York World's Fair" and pictures the Firestone building at the fair. The
coasters are colored Red, Green, Yellow and blue. Size: Box is 3 3/8" by 3 3/8" by 1 5/8" thick.
Coasters: are 3 1/8" diameter by 3/8" high edge. Condition: The coasters are all warped, the blue is
the worst, the red is the least. They are unused and clean. The Box is fine with some edge damage
and one end flap is disconnected.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 16

Lot # 560 - Saraka Booklet and Tin. The booklet is titled "The Amazing Recovery of Inbad the
Ailer", "A motion picture presented at the New York World's Fair by the makers of Saraka",
"Photographed in Technicolor". The inside contains 18 pages of color pictures of the movie (its an
animation). The tin is pictured on the back page of the booklet. The tin may not have been given out
at the fair but it is definitely from the period. Size: Booklet: 7" wide by 5 1/16" high. Tin: 2 3/8" high
by 1" deep by 1 9/16" wide. Condition: Fine, there is a little piece of the corner missing on the back
cover. The tin is also Fine with a couple of scratches.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 561 - 1939 pin back badge top made of embossed (pressed) copper with "1939", "New York
World's Fair" and the Trylon & Perisphere embossed on it. There is a space for an insert (probably a
name) and for a ribbon to hang on the bottom. This piece was never used to make the badge. Size: 2"
wide by 1 1/4" at the tallest. Condition: Very Fine a little wear on the Perisphere and a few scratches.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 562 - Brass bracelet with raised Trylon and Perisphere on the front and triangle cut outs on
each side. Under the T&P is "© New York World's Fair 1939". "Margaret 1939" is etched into the
upper right of the face. Size: 2 1/2" wide by 2 1/8" deep by 1 1/4" high. Condition: Fine, there is light
wear overall.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$8

$6

$9

Lot # 563 - Rolled Cent with image of "Railroad Building", "New York World's Fair". Size: 1 3/8"
wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Very fine with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 564 - Oval shaped pin with mother-of-pearl background and gold colored rim; in center has
attached a gold metal trylon and perisphere Size: 1.75" x 1.25" Condition: Very good - minor wear to
reverse side.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 565 - Brass colored metal pin with figure of trylon and perisphere set in the open middle of a
round ring around the outside; "© New York World's Fair 1939" Size: 1.5" diam. Condition: Very
Good - minor loss to finish in center of perisphere.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 566 - Round, .75" diameter chrome plated pin with orange and blue enamel background; in
center trylon and perisphere 1939; around outside "New York/World's Fair"; on original
merchandising card; "Officially Approved" product by Etched Products Corp. Size: 3" x 2.5"
Condition: Very good - some light wear to edges of the card; pin in excellent condition.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 567 - Small round gold colored pin w/raised image of trylon and perisphere and "New York
World's Fair"; on reverse side stamped "Official"; small hole on top so it appears the pin may have
been made to hang from something else Size: 1/2" diam. Condition: Very good - 2 small rust spots
on back.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 568 - Brass colored metal pin in the shape of an arm and hand, holding a dangling round disc
with raised image of trylon and perisphere Size: 1" x 1.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 569 - Round brass ashtray with raised image of the trylon and perisphere in the center; "New
York World's Fair 1939" around rim Size: 4.5" diam. Condition: Poor - areas of rust and
deterioration to the finish visible.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 570 - "Jack Frost Tablet Sugar"/individually wrapped sugar cube w/Y.M.C.A. World's Fair
Bldg. on the label and the trylon and perisphere in the background; ad for Y.M.C.A. Food Services
on back on label Size: .75" x 1.25 x .25" Condition: Very good - unopened; minor wear around
edges; yellowed.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 571 - Brass match holder with engraved image of the trylon and perisphere on the front; on
back embossed a profile of George Washington "150th Anniversary/George Washington's
Inauguration" Size: 2" x 1.5" Condition: Good - some scratches and light wear to the finish on the
exterior; more scratches on some rust on inside.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 572 - Red silk badge from the Order of the Eastern Star with round gold colored medal
hanging from it; medal is embossed with star in the center and around the outside edge "Grand
Chapter 70th Anniversary Session/N.Y. World's Fair 1939"; Size: 4.25" x 1.25" Condition: Good wear and loss to gold lettering and No Pin
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 573 - White ceramic saucer with handle, scalloped edges and gold trim; in center are color
images of 3 buildings - Communications, Administration bldgs, & trylon and perisphere; made in
Japan, 1939 Size: 6.25" diam. Condition: Good - gold trim on edge and handle is almost completely
gone; some wear to lettering
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 574 - Square glass block bank w/trylon and perisphere "New York World's Fair 1939" raised
on one side and "Watch Your Savings Grow With Esso" on other Size: 5.75" x 5.75" x 3.75"
Condition: Very good - some pennies in bank; no chips or cracks
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 575 - Pocket Knife with 2 blades. The sides are a plastic made to look like mother of pearl. On
one side pictures the Trylon & Perisphere and has "New York World's Fair 1939" printed on it in
blue and orange. One blade is marked at the bottom "Colonial Prov. R.I.". Both blades open on the
same side. Size: Holder with blades closed: 2 1/4" long by 7/16" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine,
there is a little discoloration on the blades, the case is Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 576 - Brass Pin with Orange Enamel around image of the Marine Building in the Center.
Around the edge has Blue enamel in the lettering and has "New York World's Fair" and "Marine
Building" Size: 7/8" high by 7/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 577 - Rectangular hand mirror with original mailer box. The mirror has a blue Trylon and
Perisphere printed on the lower left corner with "© N.Y.W.F." and "1939 New York World's Fair"
across the bottom. The box is marked "Souvenir New York Worlds Fair 1939", "Glass Center" with
a picture of the building and "Exhibit of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co". On the back of the original
mailer box is a place for address and stamp. Size: Box: 2 5/8" x 3 5/8" x 1/2". Mirror: 3 7/16" wide
by 2 1/2" high. Condition: Mirror is Excellent. Box is Very Fine with some damage to the flaps.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 578 - Deck of Playing Cards made by "Congress" in the Original Box. 54 cards, a full deck, a
joker and a Contract Bridge Card. Each card features the Trylon and Perisphere with fireworks in
blue, orange and white. The Ace of Spades and the Joker have the Trylon and Perisphere pictured on
their face. The box is marked "New York World's Fair" and also pictures the back of the playing
cards. Size: 3 3/4" by 2 1/2" by 13/16" thick. Condition: Fine, there is some wear to the cards and the
box has 2 corners separated (both top and bottom) with tape on the corners of the top.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$6

$7

Lot # 579 - Heart Shaped Pin with blue enamel surrounded Trylon & Perisphere with "New York
World's Fair" above and "© N.Y.W.F." below. Hanging from the pin on a chain is a small brass pin
with "39" inside blue enamel. Size: Heart is 5/8" by 5/8". Overall: 2 1/4" long. Condition: Extremely
Fine with light age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 580 - Glass Bead with reverse painting in Orange, blue, turquoise and silver of cut in (from the
bottom) of the Trylon & Perisphere and buildings with light beams and "1939" at the bottom. Size:
5/8" diameter. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 581 - Pencil, octagonal shape in blue and orange with Trylon & Perisphere and "New York
World's Fair 1939 Incorporated No2". Size: 5 1/2" long by 1/4" diameter (across the parallel sides of
the pencil. Condition: Fine, Marking is a little faded.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 582 - Hair Brush in original in simulated leather pouch (really cardboard). The pouch is
marked "Electrical Products Bldg.", "Remington Rand Hall", "New York World's Fair", "1939" and
pictures the building. The brush comes inside the pouch and is only marked on the sides with "Solid
Back" & "Japan" on one side and "Real Ebony" and "Sterilized" on the other side. Also includes 3
small brushes for an electric razor. Size: Pouch is 5 7/8" wide by 3 /4" high by 1 3/8" deep.
Condition: Fine, there is some damage to the pouch near the snap and along the top edges. There is
are 3 green spots on the back of the pouch.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$7

$5

Lot # 583 - "N. Y. World's Fair Views No. 3" "for Pathegrams CineVue", "See the Fair Movie
Style". Box pictures the Trylon & Perisphere in blue and orange. Inside is a roll of black and white
still photos for the viewer. Size of box: 1" wide by 1" deep by 2 1/8". Condition: Very Fine: Some
edge damage and wear to flap seems.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 584 - "N. Y. World's Fair Views No. 2 "for Pathegrams CineVue", "See the Fair Movie Style".
Box pictures the Trylon & Perisphere in blue and orange. Inside is a roll of black and white still
photos for the viewer. Size of box: 1" wide by 1" deep by 2 1/8". Condition: Very Fine: Some edge
damage and wear to flap seems.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 585 - Small Celluloid button, "I Was There" around bottom. In the center pictures Trylon and
Perisphere with "New York World's Fair" around the top and "1939" in the center. Colors are blue
and orange on white. Size: 9/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent, but the pin is missing.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 586 - 16MM black and white professionally made film of the fair. There are titles before each
section. The film is about 8 - 10 minutes long, it is on a 7" reel. Portions of this film are often used
when referring to the fair on TV. Condition: Extremely fine, there is one repaired break in the film
and very little deterioration.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 16

Lot # 587 - Cane with map in the handle. Hidden inside the cane is a spring-loaded map of the fair
grounds drawn by Tony Sarg so that one could pull out the map and see where they were and where
they were going. A rare cane. Size: Cane is 35 1/4" tall. Map is 13 1/2" high. I have not pulled it al
the way out for fear of damaging it). Condition: The map is bright, but has a couple of holes (where I
have pulled it out) and the metal edging is separating (about 1/3 of the way now). The cane has a
split above the map to the end and some black tape on the handle about an inch or more above where
the map is.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 25

Lot # 588 - Lithographed Sand Pail with "New York World's Fair" around the top and "1939" on the
sides of the Trylon and Perisphere. There are also 6 fair flags on poles. The colors are orange, blue,
white and beige. Size: 5 5/8" tall (not including the handle) by 5 1/4" diameter at the top. Condition:
Fair, the colors are good but there is rust all over. Still this is a very rare souvenir.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 589 - Hand Painted bowl in blue, white, green, yellow and brown with Trylon & Perisphere
and "New York World's Fair". Marked Japan on the bottom. A wicker handle is hooked in the holes
on either side of the bowl. The handle is usually broken and missing. Size: 6" wide by 5 3/4" deep by
5 1/2" tall to the top of the handle. Condition: Good because the base of the bowl has a chip in the
rim, otherwise it would be very fine.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 590 - Zippered pouch. Red, green, and blue on a tan background decorate this pouch. It has the
Trylon and Perisphere in the center with "New York World's Fair" written above it. The pouch is
made of a stiff material (I'm not exactly sure what the material is, its either cloth, leather or pressed
cardboard or a combination of materials). Size: 4 1/2" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Very fine, it
has some light cracks in the surface.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 591 - Soft cover book "Pilgrimage to Tomorrow" with shimmering plastic cover with picture
of Trylon and Perisphere on the cover with pictures of fair building on one side of the page and
description on the opposing side. Other pages are for Budget, Autographs, New York City pictures, a
Diary, black pages for photographs and a story of the Fair. Size: 7" high by 5 1/4" wide by 1/2"
thick. Condition: Very Good, the cover is a little warped, one ring of the binding is broken, pages are
a little brown, especially on the edges.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$ 12

$1

$ 10

$5

Lot # 592 - Small George Washington Pitcher from "The American Potter" exhibit, "New York
Worlds Fair, 1940". This pitcher was made at the fair. Size: 2" high, 2 1/4 inches from nose to
handle, 2" wide at the top of his hat. Condition: Very Fine, has a couple of light scratches.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 593 - SyrocoWood box with Trylon & Perisphere and "New York World's Fair", "1939" and
"Theme Center" on the top. Size: 3 3/4" by 3 3/4" by 1 1/8" tall. Condition: Very Fine, there is a little
wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 594 - Blue plate: "Joint Exhibit of Capitol and Labor, The American Potter - New York
World's Fair 1939" on the back. The face of the plate has an embossed picture of a man making a
pot. Size: 7 1/8" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 595 - Salt and pepper dispenser with an orange frame with a plastic tube on each side for the
salt and pepper. Marked "New York World's Fair" with the Trylon and Perisphere in black and
"1939" on the front. Black and white buttons on the top are pushed to dispense the salt and pepper
(these do not work). Size: 2 1/8" wide by 2 5/8" high. Condition: Fair because it warped, has a crack
in the front and does not sit flat on the table, the buttons to dispense the product do not work and
there is damage to the orange in the back.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 596 - Envelope with key inside for "World's Fair Golden Key Contest" where "a Car a day is
given away". The envelope is sealed with the key inside. Pictures the Trylon and Perisphere on the
front. Size: 4 1/4" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 597 - Libbey World's Fair Tumblers picturing in yellow the "Communications Building".
Printed around the bottom in red is "New York World's Fair 1939". Size: 5 1/4" tall and 2 3/4"
diameter at the top. Diameter at the bottom is 2 1/4". Condition: Fine with some small scratches,
fading and overall soiling.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 598 - Libbey World's Fair Tumblers picturing in green the "Cosmetics Building". Printed
around the bottom in red is "New York World's Fair 1939". Size: 5 1/4" tall and 2 3/4" diameter at
the top. Diameter at the bottom is 2 1/4". Condition: Fine with some overall spotting.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 599 - Stereo Movie Glasses. Cardboard glasses that you hold over your eyes to view the 3D
movie at the "Chrysler Motors Exhibit at New York World's Fair". Size: 5 1/4 inches wide by 2
inches high (measured at the widest points). Condition: Very Fine with a little creasing.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 600 - Envelope "A Souvenir from Kraft New York World's Fair 1940" with 3 booklets inside.
The envelope is red and blue on white. Size: 6 1/8" wide by 4 5/8". Condition: Very Fine with corner
damage and creasing.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 601 - China saucer with hand-painted design of the trylon and perisphere in center and gold
painted handle; made in Japan Size: 6" diameter. Condition: Good - chip along lower right edge;
some wear to gold trim
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 602 - Small ceramic Lusterware watering can with the image of the trylon and perisphere on
one side; made in Japan on bottom Size: 4" x 5.5" Condition: Good - yellowing of the cream
background; minimal wear
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 603 - Clear juice size "Official Souvenir" glass with white embossed design of trylon and
perisphere on side and woman in robes on the other; blue writing around top rim; part of set from
Canada Dry Size: 4.75" x 2.75" diam. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 604 - Clear glass "Vitex-Glas" knife in original box; sold at the Fair Size: 1.75" x 9.25" x .75"
Condition: Good - knife has small chips along the cutting edge near the top of the blade; box is worn
and yellowed with small areas of loss to the label, bottom of the box has been repaired on both sides
with clear tape
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 605 - Scalloped red transferware china plate with image of New York skyline in center; "To
Commemorate The New York World's Fair 1939"; stamp on reverse side "Mason's Patent Ironstone
China" Size: 10.5" diameter. Condition: Good - crazing; no chips
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 606 - Light blue-green Fiesta Ware plate depicting a potter working on a vase at the potter's
wheel; stamped on bottom "Joint Exhibit of Capital and Labor/The American Potter/New York
World's Fair 1939; manufactured at exhibit at the Fair Size: 7.25" diam. Condition: Very good color faded around the edges; general variation in color
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 607 - White ceramic dinner plate with Art Deco style purple tylon and perisphere in center;
purple border around the outside edge with buildings; gold stamp on back "Decoration by Charles
Murphy/150th Anniversary Inauguration of George Washington"; made by Homer Laughlin Size:
10.25" diameter. Condition: Very good - two small chips (one front, one back); slight wear to trim.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 608 - Cream ceramic dinner plate with black drawing of trylon and perisphere in center; orange
and blue rings around the edge and gold trim; stamp on back from Atlas China Co. Size: 9.75"
diameter. Condition: Good - some wear to design and gold trim
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 609 - Large cast metal ashtray/souvenir in the shape of the trylon and perisphere. Size: 7.5" x
4.75" Condition: Very good - minor wear to finish and lettering inside bowl
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 610 - Orange/yellow glass swizzle stick with white image on the Trylon and Perisphere and
words "New York World's Fair 1939" Size: 6" x .75" Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 611 - Blue glass swizzle stick with white image on the Trylon and Perisphere and words "New
York World's Fair 1939" Size: 6" x .75" Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 612 - Goodrich tire ashtray with color image of trylon and perisphere in the center of the glass
ashtray in the middle of the tire, 1939 Size: 6" diam. Condition: Very good - minor wear to the back
of the design on the ashtray
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 613 - Round, black Bakelite ashtray with raised image of the trylon and perisphere in the
center; "New York World's Fair 1939" around rim Size: 5.75" diameter. Condition: Good - some
wear to coloring
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 614 - Bakelite souvenir thermometer in the shape of the trylon and perisphere; thermometer is
attached to the front of the yellow trylon while the perisphere is a translucent orange, on a brown
base Size: 3.75" x 2.25" x 1" Condition: Very good - minor wear
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 615 - 3 pc. White ceramic salt & pepper shaker set with the shakers in the shape of the trylon
and perishere, sitting on base; base highlighted with orange; official N.Y.W.F. stamp on bottom;
made in Japan Size: 4" x 4.75" x 2.5" Condition: Very good - some crazing; wear to lettering
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 616 - White ceramic vase with two handles and the trylon and perisphere painted on a blue
paint background; vase widens at bottom; printed at the bottom of the design "New York World's
Fair"; made in Japan. Size: 5" x 2.5" diameter. Condition: Very good - small flaws and bubbling in
manufacturing process
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 617 - Metal serving tray with color image of the trylon and perisphere in the center; edge is
blue decoration on orange background "New York World's Fair" and "The World of Tomorrow",
1939 Size: 8" x 16" Condition: Good - some wear and scratches, minor on the front, larger areas on
reverse side; small dent in top center of tray
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 17

Lot # 618 - Original Photograph of the Perisphere and the bottom of the Trylon with people and
fountain in the foreground. Size: 5" wide by 3 15/16" high. Condition: Very Fine with corner damage
and a little spot at the top edge.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 619 - The "Official Souvenir Guide and Picture Book" about the artwork at the 1939 New
York World's Fair. Published by The Art News for Masterpieces of Art. Front cover is green with a
color image of Francesco Goya's "Don Manuel Osorio." 12 page Foreword and Intro to the
exhibitions at the fair. The bulk of the book is comprised of 130 black and white prints of artwork
with a brief label and description. Separate portfolio with 6 color plates. Size: 12" high by 9 3/8"
wide. Condition: Very Good, Spine has some damage of wearing and tearing at top. Slight
yellowing.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 620 - Advertising folder for "Solo Curlers, Wavers, Bob Pins, Hair Ornaments". "Preview of
the Hair Styles of Tomorrow created by Henri Du Bois." With the Trylon and Perisphere in orange
on a blue background with black and white writing. It unfolds to 4 pages containing "30 New Hair
Styles that you can quickly create at home with Solo". Each hairstyle is pictured and has a name
along with instructions on how to do it yourself. The styles are very lovely and fashionable if you
live in 1939. This is a very rare folder. Size: Closed: 6 1/8" wide by 9" high. Open: 24 1/2" wide by
9" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is a horizontal fold in the middle with wear on it and the other
folds.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 621 - Booklet "Forward March of America", "Exhibit of the Electric Utilities at the World's
Fair" with the original mailer envelope. The 20 page black and white booklet shows the history of
electricity and all the ways electricity affects our lives from Aviation to Television. There is also a
picture of the pavilion on the inside back cover. Size: Envelope is 10 1/2 by 7 5/8" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with a little damage to the writing at the bottom of the cover.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 622 - Booklet, "Seeing New York World's Fair in Colors" with Trylon & Perisphere on the
cover. Inside are 14 pages of color drawings and 16 pages of black and white photos of the fair
buildings. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 4 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine with a light crease that goes from
the cover thru half the booklet.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 623 - Card for "Goodrich Thrill Arena" "At the Fair", "Thrills-Speed-Death Defying Stunts".
This card pictures cars driving in the arena with the Trylon and Perisphere in the background.
Pictures "Thrill Man Jimmie Lynch". On the back "5 Rules of Automobile Driving". Size: 7 inches
wide by 4 inches high. Condition: Fine, some staining on the left side and the bottom of the back.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 15
Lot # 624 - "Howe Caverns Interstate Road Map" folder that contains pictures of the cavern along
with information about the cavern. The map on the inside has the location of the "World's Fair"
marked in Queens. This pamphlet was issued to encourage World's Fair visitors to stop in Howe
Caverns. Size: Closed: 4" wide by 9 1/4" high. Open: 15 7/8" by 18 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely
Fine, a little normal wear.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$5

$6

$3

Lot # 625 - First Day Cover with "New York World's 1939 Fair" and "The World of Tomorrow" on
the left side next to a picture of an American shield and the Trylon & Perisphere. The postmark is
"Apr 1 9 AM 1939 New York N.Y." and "First Day of Issue" on the 1939 WF stamp. Size: 6 1/ 2"
wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, with a little age toning to the envelope and some light
corner creasing.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 626 - "Children's World" folder, "The Center for all children at the World's Fair", "Children in
years - Children at heart". Inside are 2 drawings of the Children's world and a write up of the
exhibits, "The Girl Scout National Headquarters" for the fair is located here. Size: Closed: 3 5/8"
wide by 8 7/16" high. Open: 10 7/8" wide by 8 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little soiling and
a small spot.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 627 - Envelope "William Sloan House Y.M. C. A. 356 West 34th Street, New York" with
picture of Trylon & Perisphere and "© N.Y.W.F." Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Very
Fine with light age toning.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 628 - "Brazil" "Bituminous Schists" (coal) booklet about it's products, by-products with
pictures and a ten year graph of the production. Marked on Back "New York World's Fair 1939" with
a map of Brazil. Size: Closed: 3 5/8" wide by 6 7/8" high. Opened: 14 1/2 inches wide. Condition:
Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 7

$2

Lot # 629 - "Needle Book" with color pictures of the Administration Building on one side and
Trylon & Perisphere, Communications Building and aerial of grounds on the other. Inside are more
than "50 Gold and Silver Eyed Needles", "Finest Sewing Needles" . Inside and outside is "New York
World's Fair". Size: 7" wide by 4 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 630 - "Free at the Fair!" 2 sided flyer. "To Our Visitors: Your admission to the grounds of the
New York World's Fair entitles you to enter 105 exhibit buildings and more than 1500 exhibits
without any additional charge". It then goes on to list all the "Free Entertainment and Spectacles
Daily", "Other Free Attractions" and "Free Movies!". Size: 6 7/8" wide by 17" long. Condition: Very
Fine with some folds, corner bends and a couple of light stains.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 631 - Booklet "Official Guide Book" First Edition, 1939; includes maps, photos and
descriptions of the areas of the Fair; 256 p. Size: 8" x 5.25" Condition: Fair, Map is missing, some
light wear to front cover and partially separated; back cover has been reattached with white cloth
tape, has some creases and a ragged right edge.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 632 - Booklet "Futurama", 24 p. promotion for the attraction in the General Motors Bldg.
including b&w images; 1940 Size: 7" x 8.25" Condition: Very good - minor wear.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 633 - Booklet "Firestone Builds Today the Tire of Tomorrow"; includes descriptions of
processes shown in exhibit as well as ads for various Firestone tires; 44 p.; 1939 Size: 6.5" x 5"
Condition: Very good - minor wear; slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 634 - Fold-out brochure "Things to See at Highways and Horizons"; includes brief descriptions
of the General Motors exhibit; in center is map of the Fair grounds; 1940 Size: 7.5" x 5" Condition:
Very good - creased once horizontally through the middle; slightly yellowed; light wear.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 635 - Booklet "Yale in the World of Tomorrow" with trylon and perisphere on front cover and
half of perisphere die-cut overhanging right edge; tells history of the Yale & Towne lock company
and its exhibit at the Fair; 12 p.; 1940 Size: 9" x 6" Condition: Very good - minor wear to coloring
on front cover; slight crease vertically through center.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 636 - Booklet "The Pullman Company Exhibit" w/information, photos and diagrams about the
different type of Pullman cars as displayed in the exhibit at the Fair; 18 p.; 1940 Size: 10" x 8"
Condition: Fair - front and back covers are completely separated 2/3 down from top; small water
stains along center top of the pages; some wear and creases on covers.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 637 - Fold-out advertisment booklet for the Heinz Exhibit and the Heinz Dome; includes color
drawings of scenes in the building and short promo descriptions; line-up of the 57 varieties of Heinz
products along bottom of center; trylon & perisphere 1939 on front cover Size: 7.25" x 5" Condition:
Very good - minor wear, mainly along folded edge, near top.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 638 - Tri-fold brochure for "Chrysler Motors 5 Star Show" highlighting the 5 attractions in the
Chrysler bldg in 1940; back two pages show ads for Chrysler products Size: 3.75" x 8.75" Condition:
Very good - minor wear; three spots of loss on front cover.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 639 - Booklet "108 World's Fair Recipes from Borden's"; recipes "prepared and tested in the
Borden kitchen"; cow on front and back covers; 33 p. Size: 9" x 6.5" Condition: Good - small tear in
upper right corner of front cover; light brown speckled staining inside front cover; some yellowing
and wear.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 640 - Color tri-fold, fold-out "Map of the New York" produced by F.W. Woolworth Co.; front
has trylon and perisphere with Woolworth's store in perisphere; contains overhead view of Fair; in
center a detailed map of rapid transit system and major attractions; on other folds - addresses of
Woolworth stores & ad ... Size: 8" x 3.75" Condition: Very good - minor wear, mainly along folds;
slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 641 - Color tri-fold, fold-out "4 Minute Crossing" map of bridges and tunnels into Manhattan;
center is road map of metropolitan New York; trylon and perisphere on front cover; published by the
Port of New York Authority, 1939 Size: 4" x 9" Condition: Very good - minimal wear along folds.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 642 - Postcard folder "New York World's Fair" with the Trylon & Perisphere and "©
N.Y.W.F." on the cover. On the back it say's "Greetings from the New York World's Fair" with
buildings pictured inside each letter and the letters are written in 3D blocks. Inside it opens to show
18 pictures of the fair. Size: 6 1/8" wide by 4 3/16" high. Condition: Very Fine with some edge wear
and wear to the cover. The pictures inside are near mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 643 - Postcard with black and white photo image of "Italian Pavilion", "N.Y.W.F. 1939" and
also marked "57F." On the back is "Officially Licensed New York World's Fair" and "Manhattan
Post Card Publishing Co. Inc., N.Y.C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine,
with slight corner damage lower right.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 644 - Postcard with color image of the "Bridge of Tomorrow" and on the bottom "New York
World's Fair" and "A-11". This card is unused. The back is marked "Officially Licensed by New
York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 645 - Postcard with color image of the "Ford Building Number Three" and on the bottom "New
York World's Fair" and "A-32". This card is unused. The back is marked "Officially Licensed by
New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3
1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 646 - Postcard with color image of the "Ford Motor Co. 'Road of Tomorrow' Exhibit" and on
the bottom "New York World's Fair" and "A-2". This card is unused. The back is marked "Officially
Licensed by New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5
1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight damage lower left corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 647 - Postcard with color image of the "Riders of the Elements" Statue and on the bottom
"New York World's Fair" and "A-38". This card is unused. The back is marked "Officially Licensed
by New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide
by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight damage upper right corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 648 - Postcard with color image of the "Hall of Metals" and on the bottom "New York World's
Fair" and "A-26". This card is unused. The back is marked "Officially Licensed by New York
World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 649 - Postcard with color image of the "Transportation Building - Rocket Port" and on the
bottom "New York World's Fair" and "A-10". This card is unused. The back is marked "Officially
Licensed by New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5
1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 650 - Postcard with color image of the "Medicine and Public Health, Science and Education
Buildings" and on the bottom "New York World's Fair" and "A-1". This card is used and postmarked
with a "World's Fair 1940" postmark. The back is marked "Officially Licensed by New York World's
Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 651 - Postcard with color image of the "Pennsylvania Building" and on the bottom "New York
World's Fair" and "A-15". This card is unused. The back is marked "Officially Licensed by New
York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 652 - Postcard with color image of the "Men's Apparel Quality Guild Exhibit Building" and on
the bottom "New York World's Fair" and "A-9". This card is unused. The back is marked "Officially
Licensed by New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5
1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little corner damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1939-1940 Golden Gate Exposition (653 to 664)
Held in San Francisco, California. Also known as Treasure Island.

Picture

Description
Lot # 653 - Multicolor Plate with logo in center and pictures of buildings and the bridge around the
edge. There are flowers at the inner edge of the pictures of the buildings. The logo in the center is
gold with the tower, bridge and sun rise wioth "Golden Gate International Exposition" around the
logo and "1939" and "San Francisco Bay" inside the logo. Size: 10 1/8" diameter. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 125
Lot # 654 - Pocket Knife with 2 blades. The sides are a mother of pearl plastic. One side pictures the
Golden Gate Bridge and has "Golden Gate International Exposition" and "1940". The other side is
blank. Maker is "Colo... Prov R.I." (... means I can't read the end of the maker name) Size:3 1/8"
long by 1/2" wide. Condition: Fine, the image on the side is very strong (image is Extremely Fine),
however one blade is broken at the tip and there is a crack at the end of the printed side.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50
Lot # 655 - Pocket Knife with 2 blades. Both sides of this pocket knife are half blue and half sparkly
orange plastic (bakelite ?). One side is marked in the orange "Golden Gate International Exposition"
and in the blue "G. G. I. E." with the tower. There is no maker name, but the bottom of one blade is
marked "Patent Aplied (sic) For" Size: 3 3/8" long by 5/8" wide. Condition: Very Good, the color in
the writing on the blue side has been rubbed off.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Minimum
Bid

$ 50

$ 18

$ 10

Lot # 656 - Brass Matchbook cover with Alligator and logo disk attached to the front. The logo disk
pictures the tower, the bridge & "San Francisco Bay" in the center, with "Golden Gate International
Exposition" around the edge and "1939" in the sky. Size: 2 1/8" high by 1 5/8" wide. Condition: Fine
with some discoloration and wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 657 - "Souvenir Jewelry Golden Gate Exposition". Building Pin on original card made by
"Nemo Product". The building pin has across the bottom "Golden Gate International Exposition
1939". Size: Card: 2 11/16" wide by 3 3/16" high. Pin: 2 1/8" wide by 1 1/16" high. Condition: Card
is Very Good with folds and tears. Pin is Very Fine with some discoloration especially across the
bottom where the writing is..
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 658 - Small mirror with logo in lower left hand corner. The logo is orange and pictures the
tower, the bridge & "San Francisco Bay" in the center, with "Golden Gate International Exposition"
around the edge and "1939" in the sky. Size: 3 9/16" wide by 2 1/2" wide. Condition: Very Good
with some damage to the silver around the edges.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 659 - Tie Clip with blue enamel logo in center. Logo has "1939 San Francisco Bay" with
tower, bridge and sun rise on it. The clip is brass. Marked on back "Giant Grip Diriold". Size: 2 5/8"
wide by 13/16" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40
Lot # 660 - Metal letter opener with fancy Victorian handle and a logo plaque in the middle. The
logo plaque has the tower, the bridge & "San Francisco Bay" in the center, with "1939" in the sky.
Around the edge is "Golden Gate International Exposition" and the patent number. On back is the
maker mark "&K co" inside an oval. Size: 7 5/16" long by 15/16" at the widest. Condition: Fine,
overall age toning and wear.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$4

$ 15

$ 10

Lot # 661 - Aluminum Medal "1939 San Francisco Bay" over Oakland Bay Bridge with Tower of
the Sun. Around the image "Golden Gate International Exposition". Reverse: In center pictures 2
train engines over a "Union Pacific the Overland Route" Shield. Around rim "Route of the Steamline
and the Challengers." "Union Pacific" at bottom. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 662 - "San Francisco-Oakland Bridge" folder, "World's Fair Edition". This folder has a black
and white picture of the bridge on the cover and contains the statistics about the bridge and a bunch
of Bible quotes. The folder was published by "Le Tourneau Evangelistic Center". Size: Closed: 3
1/8" wide by 5 1 /2" high. Condition: Very Fine, with a little wear and creases.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 663 - Postcard with black & White photo image of "Monumental Fountain", "Golden Gate
International Exposition '39". Size: 5 3/16" wide by 3 3/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 664 - Postcard picturing the "Night View, San Francisco and Bay - World's Fair on Treasure
Island." with the number "164" on the right. Under the picture is "Golden Gate International
Exposition in Foreground". The card is "© Stanley A. Piltz" and also has the marking "7A-H3891"
on the right edge. On the back is a handwritten message in pencil all across the card. This card was
not stamped or mailed. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with slight corner
damage and lightly soiled.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1962 Seattle World's Fair (665 to 665)
Also known as Century 21

Picture

Description

Lot # 665 - Sterling Silver Charm of Space Needle and Century 21 logo. Reverse: "Seattle World's
Fair" and Sterling". Looped as made. Size: 1" long by 17/16" at widest part. Condition: Mint.~
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

Minimum
Bid

$3

Category: 1964-65 New York World's Fair (666 to 691)
With the theme "Peace Through Understanding" the fair was intended to promote Peace.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 666 - Sterling bowl made by Cartier with IBM "Hundred Percent Club" 1963 medal in the
bottom (both sides of the medal show, on the inside and when you turn it over). The medal shows the
IBM Pavilion and "New York World's Fair 1964-1965" written around it twice. Silver base etched
with small "Cartier" and "sterling". Probably a presentation piece given to the best of the 100% club
- I have seen the medal but have never seen this piece. Size: 5 1/4" diameter by 1 1/2" high.
Condition: Extremely fine with a small ding (can be easily fixed by any silversmith).
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 667 - "Radio Flyer" Toy Wagon with a decal "HGT House of Good Taste New York World's
Fair", "Radio Steel & Mfg. Co. Chicago". Size: the box is 3 7/8" long (it is 7" long when the pull is
fully extended) by 1 15/16" wide by 1 5/8" high. Condition: Fine, the decal is undamaged, but the
pull and supports (unpainted parts) are rusty and there is a spot after 'flyer' on both sides of the
wagon box.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 668 - "Li'l Coffin Custom Show Car" made by "Monogram". This is the "World's Fair Model".
"Model and Original Car Exhibit in Better Living Center". Someone just started to put this model
together and then stopped. It appears to have all the pieces, but I cannot guarantee that. This is a rare
toy from the fair. Size: Box is 12" wide by 5 13/16" deep by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75
Lot # 669 - "AMF Jr. Monorail from Wen-Mac" complete and still in the original plastic shrink
wrap. The box includes one monorail car, the cable and cable ends. This is the same vehicle that
graced the amusement area of the fair. Size: Box is 11 1/2" wide by 6 1/8" by 1 3/4" high. Condition:
Excellent, there are a couple of holes in the shrink wrap (they are no important).
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 135
Lot # 670 - "U.S. Royal Giant Tire Toy" Ferris Wheel "Souvenir of the U.S. Royal Exhibit at the
N.Y. World's Fair" in the original box and original folder for the ride at the fair. This one includes 12
small plastic people who each fit into one car. The folder "Visit the U.S. Royal Giant Tire at the New
York World's Fair" opens to show the pavilion. Size: Box for toy is 13 1/ 4" wide by 7 deep by 11
high. Folder is 9" high by 3 3/4" wide (7 1/2" wide when opened) Condition: Very Good. Box is
worn with tape and overall soiling. The toy works if you reach your finger underneath and give the
gear a little help starting the first time (probably needs a little oil). The folder is Excellent.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 12

$ 25

$ 25

$ 25

Lot # 671 - "Hop to the Fair" "Official Children's Record Album" which contains 3 - 33 1/3 Hi-Fi
LPS. The cover also pictures the orange and blue Unisphere logo and "1964-1965 New York World's
Fair. Inside are 3 thin records with songs titled: "Hop to the Fair", "Lincoln Square Long Hair" and 4
other songs. The back of the box is a 10 cents postage mailer (unused). The record was produced by
"Pied Piper Records, Inc." Size: 7 1/2" wide by 7 3/8" high by 1/4" thick. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 672 - Spinning wheel shaped pincushion and tape measure from the "Belgian Village New
York World's Fair 1964-1965". This is a little 3 legged object with a flat area that has the pincushion
on it's top and the tape measure hidden in it (the pull tab is on the side). Size: 6 1/2" long by 5 3/4"
high by 2 1/4' deep. Condition: Very Good, it appears to be incomplete with something missing from
the non-wheel side (there is a nail sticking out and nothing attached to it). Also the pin that keeps the
wheel from falling off is missing. The label is a little dirty. Still it is an uncommon piece.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 673 - Boy Scout Neckerchief Tie with the Unisphere and the Boy Scout Insignia in the center
and "The Wonderful World of Scouting" around the edge. The logos have orange enamel on them
and the background is blue enamel. Size: 1 1/2" wide by 1 1/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, has some
wear, especially on the edges.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 674 - Plastic Child's Ring with a white Unisphere in the center on a white and orange
background with "N.Y. World's Fair 1964-1965" written around the edge of the picture area. Size: 1"
front to back by 5/8" wide. Condition: Fine with a little damage to the plastic.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 675 - "Fun at the Fair Money" booklet that contains "10 Dollars Value" of "scrip" (only $ 7.75
remains) which is "Redeemable for admission at World's Fair Lake Amusement Area as Provided
herein". The inside are vouchers for $1, 50 cent and 25 cent denominations. Also marked "Chemical
Bank New York Trust Company". This booklet is number "A54943". Size: 6 1/8" wide by 2 5/8"
high. Condition: Fine, there is a stain on the cover, the scrip is clean, one is not attached.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 676 - "Fun-Pax" of discount coupons for all sorts of entertainment at the fair. A few coupons
were used and are now missing from the package. Size: 4 1/2" long by 2" wide by 1/4" thick.
Condition: Very Fine with some discoloration on the front edge and the back cover. NOT complete.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$4

$1

Lot # 677 - Tall frosted drinking glass with green and brown design of the Port Authority Building;
on reverse side is short description of the building Size: 6.75"x 2.75" Condition: Very good - minor
wear
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 678 - "Triumph of Man" Record from the Traveler's Pavilion. The exhibit was a series of
dioramas. This 33 1/3 RPM record is the actual story that was told to the audience at each one, and
inside it also pictures each diorama. Listening to this record while looking at the pictures is the exact
experience that you had when you went to this pavilion (except you don't have to stand while
listening to the record. Size: 7 1/4" by 7 1/4" Condition: Extremely Fine with light wear to cover.
Record is Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 8
Lot # 679 - "Visit the Billy Graham Pavilion" Automobile Bumper Sticker printed in black on an
orange background with a picture of the pavilion and "New York World's Fair across the bottom.
Size: 10 3/16" wide by 3" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10
Lot # 680 - Souvenir Card "To Commemorate the Visit of _______ to the Masonic Brotherhood
Center Sponsored by the Grand Lodge of Free & Accepted Masons State of New York New York
World's Fair 1964-1965" (written on the back). On the front is a multicolor picture of the pavilion.
Size: 3 1/2" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

$1

$3

$2

Lot # 681 - "Republic of China" glass dish in the original box. dish is marked "New York World's
Fair" and pictures the pavilion in gold on clear glass. Size: 3" by 3". Condition: Mint (with original
sticker) in box that is very fine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 682 - Figural Unisphere with the Statue of Liberty and Empire State Building. Across the front
is written "1964 New York World's Fair 1965". This piece is made of a silver colored pot metal.
Size: 4 1/8" wide by 2 1/2" high by 1" deep. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 683 - Black and White Photo taken inside the Dupont Pavilion's live show. The photo shows
the live action character dressed in turn of the century clothes ordering groceries from a store clerk
(who is in the film portion of the show) while he is busy removing a cat from the biscuit barrel. Size:
5" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 684 - Admission Ticket to the "IBM Pavilion 'The Information Machine', "Admit One,
Admission Free", good for "Friday September 10", "12 noon". "IBM" printed inside an egg that is
inside "New York World's Fair" in a circle. This is printed in black on a brown and white computer
punch card that even has the holes punched into it. Size: 7 3/8" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 685 - Highway Map from Shell, "Guide to Greater New York with special map of the World's
Fair" with a picture of the Unisphere at Sunset and the New York Skyline below. When open one
side has a road map of the greater New York area including New Jersey, Westchester and Western
Long Island. On the other side is a map of the World's Fair ground with pictures of the city and fair
buildings. Size: Closed is 4 1/4" wide by 9 1/8" high. Open it is 18 1/8" wide by 33" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 686 - "Parable" Flyer. "Now you can Parable the outstanding 22-minute Color Film featured in
the Protestant and Orthodox Center New York World's Fair". It contains information about the film,
"Suggested Scriptural References" and on the back has a form to rent the movie for $35 per showing.
Size: 4" wide by 9" high. Condition: Very Fine, has a couple of folds near corners and one in the
center.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

$4

$4

$2

Lot # 687 - "Coupon" for a "Free Souvenir" from the "Belgian Village". This is printed in green on a
white background. Coupon has a little picture of the village on the left side. Size: 6" wide by 3" high.
Condition: Very Fine, has a crease on the corner.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 688 - Postcard issued by IBM featuring their pavilion shown from the roof up. This larger than
usual black and white postcard was given out at their pavilion and is marked on the back "Above the
canopy of a forest of steel trees rises the 90-foot-high ovoid theatre of the IBM Pavilion at the 196465 New York World's Fair." Size: 8 5/8" wide by 4 3/8" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 689 - Large Sized color photo postcard picturing (marked on back) "American Express
Pavilion", "New York World's Fair 1964-1965". Size: 9" wide by 6" high. Condition: Fine, it has a
small damage on the left side just above the tree branch.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 690 - Large Sized color photo postcard picturing (marked on back) "The Ford Rotunda", "New
York World's Fair 1964-1965". Size: 9" wide by 6" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight
damage to 2 corners.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 691 - Large Sized color photo postcard picturing (marked on back) a night scene of the "New
York State Pavilion". Size: 9" wide by 6" high. Condition: Fine, with a little edge damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1968 Hemisfair (692 to 692)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 692 - Texas Boot shaped ceramic Ashtray with a spur marked "World's Fair in San Antonio"
on one side and "Viva Hemisfair" on the other. The colors are black, silver, red and gold. Size: 4 1/4"
tall by 4 3/4" long (toe to spur) by 2 3/16" wide at the top. Condition: Very Fine with a couple of
small scratches. A very cool souvenir.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4
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